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APPENDIX A:
IMPLEMENTATION PLAN FOR THE
WMO STRATEGY FOR SERVICE DELIVERY
FOREWORD FROM THE WMO SECRETARY-GENERAL

“The WMO Strategy for Service Delivery”, which is aligned to the WMO Strategic and
Operating Plans (SOP), was approved by the sixteenth session of the World Meteorological
Congress (Cg-XVI) in June 2011. The Strategy explains why service delivery is important and how
it can be improved.
This Implementation Plan has been developed to allow National Meteorological and
Hydrological Services (NMHSs) to assess their current levels of service delivery performance and
to develop plans to improve service delivery in line with their strategic objectives. Improving levels
of service delivery will provide direct benefits to service users and, as a consequence, will result in
stronger community support for NMHSs providing the service.
The core business of NMHSs is built around their public good responsibility to provide
essential weather, climate and related information to the community at large. In all forms of
business it is vital to put the user† first, and the provision of meteorological and hydrological
services is no different. Only by fully understanding why users need our services and how they
use them can we provide services that are fit for their purpose. By striving to provide services that
fully meet the needs of users, NMHSs ensure that they discharge their statutory obligations, and
are more likely as a consequence to be held in high regard by the public, their owners and users.
Within the WMO we will develop mechanisms to provide assistance to NMHSs in order
that they may implement “The WMO Strategy for Service Delivery".
I urge all Members to use this Implementation Plan to assess where they currently
stand in regard to levels of service delivery and to continue the work towards achieving ever higher
service standards.
__________

†

See Annex 2 - Glossary for definition
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The purpose of this Implementation Plan is to firstly provide a flexible methodology to
assist NMHSs in evaluating their current service delivery practices and secondly to serve as high
level guidance for developing more detailed methods and tools for improving their service delivery
process.
It is adaptable to the unique needs of NMHSs in both developed and developing
countries regardless of who the users are and whether providers deliver public or commercial
products† and services†. The role of the WMO Secretariat and other WMO constituent bodies in the
implementation of “The WMO Strategy for Service Delivery” (from here onwards, the Strategy) is to
serve as facilitator, coordinator and provider of necessary support and guidance.
Members have recognized the importance of high quality service delivery in all aspects
of the work of NMHSs by approving the Strategy at the World Meteorological Congress in 2011.
Meeting the needs of users† with fit for purpose products and services is vital to the
success of NMHSs. This is an integral part of effective service delivery and should be reflected in
the commitment from the leaders of NMHSs to high levels of service delivery.
As the needs of users evolve, the capabilities of NMHSs should also adapt over time.
Methods of delivering and distributing products and services are subject to change, especially in
the modern information technology era. It is important that NMHSs are ready and able to respond
to these changes.
Users sensitive to the impacts of weather and climate and can obtain many benefits
from high quality services that fully meet their needs. NMHSs with high levels of Public Weather
Services (PWS) delivery are likely to be more valued by their users, and by the organizations that
provide them with funding. This can help to ensure sustainability for the PWS.
Those NMHSs which provide services on a commercial basis, where there are
contractual obligations, are no doubt aware of the need for high levels of service delivery, and
similar levels of service delivery should also be applied to meteorological and hydrological services
provided to the public and to government customers†.
The Strategy describes four stages, which define the framework for service delivery,
and six strategy elements which detail the activities required for high quality service delivery.
The four stages are:

†

-

User engagement;

-

Service design and development;

-

Delivery; and,

-

Evaluation and improvement.

See Annex 2 - Glossary for definition
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The six strategy elements are:
-

Evaluate user needs and decisions;

-

Link service development and delivery to user needs;

-

Evaluate and monitor service performance and outcomes;

-

Sustain improved service delivery;

-

Develop skills needed to sustain service delivery; and,

-

Share best practices and knowledge.

It is recognized that across NMHSs there is likely to be a wide range of levels of service
delivery with many examples of good practice. It may be difficult initially for some NMHSs to see
how to implement the Strategy. This Implementation Plan has been developed to help all NMHSs
to assess and improve their levels of service delivery.
Assessment of the current level of service delivery can be undertaken either thorough
self-assessment or with external assistance. The assessment will be made against a simple
progress model (see Annex 1) which shows the type of activities and behaviours that are
appropriate for NMHSs, which are at a certain level of service delivery development. The service
delivery progress model also allows NMHSs to see what actions and activities are required if they
wish to progress to higher levels of service delivery, applicable to their short-, medium- and longterm objectives.
The WMO Executive Council Working Group on Service Delivery (ECWG-SD) will
monitor progress in the implementation of the Strategy.
It is expected that all NMHSs will adapt and adopt the Implementation Plan to their
individual needs and develop plans in an effort to systematically increase their level of service
delivery expertise.
_____________
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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Background

The Strategy was approved by the sixteenth session of the World Meteorological
Congress (Cg-XVI) in 2011, which requested that an Implementation Plan be prepared to assist
Members in adapting and applying the Strategy in their own service delivery strategies and plans.
The Strategy serves as a foundation to improve service delivery by sharing best
practices, supporting mutually agreed guidelines, and increasing user engagement throughout the
delivery process, recognizing the many differences in cultures, structures, operational practices,
and resource and development levels across NMHSs. This Implementation Plan has been
developed to assist all NMHSs to achieve this outcome.
The ECWG-SD was tasked with monitoring progress in the implementation of the
Strategy; a recommendation for how this might be undertaken is provided in Annex 6.
The Strategy describes the four stages which define the continuous cyclical process for
service delivery, and the six elements which detail the activities required for high quality service
delivery.
The four stages of service delivery are shown in Figure 1.

Evaluation
and
Improvement

User
Engagement

Delivery

Service
design and
development

Figure 0 - The four stages of service delivery

The six elements are:
-

Evaluate user needs and decisions;

-

Link service development and delivery to user needs;

-

Evaluate and monitor service performance and outcomes;

-

Sustain improved service delivery;
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-

Develop skills needed to sustain service delivery; and,

-

Share best practices and knowledge.

Each of the stages and the elements is described in detail in the strategy document,
which is considered to be essential reading to understand this Implementation Plan.
1.2

Purpose of the Implementation Plan

The Implementation Plan has been developed to assist NMHSs to enhance the quality
and usefulness of meteorological and hydrological services to users. To achieve this goal, it
elaborates how to convert the growing awareness of the importance of high quality service delivery
into action. A key feature of the Implementation Plan is the demonstration of how to assess the
current level of service delivery, and how to improve it where it is considered cost effective to do
so. A key component of the Implementation Plan is therefore a simple progress model to give a
measure of the current level of service delivery development and to describe the actions and
activities required to move from the current level to a higher one.
1.3

Scope of the Implementation Plan

The scope of the Strategy is focused on NMHSs as providers of meteorological and
hydrological services. However, it is recognized that all constituent bodies of WMO need to
examine their roles in supporting NMHSs. For example, Technical Commissions (TCs) and
Regional Associations (RAs) should consider how to improve the ways in which they facilitate and
coordinate support to the NMHSs in the implementation of the Strategy. The Implementation Plan
will also apply to the WMO Secretariat in relation to the support and coordination it provides to
Members to help them better fulfill their national roles.
1.4

Analysis of benefits derived from improved service delivery

The link between improved levels of service delivery and benefits to users of
meteorological and hydrological services is widely recognized. For example, improved warnings of
severe weather are expected to reduce the number of lives at risk and reduce adverse impacts
upon economies.
The introduction of consistent service delivery methods should be accompanied by
appropriately branded products and services, to help raise public awareness of the existence and
role of the National Meteorological Service (NMS).
Improvements to service delivery can create an increase in the socio-economic benefits
provided by NMHSs. (ref.: Proceedings of the WMO Regional Association VI (Europe) Conference
on Social and Economic Benefits of Weather, Climate and Water Services (PWS-23/ROE-1
(2012)))2.
As a result of improving service delivery the users, through derived benefit, will have
more confidence in the capability of the NMHSs. This is likely to lead to a higher degree of
recognition of the NMHSs by those in government (and elsewhere) who are accountable for their
activities and achievements. As a consequence, NMHSs are more likely to be able to make a
robust case for additional investment to further improve the range and quality of services.
As the Strategy is implemented by Members with the assistance of WMO’s constituent
bodies, examples of derived benefits will become available and these should be included in the
reporting process.

2

http://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/amp/pwsp/documents/PWS_23_ROE-1_en.pdf .
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2.

IMPLEMENTATION APPROACH

2.1

Implementing the Strategy in NMHSs

There are many differences in the structures of NMHSs; in the types of meteorological
and hydrological services they provide and the users they support. It is a challenge therefore to
have a single implementation plan that is applicable to all NMHSs. However, this Implementation
Plan has been developed so that it can be adapted and used by NMHSs to guide them in
introducing or improving sound principles of service delivery. An essential element in doing so is to
determine where NMHSs stand with regard to their current levels of service delivery, and to decide
where they wish to be in the future, and how to get there.
To help illustrate how service delivery could be improved examples of good practices
and lessons learnt in service delivery are provided in Annex 4.
2.2

The service delivery progress model

A key component of the implementation plan is the Service Delivery Progress Model
(SDPM), which is illustrated in Annex 1 to this document. The SDPM is based upon the six (6)
elements of the Strategy, and describes the activities, actions and behaviours expected in NMHSs
at a particular level of service delivery development. The SDPM has five (5) levels of service
delivery competency: (1) Undeveloped; (2) Started; (3) Developing; (4) Competent; and
(5) Excellent, which are intended to describe the service delivery status in NMHSs.
The SDPM also includes a number of questions and answers associated with each
element of the Strategy that will assist NMHSs in determining their current level of service delivery
competency, and illustrate the types of activities, actions and behaviours that will enable NMHSs to
move to higher levels of service delivery.
Assessment of performance against the SDPM could be undertaken by NMHSs
themselves, by other NMHSs, in a twinning role, or by some other external body. It is also likely
that NMHSs will discuss with key users and customers in deciding what level of service delivery
development is appropriate into the future.
As noted above, the SDPM also provides guidelines on how to move from one level of
service delivery to another. For NMHSs to be at the ‘Developing’ level, all the strategy elements of
the model must be at least at that level. It is likely that NMHSs assessed to be at the ‘Developing’
level will have higher scores in one or more of the elements, but the overall rating will still be
‘Developing’ until all strategy elements are at the ‘Competent’ level or higher.
3.

THE STRATEGY ELEM ENTS

For each of the six elements of the Strategy, there will be actions that can be taken to
improve levels of service delivery, and some of these actions are described in the following
paragraphs, with greater detail provided in the SDPM.
3.1

Strategy Element 1

Strategy Element 1 – Evaluate User Needs and Decisions recognizes that it is vital
to know the users of products or services. Initially this may be achieved in the form of a survey,
followed by more in-depth workshops or interviews with individual users. Having established who
uses the products and services there must be an open and honest dialogue with the user
community, so that there is a clear understanding of the requirement for meteorological and
hydrological services, NMHSs’ capability to provide them, how services are used, appropriate
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costs, etc. The development of a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU)†∗, Customer Supplier
Agreement (CSA)†∗or Service Level Agreement (SLA)†∗ is a key activity as this document will
clearly define the service to be provided, as well as how it is provided, monitored, and the level of
payment for the service. Regular meetings with the users are essential to ensure that issues with
service delivery are resolved and that changing requirements and capability are understood.
Conducting regular surveys of users will also help to identify issues and areas where action is
required to improve service delivery; these surveys can be particularly beneficial following high
profile weather events.
3.2

Strategy Element 2

Strategy Element 2 - Link Service Development and Delivery to User Needs
recognizes that users should be able to see that a service has been developed and delivered with
their particular needs in mind, rather than being provided with a generic product, or one developed
for another purpose. A number of documents can be used to assist with the implementation of this
element. For example, a Product Catalogue†∗ will define the range of products and services
delivered by NMHSs and a Process Description Document† can be used to ensure that an
individual service fits into NMHSs’ process for supporting service delivery. A Work Instruction† will
ensure that all those involved in producing the product or service are aware of precisely what is
required to ensure a consistent and branded output.
3.3

Strategy Element 3

Strategy Element 3 – Evaluate and Monitor Service Performance and Outcomes
requires NMHSs to monitor a number of metrics related to the service. These can include:
accuracy, timeliness, responses to issues raised by the user, and customer satisfaction. However,
it is important that the metrics are agreed with the user and customer and that regular reports are
provided on the end-to-end performance of the service. These metrics play an important role in
identifying areas where the product or service can be improved. A number of forms and
documents will be required to effectively implement this strategy element. For example, a
Feedback Log∗ to track feedback from users, an Action Tracker∗ to ensure that agreed actions are
implemented, and documents to define and report on verification statistics.
3.4

Strategy Element 4

Strategy Element 4 – Sustain Improved Service Delivery recognizes that user needs
evolve and that NMHSs’ capability will change as scientific developments are implemented and
technology changes. The constant dialogue with the user that is required as part of “Strategy
Element 1” will ensure that these changes are identified and that the benefits of the improvements
are delivered to the user. The MoU, CSA or SLA is not a static document, but should be reviewed
and updated as the user’s need evolves and agreed with the customer. By sustaining improved
service delivery NMHSs will also improve their reputation which helps support their role as the
authoritative body for producing and delivering meteorological and related products and services.
The Process Description document∗ can be used to show how “Strategy Element 4” fits into
NMHSs’ overall process for service delivery.

†

See Annex 2 - Glossary for definition
See Annex 3 for links to templates
∗
See Annex 3 for links to templates
∗
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3.5

Strategy Element 5

Strategy Element 5 – Develop Skills Needed to Sustain Service Delivery
recognizes that new skills are required to implement the Strategy as staff will be required to
interact with users and customers. To do this, skills such as communication, presentation and
customer service will be required, though these may not be the traditional areas of development for
staff in NMHSs. Staff with technical skills will also be required to develop products and services.
The skills required by staff working with users and customers should be clearly defined in a job
description. An analysis of training needs can help identify training requirements leading to the
development of standard training modules to ensure that all staff has the opportunity to learn and
develop these skills.
3.6

Strategy Element 6

Strategy Element 6 – Share Best Practices and Knowledge recognizes the excellent
work done by WMO in the past in ensuring that best practice and knowledge are transferred
throughout NMHSs, and it is essential that this continues. The recently introduced framework of
twinning and mentoring between NMHSs as part of QMS activities, aimed at fostering the
exchange of experiences, best practice models and guidance, can also be utilized to improve
service delivery.
4.

FROM STRATEGY TO IMPLEMENTATION

4.1

Steps required to implement improved service delivery

Taking a decision to improve levels of service delivery may well require a significant
culture change amongst the personnel in NMHSs. All staff in NMHSs need to recognize that they
are making a contribution to a service that is provided to a user, and that the needs of the user
must be considered at all times. Linked to this culture change is a fundamental need to move
NMHSs from a focus on internal processes to NMHSs where meeting the needs of users is the key
focus. The culture change will only succeed if it is led and driven through NMHSs by their leaders.
This will include articulating the benefits of improved service delivery across NMHSs, and to key
stakeholders, especially governments, whose commitment will be essential to secure the
necessary investment to improve service delivery. Staff from NMHSs are more likely to become
more motivated when they see the value which users gain from the use of high quality
meteorological and hydrological services.
Step 1 – Identify the Service Delivery Champion† who will lead activities to improve service
delivery
Assessment of the level of service delivery is best achieved by a systematic review of
current practices against the definitions within the SDPM. Evidence should be sought to justify the
level chosen. NMHSs are encouraged to work together in partnership to achieve an objective and
consistent assessment.
Step 2 – Undertake an assessment of current level of service delivery using the SDPM
Changes to improve service delivery within NMHSs require a structured approach with
the appropriate level of resource. By introducing these changes in the form of projects or
programmes the impact of the change on users and internal processes can be fully understood
and managed, so that the desired outcomes are achieved. As more significant changes are made
with greater impact, staff with specialist skills in project or programme management may be
required to deliver the changes.

†

See Annex 2 - Glossary for definition
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Step 3 – Create an Action Plan∗ with short-, medium- and long-term goals clearly identified
It is clear that resources will be required for improving levels of service delivery. While
it is recognized that this may be difficult for some NMHSs where there is great pressure on existing
resources, it may be that with the recognition of the benefits that can result from improved service
delivery, prioritization within NMHSs could be made to reallocate resources for this purpose.
In NMHSs which have a high level of service delivery each user sector, and some key
customers, will have dedicated staff who are responsible for ensuring that all the stages and
elements of the Strategy are addressed for the services provided. For NMHSs in the early stages
of service delivery development this may not be possible, but the SDPM can be adapted to allow
NMHSs to focus on stages or elements where development of good service delivery is required,
and where benefits can be delivered quickly. This may help to reduce the resources required in
the early stages of development.
Step 4 – Allocate resources to implement the agreed actions
As described in “Strategy Elements 3 and 4”, it is important to have in place a process
for the continued review and update of the plan for improved service delivery similar to the four
stages of service delivery. Monitoring of service delivery will inform the success of the Action Plan.
Step 5 – Review progress of actions against plan in conjunction with regular reviews of
level of service delivery
The sharing of experience, knowledge and best practice between NMHSs, with the
assistance of WMO’s constituent bodies, can also help to ensure that NMHSs are able to focus
limited resources on areas which deliver maximum benefit.
Step 6 – Share best practice and knowledge between NMHSs
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the resources being utilized to improve
service delivery, monitoring and reporting of progress are essential. It is recommended that
ECWG-SD establishes a reporting process.
Step 7 – Report progress as recommended by the ECWG-SD
4.2

Assessment examples

An example assessment of the level of service delivery and subsequent Action Plan is
provided as Annex 5 to help illustrate the steps described above.
5.

LINKAGES WITH OTHER INITIATIVES AND ACTIVITIES

Service delivery should not be regarded as a separate activity, but as a key part of all
activities within NMHSs. Whenever there are initiatives or activities that result in an increase in
capability, these are likely to have an impact on users of meteorological and hydrological services,
and these impacts should be considered as a key part of the initiative or activity. There are a
number of WMO initiatives and activities where there is strong synergy with the Strategy as
indicated below.

∗

See Annex 3 for links to templates
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5.1

Linkages to the WMO Strategic and Operating Plans (SOP)

Improving Service Quality and Service Delivery is one of the five strategic thrusts within
the WMO Strategic Plan, with the Expected Results (ERs) being consistent with the aims of the
Strategy.
5.2

Linkages to Global Framework for Climate Services (GFCS)

The need for user engagement is recognized in the User Interface Platform of the
GFCS, which is one of the pillars of the GFCS. Dialogue with users, obtaining feedback from them
and developing monitoring and evaluation measures in order to meet user needs, are closely
aligned with the Strategy Elements. The close synergy with the Strategy has been highlighted in
the GFCS Implementation Plan which recognizes the opportunity to create efficiency by aligning
the User Interface Platform, in particular, with the Strategy.
5.3

Linkages to Quality Management System (QMS)

Many NMHSs have adopted a QMS approach and the resulting improved processes
have contributed to improved service delivery. Guidelines are available on how to use QMS to
improve service delivery.3 However, a QMS should not be considered as an alternative to high
quality service delivery. A QMS will tend to have more of an internal focus whilst good service
delivery has a greater external focus. Both QMS and high levels of service delivery are essential if
NMHSs wish to improve the way they deliver services. A QMS should be adapted to include the
stages and elements of the Strategy, using the SDPM as a guide to service delivery development.
5.4

Linkages to training

Training in service delivery should be incorporated into curricula of institutions where
meteorology and related subjects are taught. For example, forecasting courses should include a
module on service delivery where students are instructed on the competencies and behaviours
required for good service delivery. It may also be appropriate to train the users and customers of
meteorological and hydrological services in how to use their products and services to achieve
maximum benefits, and to understand the capabilities of NMHSs.
5.5

Linkages to capacity development

Capacity development activities will often have the biggest impact when they focus on
services and service delivery as the main objective, and then consider what infrastructure is
required to support and enhance the delivery of the services. NMHSs will be able to make a more
effective contribution to the development plans of their countries if the services they provide are
developed with the needs of the user in mind. This will help to ensure that the services are applied
and hence valued by the users, and that the meteorological and hydrological services, and in
particular PWS in developing countries, are sustained and improved.
This capacity development strategy of intervening to improve service delivery, rather
than the traditional meteorological infrastructure, has proved to be very successful in a number of
countries. Examples include those where the installation of Media Weather Presentation Systems
in African NMHSs has immediately increased the NMHSs’ profiles with ministers and the public,
and the Severe Weather Forecasting Demonstration Project where the benefits of investing in
improved PWS delivery have been shown, through actions taken to issue early warnings, to
mitigate the impacts of severe weather.

3

http://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/amp/pwsp/Doc_4_2_ANNEX_II_ET_SPI.doc
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5.6

Linkages to twinning and mentoring

Those NMHSs that have succeeded in implementing effective service delivery should
be encouraged to share their experiences and advice with NMHSs that are less developed. This
could take place through mentoring or twinning arrangements between NMHSs where staff interact
to guide and assist each other in an informal manner, or through bilateral visits between NMHSs.
5.7

Linkages to the Madrid Action Plan (MAP)

The Madrid Action Plan (reference
http://www.wmo.int/pages/themes/wmoprod/documents/madrid07_ActionPlan_web_E.pdf)
recognizes the need for quantifying the benefits within the various socio-economic sectors
supported by NMHSs with the goal of strengthening their service delivery capacity.
__________
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ANNEX 1: SERVICE DELIVERY PROGRESS M ODEL
This model can serve both as a tool for assessing the level of development of NMHSs and also for developing an action plan for
improving service delivery.
Elements from the
Strategy:

1

Evaluate user
needs and
decisions.

Undeveloped:

No knowledge of the
users or their
requirements for
products or services.

Started:

Users are known, but
no process for user
engagement exists.
User requirements for
service delivery are not
well defined.

Developing:
Users are able to
contact NMHSs and
their feedback is
recorded.
There are no formal
processes for using
the feedback received
in development of
services.

Competent:
NMHSs seek input on
an ad-hoc basis from
users to inform
development of
services.
Requirements are
defined in documents
agreed with the
customer, but are not
routinely updated.

Excellent:
A consistent ongoing
dialogue is maintained
with users in respect
of their needs and the
services they receive.
Requirements are
defined in documents
agreed with the
customer, and
routinely updated
using feedback from
users.

User requirements are
defined with limited
documentation.
The answers to the following questions will allow NMHSs to assess where their current service delivery processes lie on the Service Delivery Progress
Model
A MoU, CSA or SLA is
in place for each user
A Memorandum of
and is routinely
Understanding (MoU),
assessed and updated
Customer Supplier
as necessary to
Some or all of the
Agreement (CSA) or
Who are the users
There is no
A MoU, CSA or SLA is
ensure it contains
users are known, but
Service Level
of the products and
knowledge of the
in place for each user
current information.
Q1a
this information is not
Agreement (SLA) is in
services you
users of the service
but is not routinely
captured in a formal
place with some users
deliver?
and products.
assessed and updated. The information
document.
but is often incomplete
contained in the
or out of date as a
document is used to
consequence it is
inform the
unlikely to be utilized.
development of
products and services.
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No proactive
engagement with
users.
Q1b

What processes do
you have in place
for engaging with
your users?

There are no
processes in place
for engaging with
users.

Users are able to
contact NMHSs on an
ad-hoc basis, but no
formal record of this
contact is kept and
action is rarely taken
as a result.

Irregular proactive
engagement is
undertaken, which can
be in the form of
surveys or user
workshops.

Regular workshops or
other similar
mechanisms are used
to gain feedback from
users on how services
can be improved

A user feedback log is
maintained and action
is taken as a result.

A user feedback log is
maintained and action
to improve service
delivery is taken.

A range of
mechanisms is used
that are appropriate to
the user community.
Outcomes are
communicated back to
the users.

There is no
mechanism for
contact with users.

Mechanisms for user
contact are in place,
but are unreliable, e.g.,
poor internet access
results in e-mails
regularly going
unanswered.

Users are able to
contact NMHSs using
a variety of means,
e.g., e-mail, telephone
and post.

Users are encouraged
to contact the NMHSs
through a variety of
means. User contact
is managed on an adhoc basis.

User contact is
managed by a
designated individual
or team.

Outline user
requirements have
been captured but
documentation is
limited.

Requirements are
defined in documents
agreed with the
customer, but are not
routinely updated.

Requirements are
defined in documents
agreed with the
customer, and
routinely updated
using feedback from
users.

Q1c

How do your users
contact you?

Q1d

How are user
requirements
gathered and
documented to
inform products and
services?

User requirements
have not been
captured and
documented.

There is an
understanding of users
needs, but these are
not described in the
form of user
requirements and with
little detail.

Elements from the
Strategy:

Undeveloped:

Started:

Developing:

Competent:

Excellent:

Services do not
respond to changing
user needs and new
technology.

Services are
developed and
changed as
technology allows, but
engagement of users
is ad-hoc.

User feedback is used
to inform changes and
developments to
services.

Users are consulted to
inform development of
products and services.

2

Link service
development and
delivery to user
needs.

No concept of
service, just
products issued.

Products are
documented with
limited descriptive
information.

Products and services
are documented and
this information is
used to inform
management of
changes.

Products and services
are consistently
documented. SLAs are
defined.

The service defined in
the SLA is agreed with
the Customer based
on User consultation.
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The answers to the following questions will allow an NMHSs to assess where their current service delivery processes lie on the Service Delivery Progress
Model

Q2a

Q2b

Some information has
been captured for a
small number of
services and products
in a document such
as Job Instruction or
SLA, but this is not
routinely updated.

Information has been
captured for a small
number of services
and products in a
document such as Job
Instruction or SLA, and
these are routinely
updated.

Information has been
captured for most
services and products
in a document such as
Job Instruction or SLA,
and these are routinely
updated.

All products and
services are described
in documents such as
Job Instructions and
SLAs and these are
routinely updated.
Users are involved in
identifying new
requirements and
making changes to
products and services,
and new technologies
are considered when
changes are planned.

What documentation
do you maintain to
define the products
and services you
deliver?

There is no
documentation
related to products
or services.

How are users kept
informed when
products and
services are
changed?

There is no
mechanism for
informing users
when products and
services are
changed.

Some users are
informed on an adhoc basis when
products and services
are changed

All users are informed
when the products and
services they receive
are changed.

A formal process is
followed to ensure that
users are well
prepared for any
changes to services
and products they
receive.

Elements from the
Strategy:

Undeveloped:

Started:

Developing:

Competent:

Excellent:

Measures of
verification and service
delivery are in place
but are not informed
by user requirements.

User requirements
inform the measures of
performance. Findings
are used to identify
areas for improvement.
Subsequent actions
are undertaken in an
ad-hoc manner.

Measures of
performance are
based on user need,
reported regularly and
are consistently used
to inform decisions on
improvements.

Some Developing
measures are in
place.

3

Evaluate and
monitor service
performance and
outcomes.

No measures of
performance for
either accuracy or
service delivery are
in place.

The verification of
accuracy and/or
service delivery takes
place, but no
systematic process
exists to use this
information to improve
the service.

The answers to the following questions will allow an NMHSs to assess where their current service delivery processes lie on the Service Delivery Progress
Model
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Q3a

Q3b

4

How do you verify
the accuracy, quality
and, effectiveness of
the products and
services you deliver
to users?
How are the
outcomes of the
verification of
accuracy, quality and
effectiveness and
service delivery
quality used to
improve the products
and services you
deliver to your
users?
Elements from the
Strategy:

Sustain improved
service delivery.

There are no
measures of the
accuracy, quality or
effectiveness of the
products and
services delivered

Some measures are
used in an ad-hoc
manner to determine
the accuracy and
timeliness of products
and services.

Measures are used
for verifying accuracy
and quality of service
delivery routinely.
Some of these
measures may be
based on user
requirements.

Measures are used
for accuracy, quality
of service delivery
and effectiveness
based on user
requirements.
The measures are
defined in the SLA.

There are no
outcomes as there
are no measures.

The outcomes are
recorded in an ad-hoc
manner or for internal
purposes, but are not
used to improve the
products and services
delivered.

Outcomes are
routinely recorded
and some analysis is
undertaken.

Analysis of the
outcomes is used to
identify areas for
improvement; actions
are undertaken in an
ad-hoc manner.

Undeveloped:

Started:

Developing:

Competent:

No concept of
service delivery
principles.

The concept of service
delivery has been
introduced and an
assessment of current
status has been
undertaken.

An Action Plan has
been created to
improve the level of
current service
delivery and
resources have been
identified to
implement it.

The Action Plan is
being implemented to
improve service
delivery, the
outcomes are being
monitored.

Measures are
routinely reviewed to
reflect changes to user
needs.
The SLA is updated in
line with changes.
Areas for improvement
are documented and
actions undertaken
routinely.
Plans are produced
and progress against
targets is monitored
routinely.

Excellent:
The status of service
delivery is reviewed on
a regular basis.
The Action Plan
evolves in response to
the outcome of the
reviews.

The answers to the following questions will allow an NMHSs to assess where their current service delivery processes lie on the Service Delivery Progress
Model

Q4a

Have you
documented your
service delivery
processes?

No documentation
to describe the
service delivery
process exists.

Some documentation
to describe service
delivery processes
exists, but not in the
format of a QMS.

A QMS exists for most
service delivery
processes. Monitoring
of compliance is adhoc.

A QMS exists to cover
all service delivery
processes and
compliance is
monitored. Some
actions are undertaken
to improve processes.

A QMS exists and a
process for continual
improvement is
undertaken that
includes input of
feedback from staff,
customers and users.
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Developments in
science and
technology are not
reviewed.

Some developments
in science and
technology are
identified but no plans
exist to utilize them.

Developments in
science and
technology are
identified with some
plans in place to utilize
them.

Plans are routinely
updated to benefit from
developments in
science and
technology.

Developments in
science and
technology are
embraced and plans
are in place to
maximize benefit from
them.

All changes in service
delivery are
communicated to
customers or users as
appropriate.

A formal
communication process
is followed to ensure
that customers and
users are well prepared
for any changes in
service delivery.

Customers and users
are routinely involved
in developing service
delivery processes
and the subsequent
communication of
changes.

Developing:

Competent:

Excellent:

Most members of
NMHSs are aware of
the importance of
service delivery Some
formal training is
provided.

All members of staff
are fully aware. Formal
training is provided.
There is an ad-hoc
process for staff to
provide ideas for
improvements to
service delivery.

Q4b

How do you use
developments in
science and
technology to
improve service
delivery?

Q4c

How do you
communicate
changes in your
service delivery
process to your
customers and
users?

Changes are not
communicated to
customers or users.

Some changes are
communicated but
with little
consideration of
impacts on customers
or users.

Elements from the
Strategy:

Undeveloped:

Started:

5

Develop skills
needed to sustain
service delivery

No concept or
communication of
service delivery
principles.

No formal service
delivery training in
place, though informal
communication of
service delivery
principles exists.

There is a culture of
providing best
possible service
delivery.
Innovative ideas form
a routine input to the
Continual Service
Improvement process.

The answers to the following questions will allow an NMHSs to assess where their current service delivery processes lie on the Service Delivery Progress
Model

Q5a

Who is the
Service Delivery
Champion within
your
Meteorological
Service?

There is no Service
Delivery Champion
within the NMHSs.

The process of
identifying a Service
Delivery Champion
has been started but
is not yet complete.

A Service Delivery
Champion has been
identified but does not
have appropriate
support from all levels of
NMHSs to deliver
improvements to
Service Delivery.

A Service Delivery
Champion has been
identified but does not
have all the appropriate
resources to deliver
improvements.

A Service Delivery
Champion at an
appropriately senior
level has been given
the training,
resourcing and
mandate to deliver
improvements in
Service Delivery.
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Q5b

Q5c

Q5d

6

What
mechanisms are
in place to enable
your staff to be
educated in the
principles of
service delivery?

What
mechanisms are
in place for
documenting the
roles of staff and
their individual
training
requirements?

There are no
mechanisms in place.

Staff have no
documented Job
Description or
training plan.

Informal
communication of
service delivery
principles takes
place between staff
and management.

Most staff have a
Job Description but
there is no
correlation between
them.

Mechanisms such as
training workshops are
regularly carried out for
all staff and
management.
Available material on the
subject is used.

All staff have a Job
Description that is
coherent and consistent
across the NMHS.

Regular communication
and training, which has
been built on available
material, occurs for all
staff and management.

Ongoing training is
carried out for all
staff and there is
regular
communication
between all levels of
staff and
management
regarding service
delivery.

Staff are reviewed against
their Job Descriptions,
and areas for
development are
identified.

Training plans are
reviewed to identify
NMHSs’ training
requirements.

Training plans are
created based on
development needs.

How do you
engage staff in
improving service
delivery?

There is no
mechanism for staff
to provide
suggestions on how
to improve Service
Delivery

An informal process
for staff suggestions
exists but is rarely
used.

A process for staff
suggestions exists;
implementation of
suggestions is ad-hoc.

Staff suggestions are
encouraged and
implemented as
appropriate.
Improvements to service
delivery are
communicated internally.

Elements from
the Strategy:

Undeveloped:

Started:

Developing:

Competent:

Share best
practices and
knowledge

Training is delivered
using a variety of
methods.
Staff suggestions
are considered at a
senior level and
implemented as
appropriate.
Feedback is
provided to staff on
the impact of their
suggestions.
Excellent:

This activity is a key function of the WMO Secretariat Programmes that have a role in service delivery with assistance from
the Education and Training Programme.
NMHSs are encouraged to share best practice in service delivery, through formal training, twinning and mentoring, etc.

__________
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ANNEX 2: GLOSSARY
These definitions are based on industry standards.

The degree to which a forecast parameter matches the observed value
check consistency with the GDPFS.
Accuracy

e.g., on nine (9) days out of ten (10) the forecast maximum temperature
issued at midday the previous day was within the agreed target compared
to the observed maximum temperature on the following day. This gives a
measure of accuracy of 9/10 * 100 = 90%.

Compliance

Adherence to standards, regulations, and other requirements.

Component

A part of a product, for example in the form of a graph, data or text.

Customer

The organization which provides funding and agrees the specification for
delivery through the Customer Supplier Agreement (CSA) or Service Level
Agreement (SLA). The Customer may or may not be the User.

Customer Supplier
Agreement (CSA)

A legal document defining the services or products to be delivered by one
party to another. Roughly analogous to a contract, but customarily made
use of between different parts of government.

Effectiveness

The degree to which the service or product benefits the user. This
measure tries to capture the actions taken by users as a result of the
service they have received and consequently the tangible benefit of that
service or product.

Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU)

A document outlining the responsibilities of different parties vis-à-vis a
service or relationship where a formal contractual cannot be entered in to.

On Time In Full (OTIF)

On Time In Full (OTIF) is a measurement of delivery performance in a
supply chain and looks at deliveries from the point of view of the customer.
It measures how often the customer gets what they want at the time they
want it.

Process Description
Document

A Process Description Document forms part of the QMS Library. In the
context of the Strategy it describes the process of Service Delivery within
an NMHSs.

Product

Output, usually information, such as observations, datasets or information
that is created by an analysis or forecast process, that the user will base
actions upon.

Production Unit

The group responsible for creation of the products delivered as part of the
service.

Quality

A combination of measures can be combined to give a measure of quality.
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These could be measures such as accuracy, timeliness, degree of
compliance with regulations, etc.
Service

The delivery of the product including the activities associated with the
people, process and IT required to deliver it, that meets the needs of the
user or can be applied by a user.

Service Delivery
Champion

An individual at an appropriately senior level who is mandated to deliver
improvements in service delivery. This individual will require the support of
senior management, along with adequate training and resourcing, in order
to deliver and sustain these improvements.

Service Level
Agreement (SLA)

A non-technical document agreed between the supplier of a product or
service and the customer defining exactly what is required from both
parties.

Service Priority

This can be described in different ways and with different definitions for the
level of priority, with the normal being High Medium or Low. An example of
high priority would be those products which are used to minimize risk to life
and limb.
The Technical Support Group is responsible for ensuring that the
equipment such as the Information Technology and communication
networks required to support service delivery is available to meet the SLA.
Within a support group you may find different levels of support:

Technical Support
Group

1st Line - initial support level responsible for developing user issues act as
the users’ first point of contact.
2nd Line - more in depth technical support to assist in resolving issues that
can not be resolved by 1st Line.
3rd Line - expert support level, undertaking more in depth analysis to
resolve problems that can not be resolved by 1st or 2nd Line support.

Timeliness

A measure of the ability to have delivered the product by the time agreed
with the Customer in the SLA, this should take account of the delivery time
from provider to user. It is unreasonable to expect the provider to be
accountable for any breakdowns of the infrastructure required to deliver the
product that is outside of NMHSs’ responsibility.

User

The person who receives the product and service and takes action based
on it.

Work Instruction

A document provided to the individual producing the product or service,
defining exactly what is required by the user. See template provided.
__________
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ANNEX 3: DOCUM ENTS AND TEM PLATES
This table provides a link to the documents and templates referred to within this
implementation plan with a brief description and guidance on which strategy element they support.
The locations of these documents will be provided in due course.

Document:

Description:

Strategy Element:

Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU)

A MoU is an agreement between parties. It is often
used in cases where parties either do not imply a
legal commitment or in situations where the parties
cannot create a legally enforceable agreement.

1

Customer Supplier
Agreement (CSA)

A CSA is a top level document typically used
between a National Meteorological Service (NMS)
and a government customer, usually at departmental
level. It encapsulates the relationship between the
National Meteorological Service and the customer.
A CSA is similar in structure to a contract or MoU.
However, a CSA is more customer-focused and
more 'contractual' in the language it uses. Note that
government bodies cannot normally contract
between themselves, so neither MoUs nor CSAs are
contracts in the legal sense.

1

Service Level
Agreement (SLA)

A non-technical document agreed between the
supplier of a product or service and the customer
defining exactly what is required from both parties.

1

Feedback log

A document used to record user and customer
feedback on the products and services provided.
This document should also be used to provide
reference to any actions being taken to respond to
the feedback.

1

Action Tracker

A document to track the actions being taken based
on user, customer and staff feedback on ways to
improve service delivery. A ‘business as usual’
version of the Action Plan.

1

Product Catalogue

A document to log the products (and services)
provided to users to give a point of reference for
other documents related to products and services,
for example a CSA ensures visibility of the total
portfolio of products and service provided.

2
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Work Instruction
Template

A document to describe in detail how an individual
product is produced, the templates for the product
and the inputs/information used to generate the
product to ensure consistency of output. Any targets
such as delivery times should also be included.

2

Service Report Data
Gathering

A document to ensure consistent collection of data to
support a service delivery report.

3

Service Report
Template

A template for reporting service delivery
performance, timeliness, compliance with product
description and accuracy.

3

Service Delivery
Compliance Checklist
Example

An example of a compliance checklist that can be
used to inform service delivery performance, it
shows how compliance against a product description
might be checked.

3

Service Delivery Action
Plan

The document generated after assessment of the
level of service delivery using the SDPM. The Action
Plan records the short-, medium- and long-term
actions, action owners, milestones with dates.

4

Process Description
Template

A template for describing a process as part of the
QMS for service delivery.

4

Job Description

A document to describe the activities undertaken as
part of an individuals job (or for a team) and the
skills, qualifications or experience required to
undertake the job.

5

__________
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ANNEX 4: SERVICE DELIVERY EXAMPLES

A number of examples of good service delivery are included within the Strategy. Below are
some more examples of good service delivery, and some of less-effective service delivery where
changes were needed to improve levels of service delivery. As the implementation of the Strategy
progresses, many more examples of good practice will become apparent as will areas where
problems have been identified and action plans put in place to improve service delivery. It is intended
that these will be communicated through the reporting process.
Examples of Good of Service Delivery
1.
A National Meteorological Service (NMS) identifies the need for, and develops, a specialist
advisor role, embedded within and working alongside those accountable for emergency response.
The advisors interpret forecasts and warnings for these key customers, and provide support in both
scenario-based training and in real incidents. They are also able to form a clear understanding of
customer needs through continuous dialogue, which helps the meteorological service assess its
performance and to plan service improvements.
2.
An NMS runs a series of regional workshops for professional users of its severe weather
warnings. Based on the feedback gained, it re-designs its warning service, moving away from set
meteorological thresholds towards more relevant and flexible warning criteria based on impacts and
thresholds for customer actions.
3.
The Central Forecast Office of a NMS undertakes an online customer satisfaction survey of
its products and services. The results are discussed with a user group selected from key
stakeholders. This group is empowered to recommend changes to products, set targets, and to
influence the service's strategic plans. As an example, a customer requirement to see web-based and
near real-time evaluation of recent forecasts is quickly acted upon and the necessary changes
implemented.
Examples of Less Effective Service Delivery
1.
Following a period of severe flooding, a government report highlights a lack of coordination
of the overall flood forecasting process. According to their own measures, the NMS responsible for
weather warnings and flood warnings are both performing well. Yet lack of ownership and
accountability for the performance of the end-to-end process means that flood forecasting is not as
effective as it could be, at a potentially large socio-economic cost to the nation.
2.
A NMS lacks contact with its end users. Forecasts and warnings only reach officials in
ministries and are not communicated further.
3.
The product development division within an NMS wishes to exploit a new forecasting
technique recently developed by scientists within their NMHSs. But the product's capabilities and
expected levels of performance remain largely un-documented, and its design has not incorporated
user's needs. It is poorly understood by business staff, who are unable to explain it to potential users
and customers.
4.
An NMS designs a web-based suite of forecast products for the aviation sector. The
system comprises a combination of graphical output from deterministic and probabilistic models
alongside charts and text created by forecasters. The data are often not internally consistent and
these inconsistencies go unexplained, thus presenting a confusing and ambiguous picture to users.
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5.
A service provided to a government department is produced by forecasters on a roster
such that up to eight (8) different forecasters may produce the forecast at different times. The
terminology used in these different forecasts is inconsistent, resulting in the user of the forecaster
being unable to understand and use the forecast effectively.
__________
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ANNEX 5: AN EXAM PLE OF SHARING BEST PRACTICE BETW EEN NM HSS

Case study on the implementation of the Strategy
The Director of Met Service A (MSA) has been asked by the Director of the neighbouring
Met Service B (MSB) to share some of his/her expertise and knowledge of Service Delivery. His/her
Service has recently demonstrated their value to their Government and citizens by implementing the
Strategy, and delivering dramatically improved levels of service. This has led to a significant boost in
their profile, and increased level of funding for the next five years. The Director is very happy to help
and nominates his/her Head of Forecasting, who is also the Service Delivery Champion, to spend a
few days at the head office of the MSB.
The Head of Forecasting begins with a general discussion with the Director and uses the
questions within the Service Delivery Progress Model to determine the level of Service Delivery
currently operational within the Met Service. What follows is a summary of their discussions around
two of the elements, and an indication of the level MSB is operating at for each one.

Element 1: Evaluate User needs and decisions
“The main users of our forecasts are farmers in rural districts of the country. We work with
the Ministry for Agriculture to ensure that our forecasts are understood by the agricultural
extension workers who meet regularly with the farmers on the ground, and we supply them
with training leaflets to help them understand the services we produce. As our
Meteorological Service is part of the Ministry of Transport we have recently signed a
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with the Ministry for Agriculture and this has helped
us to ensure that we understand the needs of our users in the farming community.
We also provide forecasts to the international airport and to the disaster management
committee in each district. We often receive telephone calls from the disaster management
committee when we forecast heavy rain that may cause flooding, and we make sure to
record this feedback as soon as it is received. We have not yet formalized our relationship
with the International Airport as they are also part of the Ministry of Transport, but we intend
to do so in the not too distant future.
Our website is the main way that our users can find information about us and our forecasts
and we have an e-mail address and telephone number that is regularly monitored.“

Comments on Element 1:
Most of the users of the services and products can be identified, and there are some formal
documents describing what is delivered.
There is a range of contact methods used, and a feedback log is being maintained.
Current Level: MSB is currently operating at the Developing level.
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Element 5: Develop skills needed to sustain service delivery
“When we train new forecasting staff we have an informal process of on the job training to
help them to understand the importance of excellent Service Delivery. Our staff say that
they find it useful, but that it is difficult to apply in the real world as they have little contact
with our users. Our staff are encouraged to give us their ideas of how we can improve
Service Delivery, but we have received few suggestions.
One idea we are exploring is that of identifying a member of senior staff who will be given
the responsibility for delivering improved Service Delivery, a Champion, who will also be
given a budget and some staff to help them. At the moment we are deciding who would be
best placed to take on this role.”

Comments on Element 5:
It is clear that the Director of MSB understands the importance of good Service Delivery
and wants to ensure that it is embedded within his NMHSs.
At the moment there is a little training that takes place and this could be improved, but the
intention to identify a Service Delivery Champion should be applauded.
Current Level: MSB is currently operating at the Started level.
Action Plan
Once the discussions were complete, the MSA Service Delivery Champion and the Director
of the MSB formulated an Action Plan that would enable them to improve their Service Delivery. The
aim was to identify actions that would allow the MSB to demonstrate at least a Developing level of
Service Delivery for all elements. This process could then be repeated after a period of time, with an
ongoing Action Plan enabling steady progress through the different levels of the SDPM.

Action
identification
number:

Action:

Who is
responsible for
implementation?

When should the
action be
complete?

A1.1

MSB should take steps to define all their
users in a Customer Service Agreement
(CSA) or MoU, whichever is most
appropriate

Director of
Forecasting

6 months time

A1.2

The use of the feedback log should be
encouraged for all feedback received
and a clear action associated with each
piece of feedback

Director of
Forecasting

3 months time

A1.3

A variety of additional ways for users to
contact the MSB such as SMS or fax
should be introduced, and the new
contact methods widely advertised

Chief
Communications
Officer

3 months time
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A5.1

Regular training workshops on Service
Delivery should be introduced for all
staff

Chief of Training

6 months time

A5.2

The appointment of a Service Delivery
Champion should be concluded as soon
as possible, with the individual being
given the level of resource appropriate
to deliver

Director of MSB

3 months time

A5.3

An improved process for gathering staff
suggestions should be developed in
consultation with staff and implemented.

Director of
Human
Resources

6 months time

__________
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ANNEX 6: RECOM M ENDATION FOR M ONITORING, EVALUATION
AND REPORTING OF THE IM PLEM ENTATION OF THE STRATEGY
6.1

Introduction

It is important to avoid the situation where the task of providing a report can be more
time consuming than the activity being reported on. However some level of monitoring, evaluation
and reporting will be required to demonstrate that the Strategy is being implemented, that
improvement is being achieved and that benefits are being delivered and measured. The timetable
for these activities will depend upon the differing requirements of Members but it is recommended
that reports should be provided on at least an annual basis.
6.2

Demonstration of achievement of particular levels of service delivery

6.2.1
As part of this implementation plan all Members will be invited to conduct an
assessment of service delivery development, and provide a report to the ECWG-SD advising the
WG on the level attained and if plans and targets are in place for further improvement (Note that
reporting templates will be provided as the implementation of the Strategy is tested in a number of
NMHSs).
6.2.2
If an assessment of service delivery development is conducted as part of a QMS
review, or as part of an internal audit, the report will provide evidence to justify the assessment. In
the case of self assessment of service delivery development, evidence for the result should also be
provided in the report to the ECWG-SD.
6.3

Content of the report

The information contained in the assessment reports will be used by the ECWG-SD to
track the implementation of the Strategy. Examples are provided below of those elements that the
ECWG-SD may wish to monitor:

6.4

a.

The number of NMHSs which have conducted an initial review of service delivery
status;

b.

The number of NMHSs which have plans in place to improve their level of service
delivery;

c.

The number of NMHSs which have achieved improvements in their level of
service delivery; and,

d.

Examples of good practice which can be communicated more widely.

Responsibilities and reporting process

6.4.1
The key responsibility for initiating a report rests with the Permanent Representatives
(PRs) of WMO Members. These will be submitted through Regional Associations (RAs) to enable
the ECWG-SD to make an annual report to the Executive Council. A final report will be submitted
to Congress by the Chairperson of the ECWG-SD on WMO’s achievements and improvements in
response to the Strategy.
6.4.2
For the implementation of the Strategy to be a success, exchange of knowledge and
information amongst NMHSs and WMO’s Constituent Bodies will be crucial. Timely and accurate
reports to the ECWG-SD will help to ensure that relevant knowledge and information can be sent
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to other NMHSs and constituent bodies. RAs and TCs can also assist the flow of information and
the exchange of knowledge and best practice.
6.4.3
In addition to reports on the implementation of the Strategy required by the ECWG-SD
and by RAs and TCs, the voluntary exchange of information between neighbouring NMHSs, or
within established groups of Members can also help to ensure that good experience and best
practice is widely communicated. This will also contribute to the training and capacity development
required for the improvement of service delivery, as discussed in paragraph 3.5.
__________
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RELEVANT DECISIONS OF SIXTEENTH CONGRESS AND THE SIXTY-THIRD AND
SIXTY-FOURTH SESSIONS OF THE EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Excerpt from the relevant decisions of the Sixteenth WMO Congress (Cg-XVI), Geneva,
16 May–3 June 2011
Resolution 1 (Cg-XVI): WORLD WEATHER WATCH PROGRAMME FOR 2012–2015
(this Resolution relates to CBS-15 agenda items 4, and 6)
Decides that the purpose, scope and main long-term objectives of the WWW Programme shall be
aligned with the WMO Strategic Plan and high priorities of WMO;
Requests the Commission for Basic Systems:
(1)
To pursue the technical planning and further development of the WWW Programme in
accordance with the WMO Strategic Plan, taking into account any adjustments and
directives from the Executive Council;
(2)
To take a leading role, together with the Commission for Instruments and Methods of
Observation, in the technical development and implementation of the Global Observing
System (GOS), as the key component of the WMO Integrated Global Observing
System (WIGOS), to meet, in an optimal way, the requirements of all WMO and cosponsored Programmes;
(3)
To pursue its leading role in the technical implementation and operation of the WMO
Information System (WIS), including the Global Telecommunication System (GTS) as
its core network, for the collection and sharing of information for all WMO and related
international programmes;
(4)
To pursue its leading role to enhance the implementation of the Global Data-processing
and Forecasting System (GDPFS) through increased lead time and reliability of
forecasts and warnings, and its critical support to the delivery of services to the general
public as well as to all relevant socio-economic sectors;
(5)
To maintain close liaison with the other technical commissions, the regional
associations, other relevant international organizations and international programmes,
in particular the Global Climate Observing System (GCOS), with a view to ensuring that
their relevant requirements and recommendations are taken into due consideration.
Resolution 2 (Cg-XVI): TERMS OF REFERENCE OF THE COMMISSION FOR BASIC
SYSTEMS
(this Resolution relates to CBS-15 agenda items 5.2, and 6)
Decides that the previous terms of reference of CBS be amended as provided in Annex 2 to
Resolution 43 (Cg-XVI) – Terms of reference of the technical commissions.
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Resolution 3 (Cg-XVI): GLOBAL OBSERVING SYSTEM
(this Resolution relates to CBS-15 agenda items 4.2, and 6)
Requests the Commission for Basic Systems:
(1)
To develop the new Implementation Plan for the Evolution of Global Observing
Systems (EGOS-IP) in coordination with the regional associations, taking into account
the Vision for the GOS in 2025, WIGOS and GFCS, to guide Members in the
implementation of their national observational programmes;
(2)
To pursue its leading role in the technical planning and development of GOS in close
collaboration with relevant technical commissions in support of all WMO and related
international programmes and initiatives;
(3)
To assist Members and regional associations in the continued evolution of the global
observing systems;
(4)
To develop a mechanism to assess the performance of OSEs and OSSEs undertaken
by Member countries and to communicate the benefits earned thereby, to other
Member countries.
Resolution 11 (Cg-XVI): WORLD WEATHER RESEARCH PROGRAMME
(this Resolution relates to CBS-15 agenda items 4, and 6)
Decides:
(1)
That the substance of the World Weather Research Programme shall be as indicated in
the WMO Strategic Plan (2012–2015) adopted under Resolution 36 (Cg-XVI) and in the
WMO Operating Plan;
(2)
That education and training aspects be included in all components of the World
Weather Research Programme.
Resolution 16 (Cg-XVI): CLIMATE DATA REQUIREMENTS
(this Resolution relates to CBS-15 agenda items 4.3, and 6)
Requests the Commission for Climatology, the Commission for Basic Systems (CBS) and the
Commission for Instruments and Methods of Observation (CIMO), in collaboration with other
technical commissions and programmes as appropriate, to facilitate an analysis of the strengths,
weaknesses and the opportunities associated with climate data to provide an up-to-date
assessment of the existing gaps and shortcomings and propose solutions for improved climate
data availability and exchange;
Requests the technical commissions, WMO Programmes and co-sponsored Programmes, to
further collaborate with increased synergy, including working mechanisms and scientific and
technical events coordinated and/or developed under their mandate with relevance to climate data.
Resolution 19 (Cg-XVI): DEVELOPMENT OF AN ARCHITECTURE FOR CLIMATE
MONITORING FROM SPACE
(this Resolution relates to CBS-15 agenda items 4.2, and 6)
Decides that an architecture should be developed, using as a starting point the concept given in
the annex to this resolution, to provide a framework for the sustained and coordinated monitoring
of the Earth’s climate from space;
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Decides further:
(1)
That the development of the architecture, as an important component of WIGOS,
should be undertaken as a major initiative of the WMO Space Programme, with the
support of relevant technical commissions, and in coordination with satellite operators,
CEOS, CGMS, GCOS, GEO and WCRP;
(2)
That the results will be made available for deliberation and final approval by the
Executive Council;
Requests the technical commissions:
(1)
To guide the technical aspects of the development activities;
(2)
To update WMO regulatory material, including development of the Manual on the WMO
Integrated Global Observing System;
(3)
To provide the technical lead for the architecture through the Commission for Basic
Systems, the Commission for Instruments and Methods of Observation, the
Commission for Climatology and the Commission for Atmospheric Sciences.
Resolution 20 (Cg-XVI): PUBLIC WEATHER SERVICES PROGRAMME
(this Resolution relates to CBS-15 agenda items 4.5, and 6)
Decides:
(1)
That the substance of the PWS Programme shall be as indicated in the WMO Strategic
Plan (2012–2015) adopted under Resolution 36 (Cg-XVI) and the WMO Operating
Plan;
(2)
That the WMO Strategy for Service Delivery should guide the implementation of the
PWS and other relevant Programmes;
Requests the Commission for Basic Systems:
(1)
To continue to provide assistance to the technical planning and further development of
the PWS Programme in accordance with the WMO Strategic and Operating Plan;
(2)
To enhance its crucial support to the PWS Programme in the delivery of services to the
public and to socio-economic sectors.
Resolution 31 (Cg-XVI): EDUCATION AND TRAINING PROGRAMME
(this Resolution relates to CBS-15 agenda items 4, and 6)
Requests the technical commissions to assign high priority to the development of job competency
standards within the area of responsibility of each of the Commissions, in conjunction with the
ETRP, with the aim of linking the service needs of the Members with the technical standards and
recommendations of the Commissions through education and training.
Resolution 34 (Cg-XVI): WMO REGIONAL PROGRAMME
(this Resolution relates to CBS-15 agenda items 4.1, and 6)
Requests the presidents of the regional associations and the presidents of the technical
commissions to maintain strong liaison and undertake joint coordinated actions aimed at
harmonized and synchronous implementation of various programmes and projects;
Requests the presidents of the technical commissions to provide advice relating to the needs of
regional associations and consider the priorities stated by the regional associations in the
development of the programmes and projects of the respective technical commissions.
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Resolution 36 (Cg-XVI): WMO STRATEGIC PLAN (2012–2015)
(this Resolution relates to CBS-15 agenda items 4.1, and 6)
Requests the Executive Council, the regional associations, the technical commissions and the
Secretary-General to adhere to the strategic direction and priorities set forth in the Strategic Plan
and to organize their programme structures and activities so as to pursue the Strategic Thrusts and
to achieve the Expected Results.
Resolution 38 (Cg-XVI): PREPARATION OF THE STRATEGIC PLAN FOR 2016–2019
(this Resolution relates to CBS-15 agenda items 4.1, and 6)
Requests the technical commissions:
(1)
To lead the formulation of the scientific and technical aspects of WMO Programmes
and activities falling within their respective responsibilities in preparing the WMO
Operating Plan;
(2)
To develop their own Operating Plans in support of the implementation of the next
WMO Strategic Plan.
Resolution 43 (Cg-XVI): TERMS OF REFERENCE OF THE TECHNICAL COMMISSIONS
(this Resolution relates to CBS-15 agenda items 5, and 6)
Decides:
(1)
To amend the general terms of reference applicable to all technical commissions as
given in Annex 1 to this resolution;
(2)
To adopt the revised terms of reference of the Joint WMO/IOC Technical Commission
for Oceanography and Marine Meteorology, the Commission for Atmospheric Sciences,
the Commission for Aeronautical Meteorology, the Commission for Climatology, the
Commission for Agricultural Meteorology, the Commission for Instruments and Methods
of Observation and the Commission for Basic Systems as given in Annex 2 to this
resolution;
TERMS OF REFERENCE OF THE COMMISSION FOR BASIC SYSTEMS
The Commission shall be responsible for matters relating to:
(a)
Cooperation with Members, other technical commissions, regional associations and
relevant bodies in the development and operation of integrated systems for observing,
data processing, forecasting, telecommunications, and data management. These
activities shall be in response to requirements and in support of all WMO Programmes,
particularly contributing to disaster risk reduction, and taking advantage of opportunities
provided by technological developments;
(b)
The assessment of opportunities for, and the provision of, a common infrastructure to
meet the requirements defined by technical commissions and regional associations, as
well as by organizations with whom WMO has relations, taking into account new
applications of meteorology, hydrology, oceanography, and related environmental
sciences;
(c)
Continued development of the World Weather Watch (WWW) as a priority;
(d)
Further development and implementation of the Public Weather Services Programme,
with particular attention to end-to-end service delivery;
(e)
Further development and implementation of the WMO Space Programme;
(f)
Contribution to the development and implementation of the Global Framework for
Climate Services;
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(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

(k)

(l)

The processing, storage and retrieval of basic data for meteorological and related
purposes including, in particular, the organization of the Global Data-processing and
Forecasting System of the WWW;
The development and application of systems and techniques to meet user requirements
including those of operational weather analysis and forecasting and of services for
environmental emergency authorities;
Observational systems, facilities and networks (land, sea, air, and space) as decided by
Members including, in particular, all technical aspects of the WMO Integrated Global
Observing System, particularly the global observing systems;
Telecommunication networks, radio-frequency allocation and facilities for operational,
research and applications purposes including, in particular, the organization of the
WMO Information System, including the Global Telecommunication System of the
World Weather Watch;
The development and application of operational procedures, schedules, and
arrangements for the exchange of and access to weather, climate and water
information (data and, products), including warnings, required by all WMO
Programmes, in particular, through the WMO Information System;
The development and application of data management principles and procedures
including monitoring and evaluation of the common infrastructure, in particular, of the
World Weather Watch.

Resolution 48 (Cg-XVI): IMPLEMENTATION OF THE GLOBAL FRAMEWORK FOR CLIMATE
SERVICES
(this Resolution relates to CBS-15 agenda items 4, and 6)
Decides to support and facilitate the implementation of the GFCS as a priority of the Organization
in the sixteenth financial period;
Invites the technical commissions:
(1)
To regularly review the technical needs of the Framework as they relate to the activities
and competencies of the respective commissions, guide establishment and
improvement of procedures and processes on technical matters to support GFCS
operations, and assist with the implementation of the Framework to the extent possible;
(2)
To improve coordination of ongoing activities relevant to the Framework within and
among technical commissions.
Resolution 49 (Cg-XVI): WMO STRATEGY FOR CAPACITY DEVELOPMENT
(this Resolution relates to CBS-15 agenda items 4, and 6)
Decides that a Capacity Development Strategy should be prepared, taking into account the
elements of a WMO Capacity Development Strategy as set out in the annex to this resolution;
Requests Members, regional associations, technical commissions and WMO co-sponsored
Programmes to support the creation of a Capacity Development Strategy.
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Resolution 50 (Cg-XVI): IMPLEMENTATION OF THE WMO INTEGRATED GLOBAL
OBSERVING SYSTEM
(this Resolution relates to CBS-15 agenda items 4.2, and 6)
Decides to implement the WMO Integrated Global Observing System;
Decides further that implementation activities will be undertaken during the next financial period
as one of the major efforts of the Organization with the goal that WIGOS should become
operational from 2016 onwards;
Requests the Executive Council:
(1)
To monitor, guide and support the implementation of WIGOS;
(2)
To establish an Inter-Commission Coordination Group on WIGOS (ICG-WIGOS);
Requests the regional associations:
(1)
To develop their regional WIGOS implementation plans;
(2)
To coordinate WIGOS implementation activities with the WMO Information System in
their operating plans and work programmes;
(3)
To promote capacity-building and outreach activities to assist Members in the
implementation of WIGOS;
Requests the technical commissions:
(1)
To guide the technical aspects of WIGOS implementation;
(2)
To incorporate WIGOS implementation activities in their operating plans and work
programmes;
(3)
To provide technical guidance and advice to Members and the regional associations on
WIGOS;
(4)
To develop guidance for the design and evolution of observing components of WIGOS;
(5)
To develop standards to support WIGOS in collaboration with partner organizations and
programmes;
(6)
To update WMO regulatory material, including development of the Manual on the WMO
Integrated Global Observing System;
(7)
To provide the technical lead for WIGOS through the Commission for Basic Systems
(CBS) and the Commission for Instruments and Methods of Observation (CIMO).
Resolution 51 (Cg-XVI): DESIGNATION OF CENTRES OF THE WMO INFORMATION SYSTEM
(this Resolution relates to CBS-15 agenda items 4.3, and 6)
Decides:
(1)
To designate as WIS Global Information System Centres those centres listed in Table 1
of the annex to this resolution;
(2)
To designate as WIS Data Collection or Production Centres those centres listed in
Table 2 of the annex to this resolution;
(3)
To designate those centres listed in Table 3 in the annex to this resolution for the roles
defined in Table 3;
(4)
To conditionally designate those centres shown in Table 4 in the annex to this
resolution, subject to demonstration of meeting the pre-operational compliance
requirements of the Commission for Basic Systems (CBS) Management Group, and
that any centre in Table 4 that has not demonstrated pre-operational compliance by the
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(5)

time of the sixty-fourth session of the Executive Council will have its conditional
designation removed;
To confirm that any centres that have not been designated by the time of the
sixty-fourth session of the Executive Council and that wish to be recognized as a DCPC
or GISC, must demonstrate that they meet the pre-operational compliance
requirements and be endorsed by the CBS Management Group before the Executive
Council decides whether or not to designate that centre in the requested role;

Resolution 52 (Cg-XVI): DISASTER RISK REDUCTION PROGRAMME
(this Resolution relates to CBS-15 agenda items 4, and 6)
Requests the presidents of technical commissions:
(1)
To coordinate their respective intra- and inter-commission DRR-related projects and
activities and provide advice on these to Members through the presidents of regional
associations;
(2)
To respond to the needs of Members, including as communicated by presidents of
regional associations, by developing guidelines and training modules consistent with
Quality Management System (QMS) principles, spanning technical and operational
aspects of meteorological, hydrological and climate services to support the
implementation and scaling up of national/regional DRR projects.
Resolution 54 (Cg-XVI): WMO GENDER MAINSTREAMING
(this Resolution relates to CBS-15 agenda items 5.2, 6, and 7)
Requests the presidents of regional associations and technical commissions:
(1)
To actively implement the WMO Policy on Gender Mainstreaming;
(2)
To compile appropriate statistics on the participation of men and women in the work of
their the regional associations and technical commissions;
(3)
To report annually to the Executive Council on those statistics and progress in the
implementation of the WMO Policy on Gender Mainstreaming.
Resolution 57 (Cg-XVI): GLOBAL INTEGRATED POLAR PREDICTION SYSTEM
(this Resolution relates to CBS-15 agenda items 4.2, and 6)
Decides:
(1)
To embark on a decadal endeavour towards a Global Integrated Polar Prediction
System (GIPPS), as an IPY Legacy to benefit the global community;
(2)
That GIPPS should provide information to meet user needs for decision-making on
timescales from hours to centuries;
Requests the technical commissions and regional associations to support the work of the
Executive Council through the coordinated international research, development and
implementation of GIPPS and to advise on possible future governance structures.
Resolution 58 (Cg-XVI): WMO POLAR ACTIVITIES
(this Resolution relates to CBS-15 agenda items 4.2, and 6)
Decides:
(1)
That an integrated approach is needed to understand the global impact of changes in
polar regions so that required services may be provided to users and so that
governments can be advised on aspects of adaptation and mitigation;
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(2)

(3)

That operational and research observing networks in polar regions (including the
Antarctic Observing network (AntON)) should be integrated within the framework of
WIGOS and WIS and be enhanced to include cryosphere-related variables;
That a concerted effort should be made to engage WMO Members, technical
commissions and regional associations, as well as relevant research and international
organizations and bodies, to improve predictive capability in polar regions on
timescales from hours to centuries;

Requests the regional associations and technical commissions to support WMO polar activities.
Resolution 60 (Cg-XVI): GLOBAL CRYOSPHERE WATCH
(this Resolution relates to CBS-15 agenda items 4.2, and 6)
Decides to embark on the development of the Global Cryosphere Watch as an IPY legacy with a
view towards achieving an operational GCW;
Requests the regional associations and technical commissions to include this activity in their work
programmes in order to fully accommodate the cross-programme nature of this cross-cutting
initiative.
Excerpt from the relevant decisions of the Sixty-third session of the WMO Executive
Council (EC-LXIII), Geneva, 6-8 June 2011
Resolution 1 (EC-LXIII): ESTABLISHMENT OF AN EXECUTIVE COUNCIL TASK TEAM ON
THE GLOBAL FRAMEWORK FOR CLIMATE SERVICES
(this Resolution relates to CBS-15 agenda items 4, and 6)
Decides:
(1)
To establish an Executive Council Task Team on the Global Framework for Climate
Services (ECTT-GFCS) with terms of reference as given in the annex to the present
resolution;
(2)
That the ECTT-GFCS should submit its draft report to the Council at its sixty-fourth
session in 2012;
(3)
That the membership of the ECTT-GFCS will include Executive Council members (as
indicated in Annex II to the report of the sixty-third session of the Executive Council),
who will work closely with the presidents of the technical commissions, with the Chair of
the Joint Scientific Committee of the World Climate Research Programme, and with the
Chair of the Steering Committee for the Global Climate Observing System (GCOS).
Resolution 2 (EC-LXIII): COORDINATION OF CLIMATE ACTIVITIES
(this Resolution relates to CBS-15 agenda items 4, 5, and 6)
Decides:
(1)
To re-establish an Executive Council Working Group on Climate and Related Weather,
Water and Environmental Matters (WG-CWE) with the existing terms of reference;
(2)
That the membership of the WG-CWE will include EC members (indicated in Annex II
to the report of the sixty-third session of the Executive Council) and ex officio members
from the technical commissions (including the Commission for Agricultural Meteorology
(CAgM), CCl, CAS, CBS, the Commission for Hydrology (CHy) and JCOMM), the
WCRP Joint Scientific Committee, and the GCOS Steering Committee, and that
representatives of other United Nations agencies or Programmes could be included by
the co-chairs as required;
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Resolution 4 (EC-LXIII): INTER-COMMISSION COORDINATION GROUP ON THE WMO
INTEGRATED GLOBAL OBSERVING SYSTEM
(this Resolution relates to CBS-15 agenda items 4.2, and 6)
Decides:
(1)
To establish an Inter-Commission Coordination Group on the WMO Integrated Global
Observing System with terms of reference as follows:
(a)
To coordinate and prioritize WIGOS-related activities carried out by relevant
technical commissions for all WMO domain areas, including deserts and
drylands;
(b)
To provide technical guidance and assistance for the planning, implementation
and further development of the Global Observing System (GOS), the Global
Atmosphere Watch (GAW) the World Hydrological Cycle Observing System
(WHYCOS) and the Global Cryosphere Watch (GCW) as core components of
WIGOS, including interoperability of observing systems, their long-term
sustainability, standardization of instruments and methods of observation,
WMO Information System (WIS) information exchange and discovery, and the
quality management framework;
(c)
To advise the regional associations on the technical and capacity-building
aspects of WIGOS implementation activities in the respective WMO Regions;
(d)
To improve guidance to Members on implementation of WIGOS at a national
level;
(e)
To maintain close cooperation at a technical level with WMO partner
organizations such as the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization (UNESCO) and its Intergovernmental Oceanographic
Commission (IOC), the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), the
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO), and the
International Council for Science (ICSU), and ensure coordination among cosponsors of the Global Climate Observing System (GCOS), Global Ocean
Observing System (GOOS) and Global Terrestrial Observing System (GTOS);
(f)
To identify and communicate WIGOS benefits to relevant international partner
organizations
(g)
To address major issues identified by the Executive Council and provide
technical advice on the further development and implementation of WIGOS;
(h)
To coordinate WIGOS and related WIS implementation activities;
(i)
To report to subsequent sessions of the Council on the progress in
implementation of WIGOS;
(2)
That a representative of each regional association, designated by its president, shall
participate in relevant activities of ICG-WIGOS;
(3)
That the chair may seek advice from, or invite experts, as necessary;
Further decides that the Executive Council focal points on WIGOS will be ex officio members of
ICG-WIGOS to ensure a close link with the Council;
Designates the president of the Commission for Basic System (CBS) as chair of ICG-WIGOS;
Requests:
(1)
The presidents of the technical commissions and regional associations to designate
experts representing each technical commission and regional association, respectively,
to participate in the work of ICG-WIGOS;
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(2)

(3)

The presidents of the technical commissions and regional associations to review, at the
annual meeting of presidents of technical commissions, outcomes of the work of ICGWIGOS;
ICG-WIGOS to develop, review and submit the WIGOS Implementation Plan (WIP) for
approval by the sixty-fourth session of the Executive Council.

Excerpt from the relevant decisions of the Sixty-fourth session of the WMO Executive
Council
(EC-64), Geneva, 25 June to 3 July 2012
Resolution 4 (EC-64): EC TASK TEAM ON WMO POLICY FOR INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGE
OF [CLIMATE] DATA AND PRODUCTS TO SUPPORT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE GFCS
(this Resolution relates to CBS-15 agenda items 4.3, and 6)
Decides:
(1)
To establish a Task Team on the WMO Policy for International Exchange of Climate
Data and Products to support the implementation of the GFCS to assist the Council on
this topic;
(2)
To adopt the Terms of Reference of the Task Team as provided in the Annex to this
resolution;
(3)
That the membership of the Task Team include one representative from each of:
RA I nominated by the president of RA I
RA II nominated by the president of RA II
RA III nominated by the president of RA III
RA IV nominated by the president of RA IV
RA V nominated by the president of RA V
RA VI nominated by the president of RA VI
EC PORS
EC WG CWE
CCl nominated by the president of CCl
JCOMM nominated by co-president of JCOMM
CBS nominated by president of CBS
CHy nominated by president of CHy
CAgM nominated by president of CAgM
Resolution 5 (EC-64): JOINT MECHANISM TO SUPPORT IMPLEMENTATION OF CLIMATE
SERVICES INFORMATION SYSTEM
(this Resolution relates to CBS-15 agenda items 4, and 6)
Requests the presidents of CCl, CBS and CAS, and the Chairman of the Joint Scientific
Committee of the WCRP to improve coordination of their CSIS-relevant programmes and activities
and, if necessary, propose an appropriate joint mechanism under which these matters could be
better addressed to ensure an effective, sustained and seamless operation of the CSIS.
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Resolution 8 (EC-64) - ENHANCED CAPABILITIES OF MEMBERS TO REDUCE RISKS AND
POTENTIAL IMPACTS OF HAZARDS CAUSED BY WEATHER, CLIMATE, WATER AND
RELATED ENVIRONMENTAL ELEMENTS
(this Resolution relates to CBS-15 agenda items 4, and 6)
Decides to endorse:
(1)

Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) Programme two-tier work plan (hereafter referred to as
the DRR Work Plan);

(2)

Establishment of the DRR User-Interface Expert Advisory Groups and mechanisms to
help guide the implementation of the DRR Work Plan;

Requests the Executive Council Working Group on Service Delivery to:
(1)

Develop recommendations to the EC for further development of the governance
mechanism of the DRR Programme based on assessment of lessons learned from
DRR programme achievements to date, pertaining to systematic involvement of WMO
Technical Commissions and Programmes, Regional Associations and strategic
partners in the implementation of the DRR two-tier work plan;

(2)

Collaborate with the presidents of technical commissions, to ensure that the number of
technical assistance projects, namely, the Severe Weather Forecasting Demonstration
Project (SWFDP), Flash Flood Guidance (FFG) systems and Coastal Inundation
Forecasting Demonstration Project (CIFDP), Integrated Drought Management
Programme, WMO Flood Forecasting Initiative, the WMO Emergency Response
Activities (ERA) as well as further development of the Global Data-processing and
Forecasting System (GDPFS), WMO Integrated Global Observing Systems (WIGOS)
and WMO Information System (WIS), are coordinated with the DRR Programme
crosscutting framework as key contributions to the DRR Work Plan;

Resolution 10 (EC-64): WIGOS FRAMEWORK IMPLEMENTATION PLAN (WIP)
(this Resolution relates to CBS-15 agenda items 4.2, and 6)
Decides to adopt the WIGOS framework Implementation Plan (WIP), as presented in the Annex to
this resolution,
Requests:
(1)
Members, the regional associations and the technical commissions to organize their
activities so as to realize WIGOS goals and associated outcomes as described in the
WIP;
(2)
CBS and CIMO to provide the technical lead in WIGOS implementation activities;
(3)
ICG-WIGOS to keep the WIP under regular review and to update and monitor the
progress in the implementation of the WIP and to submit a report to Cg-17;
(4)
Request Members to continue to provide resources, including through the WIGOS Trust
Fund and/or seconded experts, to help support the implementation of WIGOS.
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Resolution 11 (EC-64): RADIO FREQUENCIES FOR METEOROLOGICAL AND RELATED
ENVIRONMENTAL ACTIVITIES
(this Resolution relates to CBS-15 agenda items 4.2, and 6)
Decides to support radio-frequency coordination as a high priority of the Organization;
Requests the Commission for Basic Systems to pursue the continuous review of regulatory and
technical matters related to radiofrequencies for operational and research meteorological and
related environmental activities, and preparation of guidance and information for NMHSs, in
coordination with other technical commissions, especially CIMO, and in liaison with other relevant
international bodies, in particular, the Coordination Group for Meteorological Satellites, the Space
Frequency Coordination Group, etc.
Resolution 12 (EC-64): DESIGNATION OF CENTRES OF THE WMO INFORMATION SYSTEM
(this Resolution relates to CBS-15 agenda items 4.3, and 6)
Decides:
(1)
To update Table B1, Appendix B of the Manual on WIS to change the status from
“conditionally designated” to “designated” for centres in Australia and the Republic of
Korea;
(2)
To update Table B2, Appendix B of the Manual on WIS to change the status from
“conditionally designated” to “designated”, for centres as listed in Table 1 of the annex
to this resolution;
(3)
To extend the period of Conditional Designation to EC-65 in order to allow those
centres in the process of implementing WIS to complete their installation and to
demonstrate their compliance to CBS;
(4)
To remove “IPY (International Polar Year) data repository” from Table B2, Appendix B
of the Manual on WIS,
Requests CBS to monitor the implementation of WIS and continue to identify WIS centres, in
particular Data Collection or Production Centres (DCPCs) and National Centres (NCs) for
consideration at future sessions of the Council.
Resolution 13 (EC-64): RESPONSIBILITY FOR CREATING AVIATION XML
(this Resolution relates to CBS-15 agenda items 4.3, and 6)
Decides:
(1)
That WMO shall control a WMO Logical Data Model for weather, climate and water
information;
(2)

That ICAO and other organizations whose data representation needs for weather,
climate and water information are not met by a WMO standard data representation shall
be strongly encouraged to use relevant elements of the WMO Logical Data Model to
create the technical implementations of that organization's data representations;

Requests that CBS develop a method of working with ICAO and other organizations that permits
WMO to retain control over the structure and definition of weather, climate and water information
for those organizations' purposes while cooperating with those organizations in the development of
XML and other expressions of that information, that meet the stated requirements of those
organizations.
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Resolution 15 (EC-64): GLOBAL CLIMATE OBSERVING SYSTEM
(this Resolution relates to CBS-15 agenda items 4.2, and 6)
Requests the presidents of technical commissions and regional associations to ensure that the
relevant actions identified in the Implementation Plan are incorporated, as appropriate, in the
workplans of the Commissions and in the operational plans of the Associations, especially in the
implementation of WIGOS.
__________
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AGENDA ITEM 4.1: REVIEW OF DECISIONS OF SIXTEENTH CONGRESS AND
EXECUTIVE COUNCIL RELATED TO THE COMMISSION AND THE REQUIREMENTS
OF THE REGIONAL ASSOCIATIONS, INCLUDING THOSE RELATED TO THE WMO
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FRAMEWORK FOR CLIMATE SERVICES (GFCS) AND OTHER PRIORITIES

REVIEW OF SESSIONS OF THE REGIONAL ASSOCIATIONS
BACKGROUND MATERIAL
PROCEDURAL#
DECISIONS/ACTIONS REQUIRED:
(a)

Note the activities of Regional Associations

CONTENT OF DOCUMENT:
The Table of Contents is available only electronically as a Document Map1.

#

“Procedural”: either a highly technical document, carefully reviewed by those with expertise in the subject area, and
unlikely to benefit from further debate by CBS concerning its technical detail, or a document that records a decision
determined by administrative procedures.

1

In MS Word 2003 or 2007, go to “View” > “Document Map”, or click on the “DocMap” button on the WMO Toolbar.
In MS Word 2010, go to “View” > “Navigation Pane”.
On a Mac, go to “View” > “Navigation Pane”, select “Document Map” in the drop-down list on the left.
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REVIEW OF SESSIONS OF THE REGIONAL ASSOCIATIONS
1. Resolutions of the fiteenth sessions of Regional Associations I and III of particular relevance to CBS-15
Regional
Text
Association
I
Resolution 4 - p63 – Requests the president of the Association to consult with CCl, CBS and the
WMO Secretariat in the effective implementation of RCCs and in determining the eligibility of RCC
candidates.
I
Resolution 5 – p65 – Authorizes the president of the Association to approve, at the request of the
Members concerned and in consultation with the Secretary-General , amendments to the list of
RBSN and RBCN stations in accordance with the procedures laid down in the Manual on the
Global Observing System (WMO-No. 544), Volume II – Regional Aspects, Region I (Africa).
I
Resolution 6 – p85 – Decides that the amended text of the Manual on the Global Observing
System (WMO-No. 544), Volume II – Regional Aspects, Region I (Africa), as listed in the Annex to
the present resolution, to be adopted with immediate effect;

III

III

The Annex lists parameters to be reported, target observation times and availability of data, and
other issues in relation to operating the RBSN and RBCN in Region I.
Resolution 3 – p53 - Authorizes the president of the Association to approve, at the request of the
Members concerned and in consultation with the Secretary-General , amendments to the list of
RBSN and RBCN stations in accordance with the procedures laid down in the Manual on the
Global Observing System (WMO-No. 544), Volume II – Regional Aspects, Region III
(South America).
Resolution 4 – p63 - Decides that the amended text of section 3 of the Manual on the Global
Observing System (WMO-No. 544), Volume II – Regional Aspects, Region III (South America), as
listed in the Annex to the present resolution, to be adopted with immediate effect;
The Annex lists parameters to be reported, target observation times and availability of data, and
other issues in relation to operating the RBSN and RBCN in Region III.
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2. Decisions of the fifteenth sessions of Regional Associations I and III of particular relevance to CBS-15
Regional
Text
Association
I
4.1.7 The Association noted that some participating countries had experienced some difficulties to
fully participate in the SWFDP – Southern Africa, and requested CBS to pay special attention to
these countries in order to as much as possible bring them to fully participate. The Association
therefore recommended training to ensure that forecasters from these participating countries are
able to correctly interpret the various NWP/EPS and guidance products made available for the
SWFDP regional subprojects and to prepare user-focused information in consultation with users.
The Association also noted the need to meet the training requirements of forecasters from
countries in the Region not participating in the SWFDP.
I
4.1.52 The Association appreciated the recent and substantial progress by CBS, CAS and TCP in
regard to the decisions of the sixty-first session of the Executive Council (June 2009) and
Recommendation 2 of the Executive Council Research Task Team for Cooperation on Forecasting
Demonstration Projects (FDPs). The Association urged its Members to support the Global
Interactive Forecast System (GIFS) product development for SWFDP in Southern Africa. For the
longer term, the Association encouraged CBS and CAS to continue to work with the THORPEX
community to develop a way forward for the GIFS vision, including identifying additional
applications for prototype GIFS probabilistic products for forecasting precipitation. The Association
recognized that the SWFDP is a very appropriate vehicle for piloting the use of such prototype
GIFS products, and requested continued collaboration between the THORPEX GIFS-TIGGE and
SWFDP initiatives.
I
4.2.22 The Association charged the Regional Working Group on Climate Matters and Applications
(RA I WGCMA) to support the president of RA I in facilitating the above by keeping under review
the climate information needs of the Members in various subregions, the capabilities of various
institutions in providing such information and the functioning of the RCCs, in close consultation
with CCl, CBS and the Secretariat. The Association approved the establishment of the RA I
WGCMA under Resolution 7 (XV-RA I) – Management Group and subsidiary bodies of Regional
Associations I. The Association also decided to establish a Task Team under the WGCMA to
determine the specific roles of the proposed RCCs at ACMAD, ICPAC, and SADCCSC vis-à-vis
the NMSs and undertake a situational analysis in the aspiring RCCs. The Association requested
the TT to submit its report to the president by the end of February 2011 and recommend the way
forward.
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Regional
Association
I

Text
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4.4.20 The Association expressed its appreciation of the operational geostationary coverage of the
Region provided by EUMETSAT with Meteosat-7, -8 and -9, as well as the operational
meteorological coverage from Low-Earth orbit provided by China with FY-3A, Europe with MetopA, and the United States with NOAA-19, supplemented by several secondary spacecraft. The
Association stressed the need to improve the use of space-based capabilities by WMO Members
in further enhancing access to satellite data and products and in developing skills. Noting the
increased number of data, products and information potentially available through EUMETCastAfrica (from EUMETSAT and third parties) and taking into account the relevance of these data and
products for a wide range of applications (NWP, severe weather, oceanography, atmospheric
chemistry, climate, etc.), it welcomed the establishment by EUMETSAT and WMO of an Expert
Group on EUMETCast-Africa Products and Dissemination and invited this group to take into
account the operational requirements of WMO Members for time-critical information. Particular
attention is needed on severe weather forecasting and disaster monitoring.
4.4.28 The Association noted the critical role of satellite broadcast systems such as EUMETCast to
the core activities of Members of RA I. It noted these services are directly affected by threats to the
1.675 to 1.710 GHz bands and emphasized that this band used, for example, for the Direct
Broadcast Services from satellites world-wide, is critical in Region I, where an extensive highcapacity terrestrial network is not available to all. The Association further acknowledged the need
to support the recognition and protection of other frequency bands allocated for meteorology, such
as the VLF band utilized by some lightning detection systems. There is a need to address
interference from wind farms. The Secretary-General is urged to keep these matters under review.

4.2, 4.4

I

4.4.43 The Association noted the dependence of WIGOS on the WMO Information System (WIS)
as a core enabler of WIGOS and recommended that special attention be paid to the coordination
of WIGOS and WIS; and that a project should be launched in RA I to demonstrate WIS capability
in a small developing NMHS.

4.2, 4.3

I

4.5.4 The Association emphasized the importance of continued improvement of the regional
component of the GTS to underpin the meteorological services of each Member, as well as to
enable the implementation of WIS and WIGOS, and other new initiatives of WMO, such as GFCS.
It urged Members to sustain their commitment in this effort and requested the Secretary-General to
give highest priority to GTS improvement in the Region when planning Capacity-building for the
next financial period.

I

4.2, 4.3

4.3
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4.5.4 The Association emphasized the importance of continued improvement of the regional
component of the GTS to underpin the meteorological services of each Member, as well as to
enable the implementation of WIS and WIGOS, and other new initiatives of WMO, such as GFCS.
It urged Members to sustain their commitment in this effort and requested the Secretary-General to
give highest priority to GTS improvement in the Region when planning Capacity-building for the
next financial period.

4.3

I

4.5.5 The Association noted with concern that the monitoring of the WWW showed significant lack
of data from the Region. It urged Members to perform a full revision of relevant reference files and
adhere strictly to the technical procedures defined in the Manual on Codes and the Manual on
GTS, and requested the Secretariat, in collaboration with CBS, to provide more support to regional
technical training on the GTS operational management. The Association also urged the RA I
Members to participate in the exercises of the monitoring of the WWW, in particular those
operating an RTH to participate in the Integrated WWW Monitoring (IWM) in collaboration with their
associated NMCs.

4.3

I

4.5.7 The Association fully supported the candidate GISCs and DCPCs, and invited the Members
operating these centres to make their best implementation and preparatory efforts towards
demonstrations of capabilities of candidate WIS centres to CBS, which is responsible for
coordination with the regional associations and other technical commissions and recommend
candidate WIS centres for formal designation by Congress or the Executive Council.

4.3

I

4.5.10 The Association was aware that WIS information Discovery, Access and Retrieval (DAR)
services, based on request/reply ‘pull’ mechanism operated essentially through the Internet, are
the key extensions of services that will be provided by WIS. The Association agreed that CBS and
the ICG-WIS should urgently develop guidance and training on the creation, management and use
of metadata that underlies the DAR services.

4.3
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4.5.11 The Association emphasized the need for capacity-building in developing countries to
enable them to participate in WIS, taking into account the capabilities, opportunities and
constraints of the NMHSs of developing countries. Noting the high value of WIS pilot projects, the
Association urged its relevant working groups, with the support and coordination of the ICG-WIS,
to develop and promote pilot projects that facilitate the introduction of WIS functions and services.
It invited NMHSs from developed countries, and in particular those participating in the early phase
of WIS implementation, to support and assist in these initiatives. In particular it supported the
recommendation that the Region should take advantage of the support of the Secretariat’s Jump
Start offer to establish the new functionality of WIS at some RA I centres.

4.3

I

4.5.23 The Association noted the strong needs expressed by Members for training activities on
GTS operational management, migration from TACs to TDCFs, WIS implementation especially
metadata generation and management, climate data rescue techniques, climate data management
and application. It appreciated the offer from Egypt to host relevant training activities at its
Regional Training Centre. The Association requested the Secretary-General to give highest priority
to these needs from RA I when planning capacity-building activities in the next financial period.

4.3

I

4.6.5 The Association requested technical programmes and technical commissions to develop
relevant training materials, guidelines and capacity-building activities to meet needs for DRR
projects identified through DRR multi-stakeholder processes, engaging not only the NMHSs but
also their stakeholders in DRM.

4.5

I

4.6.13 The Association noted the successful development of the Severe Weather Forecasting
Demonstration Project (SWFDP), in particular in the expansion of the regional project in southern
Africa to include all 16 countries of the Region, and the early planning and development of another
project for eastern Africa, and encouraged all participating NMHSs to engage fully with these
projects in order to maximize benefit from the project as an activity that contributes directly to
capacity-building for disaster risk reduction and to take advantage of the training provided by the
Public Weather Services Programme to improve the communication of warning messages.

4.4, 4.5
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4.7.2 The Association noted the outcomes of the ‘PWS Survey on Severe Weather Warning
Services’ (2006) and of the ‘PWS Survey on Improving the Delivery of Public Weather Services’
(2008) which had identified various gaps in service delivery in RA I and made recommendations
for: improving weather warning products and their communication to the public; cooperation
between NMHSs and the disaster community; adoption of new communications technologies such
as web-casts, SMS, Internet social networks; and training of meteorological staff in communication
skills and weather presentation. It requested the Secretary-General to support PWS activities
addressing these issues.

4.5

I

4.7.9 The Association expressed satisfaction with the newly revamped WMO World Weather
Information Service (WWIS) Website (http://worldweather.wmo.int/), which now includes a Google
Map application to facilitate navigation and access to city forecasts and information. It noted that
as of March 2010, 37 out of 55 Members of RA I participated in WWIS. It urged Members to act on
the recent request by the Secretary-General, and consider increasing their contribution to WWIS in
terms of both initiating and expanding the forecast and climate information they provided.

4.5

I

4.7.18 The Association agreed that the African Centre for Meteorological Applications for
Development (ACMAD) could play an important role in training staff of meteorological services in
the area of communication and service delivery. It encouraged ACMAD to work closely with WMO
to develop programmes for PWS training activities.

4.5
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5.1.8 The Association supported the need to align the working mechanism of the Association to
the Strategic Thrusts and Expected Results of the WMO Strategic Plan as well as Expected
Results of the RA I Strategic Plan, and agreed to establish the following RA I subsidiary bodies:
…
(b) Working Group on Observations and Infrastructure, with:
(i)
Two regional experts on WMO Integrated Global Observing Systems (WIGOS);
(ii) Two regional experts on WMO Information System (WIS);
(iii) Two regional experts on instruments and methods of observation (CIMO) (one
specializing in conventional observation systems, and the other in remote
sensing);
(iv) Two telecommunications experts.
(d)

4.2, 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, 5.1, 5.2

Working Group on Improved Weather Forecasting and Natural Disaster Mitigation, with:
(i) Two regional experts on aeronautical meteorological services;
(ii) Two regional experts on disaster prevention and mitigation;
(iii) Two regional experts on marine meteorological and oceanographic services;
(iv) Two experts on tropical cyclones;
(v) Two experts on modelling and research for short and medium term forecasts.

III

4.4.24 The Association also expressed its concern at the emerging threats to 1.675 to 1.710 GHz
bands allocated on a co-primary basis for Meteorological Aids Services and the Meteorological
Satellite Service (space to earth). This band is used, for example, for the Direct Broadcast
Services from satellites world-wide. It noted with appreciation that the Secretary- General is
addressing this issue with urgency. The Association requested the Secretary-General to ensure
the continuous coordination on this issue and to support all the activities on radio-frequency
coordination as a matter of priority.

4.2, 4.3

III

4.4.40 The Association requested that the new working group responsible for WIGOS collaborate
closely with Brazil in the implementation of its WDP. The Association also requested that Brazil
regularly inform the president of the Association on the implementation and progress of its WDP
and lessons learned.
4.4.42 The Association recognized the need for a broader regional WIGOS demonstration project
to be conducted as a priority for the benefit of the whole Region and requested its Management
Group to initiate such a project.

4.2

III

4.2
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4.4.43 The Association also noted the dependence of WIGOS on WIS and recommended that
attention be paid to the coordination of WIGOS and WIS. In this regard, the Association
recommended that a project was needed in the Region to demonstrate WIS capability in a small
developing NMHS.
4.5.12 The Association emphasized the need for capacity-building in developing countries to
enable them to participate in WIS, taking into account the capabilities, opportunities and
constraints of the NMHSs of developing countries. Noting the high value of WIS pilot projects, the
Association urged its relevant working groups, with the support and coordination of the ICG-WIS,
to develop and promote pilot projects that facilitate the introduction of WIS functions and services.
It invited NMHSs from developed countries, and in particular those participating in the early phase
of WIS implementation, to support and assist in these initiatives. In particular it supported the
recommendation of the RA III Working Group on Planning and Implementation of the World
Weather Watch that the Region should take advantage of the support of the Secretariat’s Jump
Start offer to establish the new functionality of WIS at some RA III centres.
4.5.14 With regards to the Migration to the Table-driven Code Forms, the Association noted with
appreciation positive progress on migration made by RTH Brasilia, with a view to the migration in
Region III. However, it emphasized that complete migration to TDCF will need forecasting tools
used in smaller centres to be upgraded to support TDCF. It encouraged the developed centres to
continue to assist those less developed centres in the migration to ensure no degradation to their
services by converting between TAC and TDCF when required. The Association invited CBS to
consider measures with a view to ensuring that all Members continue accessing the observational
data available on the GTS in the appropriate format as well as to facilitate and foster the migration
from TAC to TDCF.
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5.1.9 The Association supported the need to align the working mechanism of the Association to
the Strategic Thrusts and Expected Results of the WMO Strategic Plan as well as Expected
Results of the RA III Strategic Plan, and agreed to establish the following RA III subsidiary bodies:
…
(b)

A Working Group on Infrastructure and Technological Development, comprising:
(i)
The chair of the Working Group;
(ii) The vice-chair of the Working Group;
(iii) A Sub-group on Competences in Telecommunications;
(iv) A Sub-group on Competences in Data Management;
(v) A Sub-group on Integrated Observing Systems;
(vi) A Sub-group on Regional Aspects of the Global Data-processing and Forecasting
System;
(vii) A Sub-group on Regional Aspects of Public Weather Services.

_____________

4.2, 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, 5.1, 5.2
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Introduction
1.
Reports of the fifteenth sessions of Regional Association I (Ref 1) and Regional
Association III (Ref 2) were published after CBS Ext.(10).
2.
Key Recommendations and Issues from those reports that are of relevance to the
decisions of CBS are summarised in Ref 3.
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DECISIONS FOR THE OPEN PROGRAMME AREA GROUP ON INTEGRATED OBSERVING
SYSTEMS, INCLUDING THE WMO INTEGRATED GLOBAL OBSERVING SYSTEM
AND THE WMO SPACE PROGRAMME
BACKGROUNG INFORMATION
ON THE IMPLEMENTATION AND OPERATION OF THE SURFACE- AND SPACEBASED GLOBAL OBSERVING SYSTEMS
Surface-based subsystem of the GOS
Regional Basic Synoptic Network (RBSN) and Regional Basic Climatological Network
(RBCN)
1.
The global implementation of the surface synoptic stations in the RBSN that perform a
complete observation program is 72%. There has been a small decline globally for stations
reporting a full program. The ongoing positive trend in the number of stations showed an increase
of 2% globally; however, this was primarily for stations with incomplete programs which showed
increases in all Regions. There was no appreciable change in non-implemented stations
(2% globally). In terms of RBCN, the total global network of stations has reduced by 27 to 2840
CLIMAT reporting stations. Regions I, II, III and IV have shown declines while RA V and VI have
increased the number of CLIMAT reporting stations. It was noted that in all Regions there have
been significant increases in automatic weather stations; however, in most cases these stations
have not been registered in Volume A with a WMO identifier. Sharing of these data via the GTS
would bring about a significant improvement in surface networks.
2.
The overall implementation of the upper-air radiosonde stations completing a full program
shows a slight decrease (541 in 2010 to 535 in 2012). Regions I and III have shown a small decline
and an increase in Region V and VI. Of most concern is the number of non-implemented
radiosonde stations in Region I (13%) and the reduction in total number of stations. There are a
large number of stations in RA V which make a single observation per day in the sparsely
represented south west Pacific. Radiowind stations are limited to Regions II and V. On a positive
note, a large number of previously non-implemented stations (20) in 2010 are now reporting at
least at one standard observation time in Region II. However in Region V there has been a decline
in radiowind stations reporting a full program. The current radiowind network consists of
43 stations, of which 93% are reporting at least once per day.
3.
The decline in full implementation of upper-air stations in Regions I and III is a matter of
concern. Concerted international effort is needed to assist Members in the implementation upperair sounding stations. It was noted that some stations, particularly in Region III, perform
observations outside of standard times and their details are not captured in this analysis.
Furthermore, in some Regions non-reports are occasionally due to shortcomings at message
switching centres and incorrectly implemented routing catalogues which are needed to correctly
distribute reports. Another concern is the lack of activity in RA working groups for planning and
implementation. RA VI has demonstrated the value of coordination through EUMETNET.
4.
The development of a AMDAR programmes in Region III would provide significant benefit
to WWW. Expansion in weather radars and ground based lightning detection networks has been
evident in several Regions. Increased investment in developing standards to facilitate sharing and
integration of these systems would provide ongoing benefit.
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GCOS Surface Network and Upper-air Networks (GSSN/GUAN/GRUAN)
5.
The performance of the important GCOS Surface Network (GSN) and GCOS Upper-Air
Network (GUAN) networks continues to improve. The sixteenth WMO Congress in 2011 had
requested that Members prepare and distribute the monthly CLIMAT reports for as many stations
as possible and many Members had responded resulting in a significant increase in important data
needed for climate analyses. Similarly the performance of the GUAN has continued to improve as
a result of Member actions and GCOS Cooperation Mechanism activities.
6.
The combined efforts of the GCOS Implementation Manager and the nine CBS Lead
Centres for GCOS resulted in a remarkable improvement in the number of CLIMAT reports
received at the GCOS Archive Centre. Morocco, Mozambique, the Islamic Republic of Iran, Japan,
Chile, the United States of America, Australia, Germany and the United Kingdom are each hosting
a Lead Centre and are commended by their good work. This was achieved due to increase in the
number of GSN stations submitting CLIMAT reports, from identifying and correcting CLIMAT
message coding errors, and from troubleshooting issues with the GTS such as out of date routing
catalogues. Brazil, for example, now distributes more than 70 additional CLIMAT reports each
month and several other Members have increased their reports. Consequently, the rate of CLIMAT
receipt from GSN stations increased to over 80% percent globally, where it seems to have levelled
off in recent years.
7.
At its recent third meeting, from 11 to 13 October 2011, Hamburg, Germany, the CBS
Lead Centres for GCOS agreed on new Terms of Reference (ToRs). The new ToRs will enable the
CBS Lead Centres for GCOS to diagnose problems in the wider Regional Basic Climatological
Networks (RBCNs) and the Antarctic Observing Network (AntON). Furthermore, the areas of
responsibilities for the two Lead centres in Africa have been slightly modified to facilitate
communication, taking into account the division between English and French speaking countries in
Africa.
8.
The information available from SYNOP messages is incompatible with the long-term
climate record based on CLIMAT messages due to different averaging periods. In particular, the
extremes reported in SYNOP messages from different countries often do not comprise the whole
24-h period. The use of SYNOP data therefore results in a significant underestimating of extremes.
Recognizing the demand for climate information on a daily basis and to ensure homogeneity of
climate data series, ICT-IOS recommends including all daily max/min reports within the monthly
CLIMAT message. This should become a mandatory part of the monthly CLIMAT message in
BUFR code. The ICT-IOS requested the Rapporteur on GCOS matters, and the ET-AWS (or its
successor) to prepare a draft BUFR template joint proposal, to be then submitted to the IPET-DRC.
9.
The number of GUAN stations meeting the minimum performance requirements has
also been increasing slowly and steadily during the last few years. However, there still remain large
differences in the regional receipt rates, e.g. the percentage from Asia (RA II), Europe (RA VI) and
North and Central America (RA IV) is at about 90 to 95%; the South West Pacific (RA V) and South
America (RA III) is 80 to 90%; and, 60 to 70% for Africa (RA I).
10.
The GCOS Reference Upper-Air Network (GRUAN) initiative is stemming from the
GCOS Implementation Plan published in 2004. The Deutscher Wetterdienst operates the Lead
Centre (and Lindenberg site), the GCOS Atmospheric Observation Panel for Climate (AOPC)
Working Group provides guidance and the Task and Analysis Teams provides specific support.
11.
The implementation of GRUAN has progressed steadily over the past years and that
GRUAN data have been flowing since summer 2011 through NOAA’s National Climatic Data
Centre (NCDC) to data users. The most recent Implementation and Coordination Meeting (ICM),
inter alia, highlighted advances in bringing new data streams online within GRUAN and considered
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potential new sites for inclusion in GRUAN. This latter aspect has been the subject of a dedicated
expert meeting to guide the expansion from the current 15 initial sites to eventually 30-40 sites as
envisaged in the GCOS Implementation Plan. The meeting brought together experts from the main
user communities of GRUAN data to develop the network design and expansion criteria.
12.
Criteria for site assessment and certification, and the process for implementation, have
also been developed and documented in the GRUAN Manual and Guide, which will be published
later in 2012. Specific details of and information on GRUAN from the forthcoming GRUAN Manual
and Guide are planned to be included in WMO regulatory material (currently for GOS and CIMO,
and ultimately for WIGOS).
13.
The role of WMO in GRUAN governance has been clarified following a meeting held
under the auspices of the WMO Integrated Observing System (WIGOS) at WMO Headquarters
from 25 to 27 January 2012. Representatives of the WMO Technical Commissions (CBS, CIMO,
CAS and CCl) are now officially represented at the Working Group on GRUAN, formerly called
Working Group on Atmospheric Reference Observations. Further outcome of that expert meeting
was that fully compliant GRUAN stations should provide an additional data stream of “near-realtime” data for assimilation in NWP models, which is not to be labelled as GRUAN data product.
CBS should nominate a representative to this Working Group as soon as possible.
Aircraft-based observations
14.
Over the inter-sessional period, ET-AIR has met conjointly with the AMDAR Panel in
three sessions. Together, the ET and the Panel have developed and maintained a joint and
harmonized work plan that has ensured significant achievements in the work programme of both.
15.
The Global AMDAR Programme now comprises 33 airlines, over 2800 aircrafts, and
provides around 300,000 observations per day on the GTS.
16.
Recent significant programme enhancements include the expansion and improvement
of AMDAR data coverage over key areas including Alaska, Africa, the Southwest Pacific and
Antarctica and also the completion of an update to the ARINC 620 specification for standardized
AMDAR reporting.
17.
A contract has been put in place with a consultant for the development of the standard
AMDAR software specification of requirements and will ensure a more uniform approach to
AMDAR software functionality and data quality.
18.
The Panel has also contracted a consultant to undertake a study on the current
AMDAR Programme data coverage, carry out a survey of airlines and their operations with respect
to the identified data-sparse areas and then propose a set of recommendations for future targeted
AMDAR programme development in order to strategically improve AMDAR data coverage.
19.
The WIGOS Pilot Project for AMDAR has been well advanced over the inter-sessional
period. In particular, a new BUFR Template for AMDAR has been developed, submitted to the
IPET-DRC and approved through the fast-track process in 2012.
20.
A Workshop on Aircraft Observing System Data Management was held 5-8 June 2012
in Geneva. The outcomes and recommendations of that workshop will lead to further development
of the Quality Management System and data and metadata management framework for aircraftbased observations.
21.
Considerable progress has been made in the validation of the WVSS-II water vapour
sensor through inter-comparison with standard instrumentation on research aircraft, for which the
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results have been extremely promising and adding to evidence that the sensor meets requirements
for full operational implementation. Installations of the latest version of the sensor are well
advanced in the USA and likely to commence shortly in the E-AMDAR and Australian AMDAR
programmes.
22.
The Panel has obtained the full specification of the turbulence algorithm that is currently
deployed operationally in the USA. The Panel will review and analyse this information with the
intention of developing a strategy and plan for international implementation of this improved
turbulence reporting capability for AMDAR.
23.
The AMDAR Panel and the Secretariat have established a quarterly WMO AMDAR
Panel Newsletter, with the first three volumes published in 2012. The newsletter was distributed by
email and also made available online
24.
The AMDAR Panel has taken a strong role in AMDAR programme expansion through
the provision of training and workshops, such as the Regional AMDAR Workshop held in Mexico
City, Mexico in November 2012. It will be important that these types of activities continue in the
future under the changes being made and proposed to the aircraft-based observations programme
and its governance.
25.
The transition of AMDAR to WWW under was now near completion and would be
finalized by the following actions:
•

Finalisation of the governance and programmatic structure under the WMO Technical
Commissions and WWW Programme, including new terms of reference for the
continuation of the management of the AMDAR Trust Fund after the cessation of the
AMDAR Panel;

•

Support in the 17th Financial period (after Cg-XVII) for the aircraft-based observations
programme activities from the WMO regular budget.

26.
The Plan for Transition of AMDAR Panel activities into the WWW and CBS structures is
in the Annex to this paragraph.
Surface-based remote sensing observations
27.
The Turkish State Meteorological Service (TSMS) as the Lead and other Members
have undertaken a valuable work in establishing and operating the WMO Weather Radar Database
and took the commitment to maintain this vital operational tool for the benefit of all WMO Members.
Principles of the Operation and Maintenance of the Web-based WMO Radar Database (WRD)
operated by the TSMS on behalf of WMO are reproduced in the Annex to this paragraph.
28.
The planning for the Workshop on the Regional and Global Exchange of Weather
Radar Data had begun. It is expected that the outcomes from this workshop would provide clear
guidance to enable Members to meet the requirements for the international exchange of Doppler
radial winds and reflectivity data, which was a clear recommendation from the fourth WMO
Workshop on the impact of various observing systems on Numerical Weather Predictions. The
draft aims and objectives for this workshop can be found in the Annex to this paragraph. It is
planned that the workshop would be held in the last quarter of 2012, with the venue to be
confirmed and advised in due course.
29.
Progress was made with the development and launch of the wind profiling radar
questionnaire and supported the approach of engaging national Focal Points in ensuring its
completion and ongoing maintenance. Members currently operating or planning to operate wind
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profiling radars are encouraged to complete the questionnaire so as to enable the Commission and
Members to obtain an improved understanding of the operational status of this important observing
technology, particularly in relation to its contribution to WIGOS.
Marine meteorological and oceanographic observations
30.
The implementation of marine meteorological and oceanographic observations is
coordinated through the Joint WMO-IOC Technical Commission for Oceanography and Marine
Meteorology (JCOMM). The JCOMM Observations Programme Area (OPA) work plan is aligned
with the ocean chapter of the GCOS Implementation Plan for the Global Observing System for
Climate in support of the UNFCCC (GCOS-138 in its 2010 update). The implementation goals
provide specific implementation targets for building and sustaining an initial global ocean observing
system representing the climate component of the Global Ocean Observing System (GOOS) and
the ocean component of the Global Climate Observing System (GCOS). Although the baseline
system proposed under the implementation goals was designed to meet climate requirements, nonclimate applications, such as NWP, global and coastal ocean prediction, and marine services in
general, will be improved by implementation of the systematic global observations of Essential
Climate Variables (ECVs) called for by the GCOS-138 plan.
31.
Sixty-two percent of the initial composite ocean observing system is now completed,
and three components have achieved their initial implementation target: the drifting buoy array (at
JCOMM-II, in September 2005), the Argo profiling float programme (November 2007), and the
VOS Climate Project fleet (June 2007).
32.
The Data Buoy Cooperation Panel (DBCP) has initiated a pilot project to evaluate the
impact of surface pressure data from drifters on NWP (about half of the drifter network of
1250 units is currently reporting SLP observations). Good progress was made with regard to the
extension of the Global Tropical Moored Buoy Array (GTMBA) in the Indian Ocean, as the latter is
now about 60% complete. The Argo profiling float array is complete (3500 units in February 2012)
although sustainability remains an issue.
33.
The Ship Observations Team (SOT) is making efforts to increase the number of
VOSClim class Voluntary Observing Ships (VOS) with a target of 25% of the total operational VOS
fleet. The Team noted that about 80% of the ASAP ships are reporting from the North Atlantic,
while the rest are reporting from Polar Regions and from the Western Pacific Ocean (Japan).
About 6000 ASAP soundings are reported on the GTS years.
34.
The fourth JCOMM Session (Yeosu, Republic of Korea, 23-31 May 2012) decided on
its priority activities for the period 2012 to 2016 as following:
(a)

Contribute to WIGOS Implementation;

(b)

Proactively engage and establish dialogue with requirements setters and writers of
implementation plans (such WIGOS and its RRR, OOPC and the GFCS) to set realistic
priorities for the future composite ocean observing system, establish practical ways of
moving forward, and together seek routes for funding;

(c)

Recruit additional Members/Member States, institutions and agencies, in a way that
allows their activities to progress on their own priorities and to contribute to the global
observing effort;

(d)

Identify other ocean observing communities (e.g. ocean glider operators) and marine
industry fora (e.g. the World Ocean Council) that might be recruited to extend the scope
and capability of ocean observation;
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(e)

Develop synergies between observing systems to exploit the potential of joint
deployment opportunities, and to foster a common approach to sensor development
and best practices;

(f)

Develop pilot projects as a means towards the rolling out of the new platforms, sensors
and technologies that will in due course become routine components of the observing
network;

(g)

Continue capacity development activities, including training workshops, that will assist
developing countries to better use ocean products and to participate more fully in the
global observing effort;

(h)

Encourage identification and implementation of observing standards and best practices,
with particular focus on developing countries, including through encouraging JCOMM
members to offer new Regional Marine Instrumentation Centre (RMIC) facilities; and

(i)

Continue to document institutional data and meta-data management practices for each
component of the observing system to advance consistent, climate-quality, seamless
data delivery both in near real time and delayed mode.

Polar and Cryospheric Observations
35.
ICT-IOS-7 reviewed recent activities concerning polar and cryosphere observations,
and relevant activities coordinated under by the Executive Council Panel of Experts on Polar
Observations, Research and Services (EC-PORS), including the status of the Global Cryosphere
Watch (GCW) and proposed actions to support polar and cryosphere surface-based components
of global observing systems. It was noted that Cg-XVI decided that the name “Antarctic Observing
Network (AntON)” be used for a description of the Antarctic network composed of surface and
upper-air stations, including all GCOS (GSN and GUAN) and GAW stations. It has been proposed
that ship and buoy observations should also be part of AntON.
36.
Cg-XVI requested EC and the WMO Secretary-General, in coordination with CBS and
JCOMM, to investigate possible ways to reduce communication costs through an international
forum of users of satellite data telecommunication systems. OPAG-IOS was asked to co-operate
with OPAG-ISS to provide an up-date to EC-PORS on this request. Members should ensure that
feedback is given to stations when NWP monitoring systems detect problems with data or its
transmission. Members are requested to check to see if their stations are performing below
expectations, and if they are, to take actions to improve performance where possible. All of the
AntON and GCOS monitoring conducted by the British Antarctic Survey (BAS) as the CBS Lead
Centre for GCOS for the Antarctic region is available through the SCAR website at:
http://www.antarctica.ac.uk/met/jds/met/SCAR_oma.htm. BAS also monitors the GTS and their
results are provided through: http://www.antarctica.ac.uk/met/jds/met/AntON_SYN_2012.pdf.
37.
Cg-XVI adopted Resolution 60 (Cg XVI) - Global Cryosphere Watch and requested
EC-PORS to oversee GCW’s initial development and implementation. The first GCW
Implementation Meeting, led by the EC-PORS GCW Task Team, successfully engaged
participants from outside organizations as well as selected GCW focal points and produced actions
for GCW implementation. A draft implementation plan is being finalized. It expands on the
Implementation Strategy approved by Congress. Further details on the First GCW Implementation
Meeting are available at: http://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/www/OSY/Meetings/GCWIM1/DocPlan.html. The final report is available at:
http://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/www/OSY/Reports/GCW-IM-1_FinalReport_rev1.pdf. This report
identifies several activities that are based on integrated observation and monitoring, requiring
partnerships with others in order to be successful.
38.
A major GCW initiative is the establishment of a comprehensive cryosphere observing
network called “CryoNet” - a network of reference sites or “super-sites” in cold climate regions,
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operating a sustained, standardized programme for observing and monitoring as many cryospheric
variables as possible at each site. Initially, it will build on existing cryosphere observing
programmes or add standardized cryospheric observations to existing facilities as part of super-site
environmental observatories. ICT-IOS agreed to contribute to the identification of sites for the
CryoNet, their instrumentation and observations, in the context of integrated monitoring, especially
in the context of observations as part of the Global Cryosphere Watch. The first CryNet
implementation meeting is planned to be held in Vienna, Austria, from 20 to 22 November 2012.
39.

Two other GCW initiatives need a support from OPAG-IOS:

(a)

Permafrost: Most of the international network of monitoring active layer thawing and
measuring borehole temperatures has been done by the research community, led by
the International Permafrost Association and GTN-P. A need for further discussion and
action is the operationalization of the permafrost temperature network and the
installation of sites at meteorological stations where permafrost occurs, hence
strengthening the operational aspect of permafrost monitoring;

(b)

Real-time exchange of snow depth data: Snow depth observations are now used
routinely for NWP and for daily satellite products of snow water equivalent. Real-time
reporting and clarity in coding of no-snow are being requested to meet real-time
operational requirements and research purposes supporting weather, climate, water
and related environmental matters. ICT-IOS agreed to initiate, in collaboration with ICTISS, relevant activities to increase the real-time/near real-time exchange of surface
based snow depth observations from synoptic and climate stations in support of GCW
and Members’ needs.

40.
The chair of ICT-IOS, or his representative, will serve as a point of contact with ECPORS and GCW.
Requirements and implementation of AWS platforms
41.
The Seventh Session of the CBS Expert Team on Requirements and Implementation of
AWS Platforms (ET-AWS) was held in Geneva, Switzerland from 16 to 20 April 2012.
42.
Through cooperation between IPET-DRC and ET-AWS, a revision was completed of
the AWS Functional Specifications (FS) that appears in Annex III.1 of the Guide to the GOS (WMO
No. 488, 2010 ed.), based on input from users. BUFR/CREX descriptors were updated based on
the latest version of the FS. BUFR Templates for key observation reports were also developed and
refined. Where necessary IPET-DRC have developed and validated new descriptors, including the
testing of extreme values. The BUFR template for n-minute AWS data was expanded to include
ground temperature over a variety of surfaces covers.
43.
Noting that the linkage between WIS and WIGOS is through the WMO Pub. 9,
Volume A, the list of surface based observing stations, ET-AWS considered that the design of an
enhanced Volume A with access to station, instrument, site and processing metadata would be an
important objective for future work of the team. This would facilitate interoperability, standardisation
and management of metadata in support of WIGOS.
44.
ET-AWS conducted a brief review of the “Guide to GOS (WMO-No. 488), section III
(Surface-Based subsystem) Appendix III Automatic Station Metadata” was performed to ascertain
that the document was current and provided sufficient detail. Detail was adequate but further
review was required. ET-AWS agreed to recommend to ICT-IOS that this task be pursued as it will
contribute directly to WIGOS.
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45.
Considering the important role of data communications for AWS networks and WIGOS,
ET-AWS endorsed a proposal originating as a recommendation from the JCOMM Pilot Project for
WIGOS to establish an international forum of users of satellite data telecommunication systems as
proposed at CBS Ext(10). The first meeting of SATCOM was held in Toulouse, France,
23-27 April 2012.
46.
Noting the range limitations of humidity sensors, yet the need for high quality data at
both extremes of the humidity range (fire weather, aviation and agricultural applications), ET-AWS
recommended that CIMO be requested to evaluate by inter-comparison the performance of
different humidity measurement systems at the extreme ends of humidity (<5% >95%) ranges.
47.
Following a transition from a manual observations network to a largely automated
network, ET-AWS has identified gaps which impact on the network operations. These consist of a
capability gap due to the inability of current automated observations to be able to detect human
observed characteristics and secondly a business gap (costs to maintaining the equipment, staff
skills).
48.
To make an informed decision regarding use or investment in external data
(third party data), ET-AWS reported on the benefit of a draft guidance document prepared by the
Australian Bureau of Meteorology to guide decision-making regarding use or investment in external
data (third party data). A process of evaluating the value to the organisation was presented which
included aspects such as metadata, custodianship, formats and legal agreements. This has
become increasingly important with the rapid expansion of privately funded meteorological
networks in many countries.
Space-based subsystem of the GOS
Satellite systems
49.
The Expert Team on Satellite Systems (ET-SAT) held two meetings since CBS Ext.
(2010). The first meeting (ET-SAT 6) was held in Geneva from 12 to 15 April 2011. The
second meeting (ET-SAT 7) was held in Geneva from 17 to 19 April 2012. Both meetings were
under the chairmanship of Dr. Michael Kalb.
50.
ET-SAT provided significant input toward the global planning of satellite missions to
implement the Vision for the GOS in 2025, reviewed the space related aspects of the
Implementation Plan of Evolution of the GOS, and provided corresponding advice to the ET-EGOS
and the ICT-IOS on both the Implementation Plan and update of the Vision for the GOS in 2025
(Vision-2025).
51.
Based on its analyses, ET-SAT recommended updates to current Vision-2025, that
emphasize the optimal configuration of the geostationary constellation; the need for multi-angle,
multi-polarization visible/infrared imagery for monitoring of albedo and aerosols; need for further
specification of an atmospheric composition constellation; and specification of radio-occultation
constellation capability based on a minimum number of occultations per day, rather than numbers
of GNSS radio-occultation receivers.
52.
ET-SAT reviewed a new “baseline” for the CGMS contribution to the GOS, which
already fulfils a major part of the goals set in the Vision-2025. This new baseline was adopted by
CGMS at its 39th meeting, in October 2011.
53.
ET-SAT prepared a draft update of Part IV “Space-based Subsystem”, of the Manual on
the Global Observing System (GOS), which specifies the main high-level capabilities of satellite
systems to be operated in support of WMO Programmes, as a basis for the commitments of WMO
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Members through their Space Agencies. The update aligns the Manual with the new baseline
agreed by CGMS. The draft update of the Manual is submitted to the Commission for
consideration.
54.
ET-SAT provided a thorough review of the satellite–related parts of the Implementation
Plan for Evolution of Global Observing Systems (EGOS-IP), in particular its whole Chapter 6
dedicated to space-based observations. In reviewing this document, ET-SAT has focused its
attention on ensuring that the actions provide a realistic and efficient way forward to implement the
Vision-2025.
55.
ET-SAT reviewed a draft volume on Satellite Observations, to be proposed for inclusion
into the CIMO Guide (WMO-No. 8), in replacement of the “Satellite observation” chapter which dates
back to more than 20 years. This draft volume addresses the principles of Earth observation from
space, the various types of instruments and orbital systems, the main categories of Earth Observation
programmes and the description of products to be derived from space-based observation.
56.
ET-SAT reviewed in detail the implications of WIGOS for the Space Programme, and
identified areas for further integration efforts, highlighting: intercalibration of on-board satellite
instruments, data management, satellite-derived products and composite products, global satellite
planning, and exploiting complementary space and surface-based observations. In addition, ET-SAT
suggested actions or activities that would have a practical impact on further integration of satellite
observations, recommending that consideration be given to formally recognizing GSICS as a
component of WIGOS; and recognizing the need to define requirements for surface observations in
support of calibration or validation of satellite observation products.
57.
ET-SAT has kept under review the status and plans for satellite missions contributing to
WMO global observing systems. The extensive information compiled, maintained, and made
available on line as the Dossier on the space-based GOS has been migrated to a newly designed
on-line database of space-based capabilities. ET-SAT took an active role in reviewing the
capabilities database and provided guidance for its completion. It raised the issue of sustainability of
the database, which is the subject of a specific recommendation submitted to the Commission.
58.
The Gap Analysis of space-based capabilities has been reviewed and its methodology
has been refined by ET-SAT-7. As part of this review, ET-SAT performed a Gap Analysis to exercise
this new capability. As an outcome of the analysis, several potential gaps were identified and a
resolution is proposed to the Commission to address these gaps.
59.
ET-SAT has been kept apprised, by the Steering Group on Radio-Frequency
Coordination, and has recognized the significance of radio-frequency spectrum protection for spacebased observation, considering the vital needs of passive and active remote-sensing, and the Earth-to
Space/Space-to Earth communications.
Satellite utilization and products
60.
The Expert Team on Satellite Utilization and Products (ET-SUP) was convened twice
since CBS-XIV in 2009. The fifth and sixth session of the Team were held in Geneva, the first one
from 15 to 19 March 2010 and the second one from 12 to 16 December 2012, both under the
chairmanship of Dr Luiz Machado.
61.
ET-SUP continued with the practice surveying Member’s needs on satellite utilization and
related training as done in the past 15 years. ET-SUP processed all phases for a 2010 questionnaire
and took appropriate action based on its results. It carried out a complete review of the questionnaire
and launched a simplified, web-based survey in May 2012
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(http://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/sat/survey2012.php). The web-based survey was tested by
International Working Group Co-Chairs and the Virtual Lab Management Group before release.
62.
ET-SUP developed a procedure for establishing and documenting requirements for
satellite data and products on a regional scale; it also provided guidance for accessing and using
new satellite capabilities and revised regulatory and planning material for the GOS from the
perspective of satellite utilization and training, and addressed WIGOS objectives. Identified major
contributions to the GFCS through the coordinated generation of satellite climate data records and
the emerging architecture for climate monitoring from space.
63.
ET-SUP developed the concept of operations for SCOPE-Nowcasting (NWC), and
began the preparation of pilot projects in support of disaster risk reduction (with focus on
precipitation), marine meteorology (with focus on ocean winds), aviation (advanced RGBs and
dynamic cloud products), short-range forecasting (basic RGBs) and potentially sand and dust
storm monitoring. Stronger linkage to the ocean altimetry (following a recommendation by CM-11)
and soil moisture communities are being sought. The Team continued to provide guidance to
SCOPE-CM.
64.
ET-SUP strengthened its links to the International Working Groups for Winds, TOVS,
Precipitation and Radio Occultation, the Oceanography and Marine Meteorology community, and the
Severe Weather Forecasting Demonstration Projects from the satellite user perspective.
65.
ET-SUP discussed important developments in user training and capacity building,
specifically on the Virtual Laboratory for Education and Training in Satellite Meteorology (VLab). It
continued supporting the advancement of Vlab activities, for example through newsletters, a redesigned web page, and the organization of the next VLab Management Group meeting in Brazil in
2012. ET-SUP furthermore strengthened links to the GOES-R Proving Ground programme, and
the activities of the Committee on Space Research (COSPAR), in relation to space weather-related
applications. A formal partnership between VLab and COSPAR has been signed in 2012.
66.
With regard to enhancing access to satellite data and products, ET-SUP reviewed an
inventory of expert groups in satellite matters; initiated a review of software tools and contributed to
the development of the prototype Product Access Guide on the Space Programme website.
67.
ET-SUP documented the status of new satellites and prepared a list of software tools in
support of satellite applications. The status of the new satellite generation and data access
mechanisms and software tools were analysed; several actions were defined to improve the use of
the new satellite generation.
68.
ET-SUP developed a procedure for establishing and documenting regional
requirements for satellite data access and exchange; ET-SUP successfully concluded the
establishment of developing such requirements for RA III and IV and is exploring options for
follow-up.
69.

The following issues were put forward by ET-SUP to the ICT-IOS:

(a)

Getting real-time access to satellite data is a challenge for many users. ET-SUP has
been addressing the need for improved information on the technical details of how to
access satellite data from new satellites, including for instance early information in
advance of the launch or during commissioning phase, as well as software preprocessing tools. There remains a lack of detailed information which reduces the
practical usability of these satellite systems and limits the impact of their contribution to
the Global Observing System;
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(b)

Support by satellite operators is required to fully implement and maintain the Product
Access Guide on the WMO SP webpage, intended to allow guided and harmonized
access to satellite-derived products and datasets;

(c)

The increasing amount and complexity of satellite data poses a real challenge to users
willing to exploit this data. There is thus an increasing need for sharing development
effort and processing capabilities;

(d)

WMO Quality Management Framework (QMF) needs to be fully implemented for spacebased systems and product generation, to facilitate user acceptance and uptake, as
discussed in the framework of revising the EGOS-IP;

(e)

Many VLab Centres of Excellence require assistance in order to fully meet agreed
expectations (meeting regional training needs for satellite meteorology, etc). Some face
severe resource constraints. The VLab Technical Support Officer function, vital to the
day-to-day business of VLab, also requires sustained funding. To this end, in
October 2011, WMO issued a call for support to all satellite operators in CGMS;
however, the response thus far has been modest;

(f)

There has been some difficulty to maintain representative ET-SUP membership in
terms of regional communities and thematic user groups. Also, the distinction between
core and associate members has been difficult to implement;

(g)

When application areas have organized satellite expert groups, it is important for
ET-SUP to establish proper linkages with these groups in order to adequately reflect
the needs of these groups and benefit from their feedback and expertise without
unnecessary duplication;

70.

The following recommendations were put forward by ET-SUP to the ICT-IOS:

(a)

Noting the challenges of access to satellite data in light of the dramatic expected
increase in the volume of satellite data and products available over the next 5-10 years,
the regional diversity of needs and capabilities of the various types of users, the
positive outcome of the RAs III/IV Satellite Data Requirements workshop and the value
of maintaining a documented set of requirements, ET-SUP proposed that the
Procedure for Documenting Regional Requirements for Satellite Data Access and
Exchange be adopted by the Commission as a guidance to all Regions;

(b)

Noting the essential importance of data from geostationary and low-earth orbiting
satellites for operational activities of WMO Members, the new generation geostationary
satellite series by operators in the 2014-2018 timeframe, the experience of extensive
user preparedness projects undertaken by different satellite operators, the Manual on
GOS stipulating that, “for smooth transition to new satellite capabilities, provisions
should be made for appropriate preparation of the users through training, and plans to
upgrade receiving equipment and processing software" , ET-SUP developed the CBS
Guideline for Ensuring User Readiness for New Generation Satellites, which is
submitted to the Commission for adoption. Detailed background for this procedure is
provided in the Annex to this paragraph;

(c)

Noting the candidature by the Directorate for Météorologie Nationale (DMN) Morocco to
host a WMO-CGMS VLab Centre of Excellence for Training and Education in Satellite
Meteorology, the support confirmed by EUMETSAT as a sponsoring satellite provider
and the VLab Strategy 2009-2013 calling for extended scope and coverage of the VLab,
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ET-SUP proposed to endorse the candidature by DMN Morocco to host a new VLab
Centre of Excellence in Casablanca, with EUMETSAT as sponsoring satellite operator;
(d)

Noting the importance of monitoring the progress in using satellite data by WMO
Members, ET-SUP proposed that WMO Members respond to the 2012 survey on this
matter;

(e)

Noting the importance of the education and training in satellite meteorology, ET-SUP
recognized that many VLab Centres of Excellence require assistance, including from
their satellite agency partners, in order to fully meet agreed expectations, and that the
VLab Technical Support Officer function, vital to the day-to-day business of VLab,
requires sustained funding.

Evolution of global observing systems
71.
The Expert Team on the Evolution of Global Observing Systems (ET-EGOS) continued
to monitor progress with regard to the current Implementation Plan for the Evolution of the Global
Observing System (EGOS-IP), which is responding to the Vision of the GOS in 2015, taking
feedback from WMO Programmes and partner organisation into account.
72.
Three meetings of ET-EGOS have been organized since the CBS-XIV. In the last two
Sessions, focus was placed on the preparations of the new Implementation Plan for the Evolution
of Global Observing Systems (EGOS-IP) responding to the “Vision of the Global Observing System
in 2025” as well as to plans for the WMO Integrated Global Observing System (WIGOS). Wide
community review was undertaken to achieve this goal.
73.

ET-EGOS achievements are summarized as follows:

(a)

Substantial progress and improvements regarding the databases supporting the
Rolling Review of Requirements (RRR);

(b)

Continuation of the RRR for 12 Application Areas, with the updating of several
Statements of Guidance (gap analyses) and consideration of their findings when
drafting the new EGOS-IP, including a new Statement of Guidance on Space
Weather;

(c)

Consideration of interfaces between RRR and the Global Cryosphere Watch (GCW)
and the Global Framework for Climate Services (GFCS);

(d)

Consideration of results from observation impact studies conducted by NWP centres
and their implications for the evolution of observing systems, and guidance on the
organization of the fifth WMO Workshop on the impact of various observing systems
on NWP (Sedona, USA, 22-25 May 2012);

(e)

Analysis of reports from National Focal Points concerning progress and plans against
the original EGOS-IP;

(f)

A draft of the new EGOS-IP, with important contributions from other ETs and
collaborators;

(g)

Advice and support to the Chairperson of OPAG-IOS on development and
implementation of the WIGOS concept.
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Observing System Experiments (OSEs) and Observing System Simulation Experiments
(OSSEs)
74.
Good progress was made during the last intersessional period regarding impact
studies, and particularly Observing System Experiments (OSEs), and Observing System
Simulation Experiments (OSSEs) with emphasis on the future evolution of the GOS. Findings are
summarized in the Annex to this paragraph.
75. A comprehensive proposal for OSEs and OSSEs of particular interest to ET-EGOS
has been developed as part of the preparations for the fifth workshop on the Impact of
Various Observing Systems on Numerical Weather Prediction. This new list of specific
studies and science questions has been distributed widely as it formed part of the
invitation to the workshop. It is also included in Annex III of the final report of the
seventh Session of the ICT-IOS (Geneva,
18-22 June 2012).
76.
Since 1997, a comprehensive review of the impact of the different operational
observing systems has been carried out through the WMO Workshops on the Impact of Various
Observing Systems on NWP and reports on their outcomes published (Geneva: 1997; Toulouse:
2000; Alpbach: 2004; Geneva: 2008). The series of workshops has proved very successful
providing substantial input for reviewing the Statements of Guidance for Global and High-resolution
NWP, the Vision of the GOS for 2025 and the EGOS IP.
77.
The Fifth WMO Workshop on the impact of various observing systems on NWP was
held in Sedona, Arizona, USA from 22 to 25 May 2012. The workshop was attended by 56 experts
on data assimilation and observation impact, representatives from space agencies and managers
of observing networks from 13 countries. The scientific organization committee was chaired by
Erik Andersson (ECMWF). The workshop was organized in 3 Sessions (see detailed programme
on the WMO website http://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/www/OSY/Reports/NWP5_Sedona2012.html):
(a)

Global forecast impact studies;

(b)

Regional forecast impact studies;

(c)

Scientific Questions.

78.
There were 10-12 presentations in each Session, followed by discussion. The Session
Chairs provided summary reports capturing the salient points, statements about observation
impact and recommendations. These reports were reviewed and agreed by the workshop during its
final day. The current workshop report is preliminary; the final report will be available on the WMO
website when approved by the organizing committee.
79.
There are now various tools which are available to perform impact studies on a
relatively cost-effective basis, and encouraged the operators of the observations programmes to
propose specific questions on the impact of observations on NWP through the IPET-OSDE. The
use of impact tools can also be regarded as a contribution to WIGOS implementation.
80.
The ICT-IOS-7 thanked the scientific organizing committee, the local organizing
committee, and the Secretariat for their efforts in preparing and organizing the workshop, and
particularly the Chair of the scientific organizing committee, Dr Andersson.
81.

ICT-IOS-7 agreed on the necessity to organize the Sixth workshop in 2016.
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GCOS matters in relationship to CBS
82.
Progress was made in CBS collaboration with GCOS. To improve further the quality
and availability of observations essential to Climate applications, the CBS Lead Centres for GCOS
(Hamburg, 11-13 October 2011) proposed the new TOR and the new Areas of responsibilities of
the Lead Centres.
Radio Frequencies
83.
In addition to enabling radiocommunication services that underpin broadcast and
telecommunications links within the WIS and GTS, radio spectrum is becoming increasingly
essential as a core enabler of many environmental observation systems. This is recognized in
Resolution 4 (Cg-XV) – Radio frequencies for meteorological and related environmental activities,
and International Telecommunications Union (ITU) Resolution 673 (Rev.WRC-12) - The
importance of Earth observation radiocommunication applications.
84.
The Steering Group on Radio Frequency Coordination (SG-RFC) was established by
CBS to operate within the frameworks of WMO and the ITU Radio Communications Sector (ITUR). Originally established and operating under the Open Programme Area Group of Information
Systems and Services (OPAG-ISS) CBS management group 12 (2011), recognizing the increasing
importance of spectrum management to observation systems, moved the SG-RFC to be under the
Open Programme Area Group on Integrated Observing Systems (OPAG-IOS).
85.
CBS-XIV identified that the increasing development and expansion of new commercial
radiocommunication systems, especially broadband wireless devices, was putting increasing
pressure on spectrum managers to reallocate spectrum to this new global need. CBS emphasized
that this will continue to pose an increasing threat on the full range of radio frequency bands
allocated to meteorological systems and environmental satellites. CBS-Ext.(10), taking into
consideration the concern of EC-LXII on the need for additional support and funding for the work
on radio frequency coordination including the ongoing work and WMO representation in radio
frequency management process, established a WMO Trust Fund for Members to make
contributions to provide additional support to protect this increasingly vulnerable resource for
observation systems. Cg-XVI further identified the importance of radio frequency coordination and
allocated additional funds for the sixteenth financial period to ensure radio frequency activities
could continue and repeated the call for Members to provide voluntary contributions to the Radio
Frequency Coordination Trust Fund.
86.
CBS-XIV approved a WMO position paper relating to the agenda items identified at ITU
World Radiocommunications Conference 2007 (WRC-07) to be discussed at the next WRC. The
SG-RFC worked with ITU-R study groups, ITU regional organizations and WMO Members to refine
the WMO position paper which was translated into all six official languages by WMO and published
as a contribution to WRC-12 by the Secretary-General of ITU on behalf of WMO. The WMO
position paper, along with ITU/WMO Handbook on “Use of Radio Spectrum for Meteorology:
Weather, Water and Climate Monitoring and Prediction”, WMO Press Releases and publication of
two WMO related articles in the ITU News (No 1. January 2012) provided WRC-12 delegations
with a significant amount of information on the importance of radio spectrum for earth observations
and climate monitoring.
87.
In addition to the documented information provided for WRC-12, CBS established a
WMO WRC-12 Coordination Team chaired by the SG-RFC chair and included 24 experts with
representatives consisting of members from Australia, Brazil, Canada, China, France, Germany,
Oman, Russia, South Africa, Switzerland, UK, and the USA as well as experts from the European
Space Agency and EUMETSAT as representatives of the Space Frequency Coordination Group.
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The Secretariat staff and members from Brazil, France, Germany, Switzerland and the UK were
registered as WMO delegates at WRC-12, so that WMO was able to have appropriate
representation in several parallel sessions at any one time. An important benefit of the WRC-12
coordination team was having members who, as a part of their national delegation, could
participate in the various WRC-12 ITU regional coordination meetings where many decisions
affecting issues of interest or concern to WMO were agreed. This was demonstrated with the
representatives of Oman and South Africa that were able to expand on some difficult issues to the
Arab Spectrum Management Group (ASMG) and African Telecommunication Union (ATU) to assist
them in understanding the importance of earth observations, and how these related to activities in
their region.
88.
The outcome of the WRC-12 was that all decisions were in line with the WMO position,
although some compromise was evident in two agenda items. In particular, agenda item 1.8 was
one of the most difficult and consisted of two main components. First was to maintain previous
WRC resolutions that provide protection for meteorological applications and systems. This
outcome was fully achieved. The second component of agenda item 1.8 was introducing hard
limits for active services operating in adjacent bands to passive services between 71 and 238 GHz.
WRC-12 agreed with this approach but compromised by only “recommending” limits for such active
services rather than making these limits “mandatory”. Such a compromise should still provide the
necessary protection to Earth Exploration Satellite Systems (EESS). The other very difficult
agenda item was 1.15 concerning the allocation of spectrum for ocean radar services in the range
3-50MHz. An aim of this item was to have a set of paired bands allocated for ocean radars to
operate in. This would reduce the overall bandwidth consumed by these applications, and allow
systems to be planned and installed with long term frequency allocations. The outcome of this
agenda item was that bands were agreed on so the main aim of the ocean radar community was
met. Although, some of these allocations are not “primary” this compromise is still a successful
outcome and will provide the ground for the use and future development of oceanographic radars.
89.
WRC-12 established eighteen agenda items and eight sub-items to be studied and
considered at WRC-15. According to a preliminary analysis, sixteen of these agenda items/subitems relate to frequency bands or issues of prime interest/concern for meteorology. WRC-15 will
address the requirement for additional frequency bands to support International Mobile
Telecommunications (IMT) and changes to regulatory material to facilitate the development of
terrestrial and space mobile broadband applications. Of note is that the lead up period to WRC-15
is considerably shorter than was available to WRC-12. The effective deadline for input to WRC-15
will be mid-2014 so, although the full understanding of the agenda will not be known until SG-RFC
meets in the last quarter of 2012, Members will need to provide experts with sufficient time and
resources if they are to properly address all relevant agenda items.
90.
In addition to WRC-12, WMO was also represented at the Radiocommunications
Assembly 2012 (RA12) in January 2012 and at the first Conference Preparation Meeting for
WRC15 (CPM15-1) in February 2012. Among many important decisions, RA12 saw the
establishment of Resolution ITU-R 60, which apart from other things, noted that ITU R, “in
identifying the necessary radio-frequency spectrum for climate monitoring and disaster prediction,
detection and relief” should establish “cooperative arrangements with WMO in the field of remotesensing applications”.
91.
WMO participated in first Conference Preparation Meeting for WRC-15 (CPM15-1) in
February 2012. CPM15-1 established the structure of the CPM Report and allocated WRC-15
agenda items to the relevant chapters of the Report. It identified which ITU study groups will be
responsible for various items, including defining the terms of reference and electing a chair for a
Joint Task Group 4-5-6-7 for mobile broadband issues (agenda items 1.1 and 1.2). Agenda items
of specific interest to WMO are spread across all chapters of the agreed CPM report structure and
across several ITU-R study.
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Annex to paragraph 26
THE PLAN FOR THE TRANSITION OF AMDAR ACTIVITIES INTO THE WWW AND CBS
STRUCTURES
BACKGROUND
The WMO AMDAR Panel came into existence under its original Terms of Reference in March 1998
with the following underlying mandate:
The Panel is recognized as a body within the WMO structure, with the endorsement of the WMO
Executive Council, fostering active cooperation among Members in the implementation and
operation of AMDAR as a component of the WWW Composite Observing System.
Background information on the AMDAR Panel and its current Terms of Reference are available
at: http://www.wmo.int/amdar/AMDARPanel.html
Whilst WMO has played a key role in providing the AMDAR Panel with administrative support
through the Secretariat and in the administration of the AMDAR Trust Fund, both WMO and the
Panel have agreed that eventually, once considered by the Panel to be operational, with standards
well-defined, the AMDAR system and the governance and programme that supports it, should be
fully integrated into WMO under the World Weather Watch Programme and managed by the CBS
and CIMO Technical Commissions.
Both the Panel and the Secretariat have made all the necessary arrangements and steps for this
process to be near completion and, at the Joint Meeting of the AMDAR Panel and the CBS Expert
Team on Aircraft-based Observations in Quebec City, Canada in November 2011, it was agreed
that the AMDAR Panel Chairman and the AMDAR Panel Management Group (APMG), should
consult with the Secretariat, CBS and CIMO in order to develop and finalize an appropriate
governance and programmatic structure and a timeline for the integration process that will ensure
that the work of the Panel and its work programme continues in line with WMO Member
requirements.
At the third session of the APMG, held in Silver Spring, USA in early 2012, the APMG consulted
with Dr Frederick Branski (President CBS) and Dr LarsPeter Riishøjgaard (Chair ICT-IOS) and
reached the following decision:
The APMG agreed to work through a process that might allow a proposal for completion of the
transition and a new governance structure under the WWW to be presented to the AMDAR Panel
15th Session in November 2012 and to possibly come into effect immediately following this
meeting. In order to achieve this and ensure a viable proposal is made, the APMG would, under
advice from the Secretariat and the Technical Commissions management, make recommendations
and proposals as appropriate to ICT-IOS (May 2012) and CBS-15 (Sep 2012). The APMG would
work with Secretariat in ensuring that Panel Members were advised and consulted regarding the
transition process in advance of the next Panel Meeting.
A draft proposal for a new programmatic structure for the governance of the aircraft-based
observations system under the World Watch Programme, to be managed by the WMO Technical
Commissions and the WMO Secretariat on behalf of WMO Members was presented for
consideration by CBS.
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AIRCRAFT-BASED OBSERVATIONS PROGRAMME GOVERNANCE TRANSITION
Original Governance Structure
The original governance and programmatic structure of the AMDAR Observing system under the
AMDAR Panel is shown in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1: Governance and programmatic structure before integration into WMO. Solid arrows
represent funding support and dashed arrows represent funding management.
Current Structure within WWW
Over the past 5 years, the AMDAR Panel, ET-AIR and the Secretariat have undertaken and
completed the following activities towards integration of the AMDAR Programme into WMO:
1.

Move the responsibility for AMDAR from the WMO Commission for Aeronautical
Meteorological (CAeM) to the Commission for Basic Systems (CBS). (Completed);

2.

Creation of a new Aircraft Observation Unit (AIR) within the WMO Observing Systems
Division (OSD), with the responsibilities for aircraft-based observations. With the newly
created AMDAR Technical Co-ordinator position in the WMO Secretariat as the lead for
AIR. (Completed);

3.

Establish a new Expert Team on Aircraft-based Observations (ET-AIR). (Completed);
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4.

The inclusion of AMDAR experts in the Commission for Instruments and Methods of
Observations (CIMO) working structure, Upgrading the Global Upper-Air Network
(Completed);

5.

The provision in the WMO Secretariat’s regular budget for the AMDAR Technical
Coordinator (2012 – 2015). (Completed).

In addition to the continuation of the AMDAR Trust Fund, there is a need to seek further funding
from the regular budget (2015 onwards) to support aircraft-based observations activities under the
relevant WMO Programmes.
These steps have now led to the development of a governance and programmatic structure within
WMO, which includes a CBS Expert Team on Aircraft-based Observations under OPAG-IOS and
the appointment of a Theme Lead on Aircraft Measurements within CIMO under the OPAG-SI.
Work has commenced on the integration of AMDAR manuals and reference material into WWW
manuals and guides.
Issues with the Current Structure
The AMDAR Panel Management Group (Session 3, 2012), in seeking to address the concerns of
the AMDAR Panel regarding the transition and integration process, which inevitably would lead to
the cessation of AMDAR Panel activities, identified the following aims and requirements of the
governance and programmatic structure within WWW:
The new structure should ensure that:
1.

The existing operational aircraft-based observing system continues to be developed
and maintained;

2.

A programmatic structure is developed that will allow the system to continue to develop
in line with the CBS Implementation Plan for the Evolution of the Global Observing
System;

3.

The work programme of the AMDAR Panel, which is defined within the Aircraft
Observing System Programme Plan continues to be addressed under the new
structure, in line with Member requirements and under agreement with the appropriate
WMO Technical Commissions management and processes;

4.

The AMDAR Trust Fund continues to support the development of the AMDAR
observing system and associated activities into the future, including the implementation
of water vapour and turbulence measurement.

Proposed Governance and Programmatic Structure
In order to address the issues identified by the AMDAR Panel Members, the following proposal for
an altered programmatic structure and new Terms of Reference has been proposed by the APMG
to ICT-IOS and CBS. The chief differences between this structure and the one depicted in Figure
2, are: the proposed creation of a new Expert Team within CIMO, in place of the Theme Leader;
the confirmation of the continuation of the operation of the AMDAR Trust Fund in support of the
aircraft-based observations work programme under new Terms of Reference; and, the role of the
two Expert Teams under their respective work programmes dividing the work programme of the
AMDAR Panel and ET-AIR under the coordination of the Secretariat within the Observing Systems
Division.
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Figure 3: Proposed aircraft-based observing system governance and programmatic structure.
Addressing the Issues
The proposed structure addresses the issues as identified above in the following ways:
1.

The creation of an Expert Team under CIMO will allow the role of the AMDAR Panel to
be split between two Expert Teams, with the CBS team taking on the aircraft-based
observations programme development role (see below), whilst the CIMO team should
have responsibility for the more technical and standards-related aspects. Envisaging
that the two teams would meet every 2nd year in alternative years, this will allow those
Members with an interest in meeting annually to attend both meetings. With a division
of the work programme in this way and more formal responsibilities falling to a second
ET, this arrangement will also cut down on the coordinative and administrative load of
the Secretariat;

2.

It is expected that, within the limitations of reasonable logistics and resources,
Members will be able to continue to have representation at ET Meetings, at the
expense of their own organization as is consistent with current arrangement for
attending Panel meetings;

3.

A concept for new Terms of Reference for the AMDAR Trust Fund are defined below;

4.

The imbalance in CIMO representation in relation to aircraft-based observations is
addressed.
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Until such time as CIMO has been consulted and agreed to the proposed final governance and
programmatic structure, it will be necessary to retain the current structure with the responsibility for
programme management and operation of the AMDAR Trust Fund (see below) within CBS under
the Terms of Reference that have been proposed for the OPAG-IOS Expert Team on Aircraftbased Observations.
Proposed Terms of Reference for Operation of the AMDAR Trust Fund
1.

The AMDAR Trust Fund is a Trust Fund within the provisions of Articles 9.7, 9.8 and
9.9 of the WMO Financial Regulations (1991 edition);

2.

The unit of account shall be the Swiss Franc. When commitments are made, the
appropriate funds will be converted, as necessary, to the currency of commitment in at
least the amount of the commitment.

3.

The income of the AMDAR Trust Fund will include:
(a)

Annual voluntary contributions;

(b)

Funds deposited for specific purposes, hereafter referred to as deposits;

(c)

Other contributions;

(d)

Interest on investments as may be made by the Secretary-General in
accordance with the provisions of Financial Regulation 12.2;

(e)

Miscellaneous income.

4.

Expenditure of the Trust Fund should be based on the budget for expenditure
supporting the work programme of aircraft-based observations programme, as
developed by the aircraft-based observations programme management;

5.

Approval of requisitions for all expenditure from the AMDAR Trust Fund must be
approved by the delegate of the SG within the Secretariat;

6.

Expenditure of the AMDAR Trust Fund outside of the budget supporting the work
programme must be approved by the delegate of the WMO SG and the aircraft-based
observations programme management;

7.

The funds will be used to:
(a)

Assist in the establishment and operation of programmes of
automated meteorological reporting from aircraft;

(b)

Meet appropriate administrative costs incurred by WMO in providing support to
the aircraft-based observations work programme activities;

(c)

Meet other administrative costs including such items as meetings
and consultants;

(d)

Purchase specified items of equipment and software;

(e)

Support other activities required to meet the ToR and work programme.

8.

Where required by their internal regulations, individual contributors to the AMDAR Fund
may wish to negotiate additional conditions governing the application, conditions of
deposit and disbursement of funds. Such additional conditions shall not inhibit the
efficient and proper use of the AMDAR Trust Fund nor modify the intent of the Fund.
They shall require the acceptance in writing by the aircraft-based observations
programme management and the Secretary-General of WMO or his delegate;

9.

All funds credited to the AMDAR Trust Fund, including those for VCP purposes, shall
be subject to these Terms of Reference;
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10.

In line with the request of Cg-XVI, the Secretariat should continue to seek contributions
to the AMDAR Trust Fund from Members on an annual basis in support of technical
developments and capacity-building related to aircraft-based observations programme;

11.

The AMDAR Trust Fund will be closed when all remaining funds are exhausted.

Proposed Process and Timeline for Completion of the Transition of AMDAR to WWW
The following process and timeline is suggested in order to complete a transition to the proposed
final structure.
1.

Submission of proposal to CBS-15 (Sep 2012) [ICT-IOS Chair and Secretariat];

2.

Cessation of AMDAR Panel (Nov 2012, Session 15) [AMDAR Panel Chair];

3.

Meeting (Session 4) of CBS ET-Aircraft-based Observations (2013);

4.

Finalization of CIMO role and structure in support of aircraft-based observing system,
CIMO-XVI (2014).

If this process is successfully completed, then the Terms of Reference of each CBS and CIMO
team would be subsequently redefined and defined as appropriate.
Annex to paragraph 27
Principles of the Operation and Maintenance of the Web-based WMO Radar Database (WRD)
operated by Turkish State Meteorological Service (TSMS) on behalf of WMO
1.

Operation & Maintenance of RDB
TSMS ensures uninterrupted operation of RDB (7/24) on the TSMD website
http://wrd.dmi.gov.tr
Information is provided on the main page that the WRD is operated by TSMS on
behalf of WMO
WRD is accessible from a link placed on WMO World Weather Watch website
(http://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/www/ois/ois-home.html)
Planned interruptions is communicated beforehand to WMO
(mabayasekara@wmo.int or dlockett@wmo.int)
Maintenance is performed by TSMS with a view of 7/24 operation

2.

Upgrades of WRD
Software upgrades (visualization, search, access, etc,) are performed based on
recommendation of the relevant CBS and CIMO ETs and by the approval of the
WMO Secretariat (dlockett@wmo.int)
Upgrades of the WRD (structure, fields, etc.) are performed based on
recommendation of the relevant CBS and CIMO ETs and by the approval of the
WMO Secretariat (dlockett@wmo.int)

3.

Updates of data fields in WRD
TSMS ensures interactive access to RDB to all WMO Members to update their
respective metadata
Access to perform updates of the metadata is granted only to Members’ Focal
Points that are authorized by WMO (mabayasekara@wmo.int)
Updates provided by Members on hard copies have to be authorized by WMO
(mabayasekara@wmo.int) before it is performed by TSMS system operator
TSMS provides weekly information on updates performed by Members on the WRD
website
TSMS provides access to WMO authorized person(s) (mabayasekara@wmo.int and
dlockett@wmo.int) to verify and update any metadata fields
Regular updates may be provided through a link to OPERA Radar Database
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4.

Export of WRD metadata
Any metadata submitted WRD become public domain and this information should
be clearly stated on the main page of the WRD
TSMS provides capability to export metadata (MS Excel sheets, XML) to other
WMO DBs, such as Country Profile DB
TSMS provides capability to export (MS Excel sheets, XML) basic metadata (name,
band, type of radar and coordinates) to any third party
TSMS provides capability to export expanded metadata (other than basic) to any
third party only after prior approval of the WMO Secretariat (dlockett@wmo.int)
Annex to paragraph 28

DRAFT AIMS, OBJECTIVES AND DELIVERABLES FOR A WORKSHOP ON THE REGIONAL
AND GLOBAL EXCHANGE OF WEATHER RADAR DATA
1.

Introduction

The conclusions and recommendations of the Fourth WMO Workshop on the impact of various
observing systems on Numerical Weather Predictions identified the global exchange of Weather
Radar radial winds and reflectivity data as a high priority. This need is also reflected in action G45
of the new EGOS-IP. To contribute to the delivery of this EGOS-IP action a Workshop on Weather
Radar data exchange is proposed. Discussion with WMO Secretariat suggest, assuming ICT–IOS
endorsement, this workshop could be held in late November/ early December 2012.
2.

Workshop Definition

Title: Workshop on the regional and global exchange of weather radar data
(1)

Scope

Noting the range of Weather Radar data types and products, the scope of the workshop will be
limited to the exchange of Doppler radial wind and reflectivity data types.
(2)

(3)

Aims:
(a)

Define weather radar data to be exchanged at regional and global levels;

(b)

Propose formats and frequency of exchange of those data;

(c)

Agree the next steps needed to enable the regional and global exchange of
these data.

Workshop Objectives:
(a)

Review the current and likely future requirements for regional and global
weather radar data exchange, period of consideration 2012 to 2025;

(b)

Review the current extent and operational status of regional and global data
exchange being undertaken;

(c)

Review the current regional and global data exchange models in operation;

(d)

Review alternative regional and global data exchange models in operation in
other observing system areas;
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(4)

(5)

(e)

Improve community understanding of the range of Weather Radar Network
operators and their respective relationships with WMO Members;

(f)

Identify current and likely future constraints on regional and global data
exchange from Weather Radar Network operators. Areas of constraint could
include: Data Ownership; Data Policy; Data Volumes; Data Quality;

(g)

Recommend data model(s) for regional and global weather radar data
exchange based on an improved understanding of requirements, capabilities
and constraints;

(h)

Recommend pilot study cases for regional and global weather radar data
exchange using recommended data model(s) to demonstrate how constraints
could be overcome.

Workshop Deliverables:
(a)

A consolidated set of current and future data requirements for the regional and
global weather radar data exchange;

(b)

A recommended set of data models to be used for Weather Radar Data
Exchange;

(c)

A plan for a pilot study/studies to demonstrate the methodology for sustained
operational regional and global data exchange;

(d)

A series of next steps actions to facilitate the regional and global exchange of
Weather Radar Data.

Workshop Participant Areas (suitable names to be added)
(a)

Global NWP Centre Representative(s);

(b)

Regional NWP Centre Representative(s);

(c)

Climate Monitoring Community Representative(s);

(d)

CHy Representative;

(e)

CIMO RQQI Project Representative;

(f)

THORPEx Representative;

(g)

RA Representatives and Members where Wx Radar Data Exchange between
members is currently occurring, there is ambition for exchange to begin and
where no plans are currently in place;

(h)

WMO Weather Radar Metadata Database Representative;

(i)

EUMETNET OPERA Representative;

(j)

BALTRAD Representative;
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(6)

(k)

WMO WIS Representative;

(l)

CBS/ISS/ET-DRC Representative;

(m)

Satellite data exchange service provider(s);

(n)

Other significant data exchange community representatives.

Additional Information

Proposed data of Workshop: late November / early December 2012.
Duration of workshop: Three days.
Location of workshop: Exeter.
Copy of action G45 of the new EGOS-IP (Ver12.02):
Action G45
Action: Define weather radar data to be exchanged at regional and global levels, propose
frequency of exchange of those data and develop a weather radar data processing framework,
in concert with development of products based on national, regional, global requirements.
Who: CBS (leading the action), CIMO, CHy in coordination with NMSs/NMHSs, agencies
operating weather radars, in collaboration with RAs.
Time-scale: Continuous.
Performance indicators: Volume of radar data which are exchanged globally and regionally.
Annex to paragraph 70 (b)
BACKGROUND FOR THE CBS GUIDELINE
FOR ENSURING USER READINESS FOR NEW GENERATION SATELLITES
Scope
This Guideline is intended to ensure the readiness of satellite data and product users for taking
advantage of the new generation of satellites planned for operation in the coming decades, in
consistency with the Vision for the Global Observing System (GOS). In particular, in the timeframe
2014-2017, the introduction of a series of new generation geostationary satellites, such as by
NOAA/NASA, JMA, CMA, KMA and EUMETSAT, will lead to a drastic increase in spectral, spatial
and time resolution of data, affecting all WMO Regions. A smooth transition to the use of these
new capabilities as soon as they are operational requires planning for adequate data reception
technology, processing and analysis tools, and user training. Such planning measures are
essential to continue, and strengthen, satellite-based information services for the societal benefit of
WMO Members.
Why plan for user readiness and training?
When the US NOAA launched the Second Generation Geostationary Orbit Environmental Satellite
(GOES) series were launched starting in 1994, the satellites became operational, but weather
forecasters lagged in receiving all of the imagery in the office and were not adequately trained on
image interpretation. Lessons drawn from this experience have led to improved user preparation
for later generations of GOES satellites, for example through regular user conferences, which
improved user awareness, fostered community-building and spurred training activities. In support
of the GOES-R series to be launched in 2015, a comprehensive “Proving Ground” programme has
been in place since 2008 to ensure that the benefits of the GOES-R system be realized by
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operational centres, forecasters and research institutes as soon as the satellite is launched and
operational.
The Prepare the Use of MSG in Africa (PUMA) project and its successor activities demonstrated
benefits of EUMETSAT Meteosat Second Generation (MSG) data for users in RA I, and allowed
for the successful transition from the First Generation of METEOSAT to MSG. This project included
awareness raising, survey of potential applications and socio-economic impact, fund raising, the
installation of data reception and processing infrastructure, and training to forecasters. The first
Meteosat Third Generation (MTG) satellite, due for launch in 2018, is in the planning stage and
NMHSs, scientific institutions and experts are involved in defining future mission products and
other aspects of the ground segment, including training. All lessons learned in the transition to
MSG can only enhance the training and use of MTG data.
JMA plans to launch Himawari-8 and -9, the follow-on geostationary satellites to MTSAT-2, in 2014
and 2016 respectively, with imager payload similar to the GOES-R series. JMA are providing proxy
data simulating imagery from these satellites for preparing their uptake by the user community.
CMA is planning to launch its new generation FY-4A satellite in 2015, with the first geostationary
hyperspectral sensor. With KMA (GEO-KOMPSAT) also embarking on the preparation of new
generation geostationary satellites within this decade, the need to prepare users of these satellites
in RA II and RA V well in advance is a very important issue.
Key Issues for Ensuring User Readiness
On the user side, whether specialized or less specialized one using only products, it is anticipated
that in the near future important changes will be needed in hardware, software and people
specialization. Several changes can be planned ahead of time, for example for the new generation
of polar-orbiting satellite systems, direct readout may require using X-band to be able to deliver
large amount of data; new data storage and processing capability will be required, as well as new
generation software for novel applications combining multiple channels, and specialized
visualization systems properly dimensioned to deal with image sizes, number of channels and high
temporal resolution.
1.

Satellite Data Reception Systems

The data rate available from new satellite generations will evolve from less than one Mbps to
several tens of Mbps, consequently the system will need more powerful data processing and
require new data storage devices. Direct readout users will need to change reception station
systems and the processing chain. Furthermore, in order to exploit the range of expected new
products with increased resolution, product users will also need to upgrade their systems to the
level necessary to handle this expanded data source. This has also an impact on
telecommunications networks and bandwidths, and planning is therefore required on which data
and products shall be retransmitted on which networks, taking into account the requirements of
each regional user community. In each region and for each user community, sufficient preparation
to new reception systems shall be foreseen. Satellite providers should consider using advanced,
multi-mission dissemination systems, such as EUMETCast, CMACast or GEONETCast, as a risk
reduction measure to secure the dissemination of at least a subset of new data without imposing to
the user to set up right away a dedicated, complex and expensive receiving facility at the time of
the launch of the new satellite, and to ensure maximum user uptake.
2.

Processing Systems and Software

Pre-processing software should be made available as freeware by satellite operators, facilitating
and reducing users’ investments in the new system and allow earlier uptake. Software tools for
data analysis, integration and visualization also may need to be upgraded. Such software
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resources should be documented and listed in the WMO Space Programme Software and Data
Access Guide developed under the guidance of ET-SUP.
Satellite providers should make available proxy datasets, simulating the instrument output of the
new generation satellite, in time in order for users to test the adequacy and readiness of their
processing environment.
The development of specific open source software for satellite data assimilation is encouraged
(see Fourth WMO Workshop on the Impact of Various Observing Systems on NWP, 2008, for a
discussion about the impact of instruments in NWP models).
3.

Product Generation and Validation

There is a need to concentrate financial, technical and human resources to develop, process and
validate products that are more and more complex and require increasing expertise and
processing capabilities. The users relying only on derived products will need detailed, transparent
information on these products (e.g., through proxy data and metadata) to evaluate their fitness for
purpose in advance of satellite system operation, in order to be able to use them with confidence.
International science groups, such as the International Working Groups for Winds, TOVS,
Precipitation and Radio Occultation, have a key role in providing guidance on these issues.
For data assimilation, guidance should be given to select, in the case of hyperspectral sounding,
the most appropriate channels for assimilation for a specific synoptic and region. Also, for this
category of data, formats should follow WMO/international standards. Data/products delivered
should contain metadata following the WMO core metadata profile developed by the WIS and
internationally agreed formats recognized by WMO (BUFR, NetCDF, HDF). New formats such as
GeoTIFF, well adapted to Geographical Information Systems, should be analyzed ahead of time in
consultation with the user community and appropriate WMO expert teams.
Major new products should be listed and properly documented in satellite operators’ catalogues
and linked to the WMO Satellite Product Access Guide to facilitate their access and use by WMO
Members.
4.

User Awareness and Training

The WMO CBS Expert Team on Satellite Utilization and Products (ET-SUP) recommended at its
sixth session in December 2011 that “all satellite operators include comprehensive training
programmes into the mission statements, for user preparation and capacity building pre- and postlaunch. The concept for a generalized satellite proving ground should be developed. (Rec.6.19).”
From the users point of view, particularly the less specialized one or product-only users, new
satellite products will be most useful if users have sufficient knowledge and understanding of the
satellite, data reception, data processing, the physical basis of the products, and their specific use,
the data quality and limitations, and the tools to use and process the data. There is a hierarchy of
training ranging from data reception to product awareness, the more complex training involving the
satellite algorithm developers. User training should be provided, as appropriate, through the
satellite provider–training centre partnerships established in the WMO-CGMS Virtual Laboratory,
and using other established mechanisms such as COMET, MetEd, and EUMETrain.
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Annex to paragraph 74
SUMMARY OF RECENT FINDINGS REGARDING OBSERVING SYSTEM EXPERIMENTS
(OSEs) AND OBSERVING SYSTEM SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS (OSSEs)
1.

Adjoint-based sensitivity to forecast error: Results obtained with adjoint-based
sensitivity tools are receiving increasing attention. Bar charts showing the relative
importance of each component of the GOS are produced by several NWP centres on a
regular basis. The results are based on the observation sensitivity with respect to (typically)
24-hour forecast error measured in terms of dry or moist total energy. With the adjoint
technique, the impacts of all observations are computed simultaneously from one single
execution of the system, for one chosen measure of forecast error, allowing results to be
aggregated easily according to data type, location, satellite sounding channel, or other
attributes. The technique is economical as compared with running multiple data denial
OSEs, but its accuracy is generally limited to forecast ranges of 1-3 days.

2.

Despite differences in the assimilation algorithms and forecast models, the impacts of the
major observation types are generally similar comparing results from different global NWP
systems. However, regional details and other aspects of the results can differ substantially.
Large forecast error reductions (beneficial impacts) are provided by satellite radiances
(AMSU-A, IASI and AIRS), radio occultation, geostationary satellite winds, radiosondes and
aircraft. Other observation types provide smaller impacts individually, but their combined
impact is also significant.

3.

In a recent report (Joo et al. 2012), using the Met Office NWP system, the observation
impacts of various observations are compared, with emphasis on space-based
observations. Satellite data are found to account for 64% of short-range global forecast
error reduction, the remaining 36% being due to assimilation of surface-based observation
types. Metop-A data are measured as having the largest impact of any individual satellite
platform due to the complement of Metop’s sensors (IASI, ASCAT and GRAS). Microwave
(e.g. AMSU) and hyper-spectral infrared (e.g. IASI and AIRS) sounding techniques are
found to have the largest total impacts; however, the GPS radio occultation technique was
measured as having the largest observation impact per sounding.

4.

With this technique it is possible to arbitrary define subsets of observations in order to
assess and compare their impacts. In a study for EUCOS, the Met Office (UK)
demonstrated that for a large number of AMDAR observations from the London airports the
measurable impact is relatively low on global model scale, whereas there is a relatively high
impact of fewer observations from the more remote Shannon airport in Ireland. A second
study contrasted the impact of E-ASAP soundings in the North Atlantic with that of
20 remote island radiosonde stations and a similar number of European continental landbased stations. The results showed a very positive impact of ASAP soundings and remoteisland soundings in comparison to the land-based stations in Europe. These results have
been confirmed by performing the equivalent study based on the ECMWF NWP system.

5.

The adjoint data assimilation systems of NASA/GMAO and ECMWF have been used to
examine the impact of ConcordIASI dropsonde data on 24-hour forecasts over the southern
polar region during September-December 2010. ConcordIASI is a multi-year international
project (led by Meteo-France) whose objectives include improving analyses and forecasts
over Polar Regions. The field phase of ConcordIASI during Austral spring 2010 provided
unprecedented meteorological data coverage over the southern polar region, with
dropsondes launched from 19 super-pressure balloons providing over 30,000
measurements of wind, temperature and humidity at levels up to 60 hPa over a
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three-month period. The dropsonde impact was compared with that of other in-situ and
satellite observing systems. Results show that the dropsondes, which are relatively few in
number compared with most other data types, have a small positive impact in an overall
sense, but a relatively large positive impact per observation. Dropsonde temperature
observations pole ward of 80°S and below 400 hPa had the largest impacts.
6.

Observation impact tool for ensemble Kalman filters. The Center for Weather Forecast
and Climate Studies from the National Institute for Space Research (CPTEC/INPE, Brazil)
is developing and testing a Local Ensemble Transform Kalman Filter (LETKF), to include
the .capability to evaluate observation impacts based on the approach of Liu and Kalnay
(2008; QJRMS, 134, 1327-1355). NCEP (Washington) have conducted tropical cyclone
case studies using this methodology, concluding that upper air soundings are the most
important observation type for Tropical Cyclone forecasting.

7.

The international Joint OSSE: OSSEs are a powerful tool to assess the potential impact
on the NWP forecast skill of planned or hypothetical future observing systems. Over the last
several years an international Joint OSSE collaboration has emerged (Masutani et al. 2007
and Riishojgaard et al. 2011,) centred on the use of NASA's and NOAA's data assimilation
systems. A 13-month Nature Run provided by ECMWF (Andersson and Masutani 2010)
has undergone extensive validation. Simulated observations have been generated from the
Nature Run. These observations include simulated errors of both instruments and
representativeness. The simulated observations with added observation errors are suitable
for initial OSSE applications by the community of researchers and investigators.

8.

An additional very high-quality nature run simulation of a hurricane in the Tropical Atlantic
has been generated, using the ARW-WRF model with 1 km horizontal resolution, 60 vertical
levels, and the latest physical parameterizations. The simulation is not based on a real
storm, but rather one that is produced within the 6-month Joint OSSE Nature Run. The
structure of the cyclone has been validated in comparison to a number of observational
diagnostics: the pressure-wind relationship, the outward slope of the eye wall, the decay of
wind with height along the radius of maximum winds, the inflow depth and temperature
structure of the boundary layer, and the distribution of convective versus stratiform
precipitation. High resolution OSSEs based on this Nature Run will follow.

9.

The Global Wind Observing Sounder (GWOS) concept, which is being developed by NASA,
is expected to provide global wind profile observations with high vertical resolution,
precision, and accuracy. The assimilation of space based Doppler wind Lidar from the
GWOS concept is being conducted in the OSSEs at the Joint Center for Satellite and Data
Assimilation (JCSDA). The impact of different pairs of telescopes has been assessed in
terms of meteorological analyses and forecasts. The impacts from the different pairs of the
GWOS telescopes were assessed by comparing the forecast results through 120 hours. In
this OSSE study, a control simulation utilizing all of the data types assimilated in the
operational GSI/GFS system was compared to three OSSE simulation which added lidar
wind data from the different pairs of telescopes (one-, two-, and four-look), respectively.
The results show that assimilation of the Lidar data from the GWOS (whatever one-, two-,
or four-“look”) can improve the NCEP GFS wind and mass fields forecasts. Larger benefits
are found in the southern hemisphere, although a significant positive impact is also found in
the northern hemisphere.

10.

Advanced IR sounders in regional models: Atmospheric temperature and water vapour
information are the key parameters needed in the regional numerical weather prediction
(NWP) model for accurate convective storm forecasting. Radar measurements have been
used widely in the regional NWP model and have demonstrated very useful resource,
however, radar provides useful information mostly when the storm is initiated. In the earlier
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stage of the storm, the clear sky atmosphere is dynamically unstable, the spatial, temporal
and vertical distributions of the atmospheric temperature and moisture information in preconvection environment are important for NWP. The AIRS, IASI and CrIS advance sounder
instruments provide temperature and moisture profiles with high vertical resolution and
good accuracy; both AIRS single field-of-view soundings and science team sounding
product are used in the regional WRF (Weather Research and Forecasting) model with
3DVAR, Ensemble Kalman Filter (EnKF), and 4DVAR assimilation techniques. The AIRS
soundings were applied to severe storms such as convective precipitation and hurricane for
forecast improvement. Results show that AIRS soundings with both WRF (Weather
Research and Forecasting)/3DVAR and WRF/DART (data assimilation research test bed)
assimilation and forecast systems improve the hurricane track and intensity forecasts, AIRS
soundings also improve the precipitation forecast with 4DVAR assimilation technique.
11.

Radio occultation data: The Global Positioning System (GPS) radio occultation (RO)
technique has emerged as a powerful and relatively inexpensive approach for sounding the
global atmosphere in all weather. On average, COSMIC-1,2,4,5,6, GRAS, GRACE-A,
TERRA-SAR-X, C-NOFS and SAC-C provide 1,000 – 1,200 GPS RO soundings per day.
The data distribution is relatively uniform around the globe with relatively less density in the
tropics. RO sounding is able to penetrate clouds and precipitation with virtually no impact
on its accuracy. With its ability to take measurements over the ocean, where there are few
traditional observations, GPS RO soundings have demonstrated significant NWP impact. In
particular, it has been shown that GPS RO soundings provide valuable information on the
moisture in the tropical lower troposphere, which is crucial for the development of tropical
storms. Taiwan and the U.S. Navy are planning the COSMIC follow-on mission, (COSMICII), which promises to provide 8,000 to 10,000 GPS RO soundings per day. A
second GRAS instrument will become operational with the launch of Metop-B in May 2012.

12.

Use of the Chinese FY-3A and 3B data: Xiang Wang et al. (AMS 2011) compared
measured radiances from FY-3A and AMSU-A against simulated radiances calculated from
coincident profile measurements of temperature and humidity from COSMIC. Excellent
agreement was found between FY-3A and COSMIC GPS RO data, similar to that between
AMSU-A and COSMIC GPS data. It can therefore be concluded that FY-3A and AMSU-A
data are of similar quality. This has been confirmed by William Bell and co-workers at
ECMWF who have monitored the quality of FY-3A data within the operational 4D-Var
system at ECMWF. The corrections developed at ECMWF (Lu et al, JTECHA, Nov 2011)
for the passband shifts and radiometer non-linearity achieved FY-3A MWTS data quality
equivalent to AMSU-A. This data delivered positive impact when added to a full ECMWF
system. Similar, but not identical, corrections were later (March 2011) implemented in the
ground processing systems at CMA. Unfortunately, the FY-3A MWTS data quality does not
quite match that achieved previously at ECMWF and forecast impacts from this data stream
has proved to be slightly negative. Operational assimilation at ECMWF has, therefore, been
postponed until these issues can be resolved. ECMWF and CMA will continue to work
together to resolve these.

13.

The Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) also conducted an OSE for FY-3A MWTS data for
August 2011 by using low resolution version of JMA global data assimilation system as an
initial assessment. The departure statistics showed the data quality was similar to or slightly
better than that of NOAA18 AMSU-A. The OSE result showed positive impact on
temperature forecast.

14.

Initial indications from the FY-3B instruments, assessed at ECMWF during September
2011- March 2012. are that the data is generally of good quality and forecast impacts are
neutral when measured against a full ECMWF system.
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15.

Accuracy of humidity observations from aircraft: EUCOS have initiated studies of the
impact of the Tropospheric Airborne Meteorological Data Reporting (TAMDAR) network,
operated by AirDat LLC. TAMDAR measures humidity, pressure, temperature, winds, icing
and turbulence by commercial airlines along the flight routes. The data is licensed by AirDat
at a charge and EUMETNET have negotiated access for European OSEs. Several
European NWP systems will be run over a North American domain focusing on assessing
the humidity impact. In previous studies, TAMDAR measurements have been assimilated
into the WRF-based RTFDDA (4D-Var) system for the CONUS domain at 12-km and 4-km
resolutions. Case studies focused on episodes of warm season rainfall, with positive results
reported.

16.

Impact of Radar reflectivity and ground based GPS: JMA has been operating 20 C-band
radars in Japan. The reflectivity data was used for estimating relative humidity (RH) profiles
and the RH retrievals were assimilated in mesoscale data assimilation system. By
assimilating the RH data, displacement error was much reduced and water vapour profiles
of initial conditions were improved. Precipitable Water (PW) can be estimated from groundbased GPS observations. In Japan, such GPS PW can be obtained from a nationwide
permanent GPS network which is called GPS Earth Observation NETwork (GEONET). The
GEONET is operated by the Geospatial Information Authority of Japan. The number of the
GEONET GPS sites is about 1,200. JMA has been using the GPS PW from GEONET in the
operational mesoscale data assimilation system since October, 2009. For the global data,
the international GNSS Service (IGS) operates a global network of ground-based GPS
stations continuously for GPS satellite tracking, and provides GPS observation data via its
FTP server. Result show that the estimated GPS PW is close to the one estimated by
radiosonde observation. The impact of the GPS PW data on JMA's global four-dimensional
variational data assimilation system has been evaluated. Assimilation of the GPS PW
brought positive impact compared without the GPS PW in the geopotential height forecast
at 500 hPa.

17.

Accurate information of the spatial distribution and temporal variations of water vapour is
essential for the study of short-term severe weather phenomena, such as localized heavy
rainfalls that often cause serious damages during the summer season on the Korean
Peninsula. In particular, a good description of the initial conditions for the three-dimensional
water vapor field is crucial for the simulation of convective systems and situations leading to
heavy rainfall events in numerical model. Since the emergence of a new technique to
retrieve an amount of atmospheric water vapour from ground-based GPS observation,
numerous meteorological studies using precipitable water (PW), slant wet delay (SWD) and
zenith total delay (ZTD) derived from GPS measurements have been conducted and
showing encouraging results in various fields of meteorology, especially for improving
moisture fields of numerical weather prediction from development (Kuo et al. 1993) to
operational use (Gutman et al. 2003). The impact of ground-based GPS-PW and ZTD
assimilation on a rainfall forecast has been examined. A series of assimilation experiments
were performed using the WRF (Weather Research and Forecasting) model and its threedimensional data assimilation (WRF 3DVAR) system. PW and ZTD data derived from 39
GPS sites over the Korean Peninsula is assimilated with cold-start and cycling techniques.
The results show that the assimilation of GPS-PW is effective in reducing the error of PW in
the initial condition. Both negative bias and the rms error of the PW contained in original
analysis (background) are significantly reduced after the assimilation of GPS-PW. The
improved moisture field in initial conditions benefits the forecast of rainfall initiation at the
right time and intensity.

18.

Composite LEO/GEO Winds: The composite LEO/GEO winds are distributed by CIMSS.
The data complements data gaps between GEO atmospheric motion vectors (AMV) and
LEO polar AMV. NRL showed the positive impact with their adjoint based sensitivity study
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and started operational use of November 2010. The assimilation test was conducted at
JMA with the low resolution version of the global data assimilation system and the result
also showed the positive impact.
19.

Impact of targeting: “Targeted observations” refers to the selection of additional, specially
chosen observations to be assimilated into operational numerical weather prediction
models. Observation locations are chosen in order to improve forecasts of high-impact
weather events of importance to society. Examples include dropwindsondes launched from
aircraft or balloons, additional rawinsonde ascents, remotely sensed observations, and the
inclusion of enhanced regular satellite observations (such as radiances or winds) that may
normally be excluded from data assimilation due to routine thinning or quality control
procedures.

20.

The emphasis of the THORPEX DAOS group has been on the evaluation of the impact of
observations, including targeted observations, based on results from field experiments
(ATReC, AMMA, IPY, T-PARC), OSEs and OSSEs. Their comprehensive report has
recently become available (Targeted observations for improving NWP: An overview, by
Majumdar et al., WWRP/THORPEX No. 15). The main outcomes from these impact studies
may be summarized as follows:
(a)

The value of extra-tropical targeted data has been found to be positive but small
on average;

(b)

Observations taken in sensitive areas have more value than observations
deployed randomly;

(c)

Past experiment do not provide evidence of major impact obtained from just a few
observations (when averaged over a large sample of cases);

(d)

There are limitations to the current assimilation methods to be able to detect the
small signal associated with precursors of meteorological systems;

(e)

The methods employed to identify sensitive areas do not appear to be a major
problem;

(f)

Additional observations around tropical cyclones have proven to be useful;

(g)

Benefit may be obtained from regional (versus highly localized) and systematic
targeting during low predictability flow regimes on a continuous basis (days or
weeks) and/or via adaptive processing and data selection of satellite data.

The mechanisms behind how TC forecast can be improved further by targeted observations are
being investigated.
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FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS OF THE
WIGOS OPERATIONAL INFORMATION RESOURCE (WIR)
INTRODUCTION
The document describes the functional requirements of the WIR to be developed as specified by
the WIGOS framework Implementation Plan to be fully operational from 2016 onwards.

1. PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF THE WIR
The WMO Integrated Global Observing System (WIGOS) Operational Information Resource (WIR)
is a tool – accessible through a WMO web portal – designed to provide WIGOS players/
stakeholders (observing network decision makers / managers / supervisors, implementation
coordination groups, observational data users) with all relevant information on the operational
status and evolution of WIGOS and its observing components, the operational requirements of
WIGOS, including standards / best practices used in the WIGOS framework, and their capabilities
to meet observational user requirements of WMO Application Areas2.
The WIR is serving a number of purposes:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

(iv)

(v)
(vi)

(vii)
(viii)

2

3

4

5

Providing general information on WIGOS, its benefits to Members, as well as impacts on
Members of addressing WIGOS requirements;
Providing overall description of the WIGOS observing components in place (list of
observing networks / stations3, and their characteristics);
Monitoring the evolution of the observing systems and comparison of actual evolution with
the plans to ascertain progress; providing an overall description of the planned observing
systems to give a vision of the WIGOS observing components, and indicate how they will
address the user requirements;
Assisting Members and those in charge of observing network design and implementation
to understand the requirements for the relevant observing systems, including standards /
best practices, and observational user requirements, in order for them to make
appropriate decisions;
Assisting them to identify observational gaps4 through critical review, conduct network
design studies, in order for them to address those gaps;
Assisting them to understand the full potential of the current observing systems with
regard to the WMO Application Areas, including those systems operated by partner
organizations, in the view to enhance (a) collaborations, (b) the scope of observations
made by specific observing stations, (c) data sharing, and (d) data exchange;
Providing data users with immediate access to the list of WIGOS observing components,
with basic observational metadata and links to the appropriate national databases where
more detailed information is available when such databases exist;
Providing developing countries with guidance on observing network implementation, and
tools they can readily use to document their own observing systems (e.g. by using the
OSCAR5 tool of the WIR, they could avoid having to develop a database nationally).

The 12 WMO Application Areas are: global NWP, high-resolution NWP, nowcasting and very short-range forecasting, seasonal to
inter-annual forecasting, aeronautical meteorology, ocean applications (including marine meteorology), atmospheric chemistry,
agricultural meteorology, hydrology, climate monitoring, climate applications, and space weather
In this document, observing stations refer to all types of observing sites, stations, and platforms relevant to WIGOS, whether they are
surface-based, or space-based, on land, at sea/lake/river, or in the air, fixed, or mobile (incl. in the air), and making in-situ or remote
observations.
Gaps are expressed in terms of required space/time resolution, observing cycle, timeliness, and uncertainty for the 12 WMO
Application Areas
Observing Systems Capabilities Analysis and Review tool (OSCAR); see para 2.3 for details.
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Based on feedback from Members and other users of the WIR, the need for additional functionality
and/or information to be accessible from the WIR will be considered by the relevant expert team
once it has been implemented.

2. FUNCTIONAL COMPONENTS OF THE WIR
The WIGOS Information Resource shall be accessible via a centralized point (web portal), and
shall provide seamless access to the following information components:
- The Portal: A portal with access to general information and to the other components;
- The Standardization of Observations Reference Tool (SORT): A tool linking to
information on WIGOS standards and best practices;
- The Observing Systems Capabilities Analysis and Review tool (OSCAR): A tool for
Rolling Review of Requirements (RRR) process, network design and planning,
providing information on observational user requirements and observing systems
capabilities, including description of WIGOS observing components (i.e. observational
metadata), and linkages to existing databases (e.g. WMO Country Profile database
when applicable).

Figure 1: The WIGOS Information Resource (in green) and its three components (in light green)

A single database and Content Management System (CMS) shall preferably be used for recording,
managing, updating, and making content of the three components accessible.
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The purpose (outgoing information) of the three components for different actors is summarized in
the table 1 below. The role of these actors for providing information to the portal (ingoing
information) is detailed in table 2 below.
Components

Web Portal

SORT

OSCAR

WMO Members;
Regional
Associations;
Obs. Network
managers (incl.
implementers of
WIGOS observing
components, and
implementation
and coordination
groups)
Data users

Rationale and scope of
observing networks;
Information on benefits
and impacts

Understanding required
standards;
Recommended
practices

Monitoring of observing
systems status;
Understanding existing
networks, and their potential
Gap analysis;
Network design and
evolution;
Monitoring progress

Portal to information on
data policies and data
access (WIS)

Understanding data,
and data interpretation
(at concept level)

Understanding data, and
data interpretation (at
observing station level)

Technical
Commissions

Rationale and scope of
observing networks

Information on existing
standards and best
practices to facilitate the
review of regulatory
materials

Partners

Understand WIGOS,
data policies, and how
to access WIGOS data

Data providers:
understand WIGOS
requirements and best
practices;
Data users: understand
data and how to
interpret them

Monitoring of observing
systems status;
Identification of strengths
and weaknesses and
derived recommendations
Gap analysis
Collaboration: bringing new
data-sets to WIGOS; or
using existing WIGOS data
Understanding
observational user
requirements and how they
can contribute data to
WIGOS

Actors

Table 1: Purpose of the WIR components for different actors (outgoing information)
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Components

Web Portal

SORT

OSCAR

WMO Members;
Regional
Associations;
Obs. Network
managers (incl.
implementers of
WIGOS observing
components, and
implementation
and coordination
groups)
Data users

Feedback on portal
usefulness, strengths
and weaknesses

Provide information on
national standards and
practices that may be
relevant to add into
SORT

Provide information on
observing systems
capabilities, including
metadata

Feedback on portal
usefulness, strengths
and weaknesses in
terms of available
information on data
policies and access

Provide feedback on
information provided
regarding data
understanding, and data
interpretation

Technical
Commissions

Propose changes to the
portal structure and
content

Partners

Feedback on portal
usefulness, strengths
and weaknesses

Evolution of standards
and best practices
Review and update
regulatory materials
Contribute to the
evolution of standards
and best practices, as
well as the review of
regulatory materials

[Points of Contact in each
Application Area] provide
information on
observational user
requirements;
[Data users] provide
feedback on
accuracy/relevance of the
observational user
requirements
Provide comments on the
accuracy/relevance of the
observational user
requirements
Provide feedback on the
capabilities of their
observing systems,
including metadata
Provide comments on the
accuracy/relevance of the
observational user
requirements

Actors

Table 2: Role of the different actors for providing information to the WIR (ingoing information)

2.1. The Web Portal (general information)
This web-based component of the WIR (wir.wmo.int) shall provide access to the other
components and support tools of the WIR. It shall also provide general information on WIGOS,
including the concept, benefits and impacts on Members, applicable data policies, etc. It will
provide generic information on the various WIGOS component observing systems (GOS6,
GAW7, WHYCOS8), including co-sponsored ones (GOOS9, GCOS10, GTOS), and on how to
access WIGOS data, including link(s) to the WMO Information System (WIS), and data
monitoring information as provided through WIS.
It also provides access to basic communication and outreach WIGOS documents, including:

6
7
8
9
10

World Weather Watch (WWW) Global Observing Systems (GOS)
Global Atmosphere Watch (GAW)
World Hydrological Cycle Observing System (WHYCOS)
WMO-IOC-UNEP-ICSU Global Ocean Observing System (GOOS)
WMO-IOC-UNEP-ICSU Global Climate Observing System (GCOS)
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-

WIGOS Development and Implementation Strategy (WDIS, WMO 2010/1)
WIGOS Framework Implementation Plan (WIP, WMO 2012/1)
WIGOS Concept of Operations (CONOPS, WMO 2010/2)
WIGOS Imperative document (WMO 2010/3)
WIGOS Functional Architecture (to be developed by ICG-WIGOS)
Implementation Plan for the Evolution of Global Observing Systems (WMO 2012/2)
The WIGOS communication and outreach strategy (to be developed by ICGWIGOS)
Information on WIGOS for developing countries (to be developed by ICG-WIGOS)

2.2. The Standardization of Observations Reference Tool (SORT)
SORT shall provide the network supervisors, managers and operators with an easy access to
the information they need to set-up and run their observing systems according to WIGOS
standards; also, to help the data users to understand the standards / best practices used for
generating specific observations needed for their applications. The information provided on
standards will support the production of more homogeneous data-sets and make the
observations traceable and of known quality.
The SORT component of the WIR is meant to deliver to the user community a modernized,
standardized access to the up-to-date standards, best practices and relevant technical
guidelines.
In a first step, the implementation of a modern tool providing easy access to the relevant
documents will help the user to gather an overview on what information is available to fulfill his
goals while meeting the WMO requirements.
This should be followed by a further effort to merge all the relevant information into a single,
univocal information system providing user-friendly and direct access to on-line tools for
accessing all relevant WMO standards, guidelines, best practices, procedures, etc., addressing
all aspects of observations (instruments, methods of observation, metadata format, coding,
data formats, etc.). For example, Table 3 below describes how different entities of the
information system should be linked to specific standards11:

11

Note: this linkage may evolve depending on the development and future content of the WIGOS Manual and Guide.
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Standard types

Network
management

Instrument
standards
and methods
of
observation

Instrument &
Station
metadata

Data
exchange

Quality
Management

Surface station
types, and
observing
stations

WMO-No. 544
WMO-No. 488,
Part III
WMO 471

WMO-No. 8,
Part I
WMO-No. 544
WMO-No. 488,
Part III
WMO-No. 471
(for VOS ships)

WIGOS Manual
(TBD)
Expanded
WMO-No. 9,
Vol A
WMO-No. 47

WMO-No. 306
(relevant
BUFR tables)
WMO-No. 471
(delayed mode
for VOS ships)

WMO-No. 8,
Part III
WMO-No. 544,
Part V
WMO-No. 488,
Parts VI & VIII

Observed
variables, and
surface station
instruments

n/a

WMO-No. 8,
Part II

WIGOS Manual
(TBD)
WMO-No. 9,
Vol A
WMO-No. 47

WMO-No. 306
(relevant
BUFR tables)

WMO-No. 8,
Part III
WMO-No. 544,
Part V
WMO-No. 488,
Parts VI & VIII

Satellites

WMO-No. 488,
Part IV
WMO-No. 544,
Part IV

WMO-No. 8,
Part II

WIGOS Manual
(TBD)

WMO-No. 306
(relevant
BUFR tables)

WMO-No. 8,
Part III
WMO-No. 544,
Part V
WMO-No. 488,
Parts VI & VIII

Satellite
instruments

?????
?????

WMO-No. 8,
Part II

WIGOS Manual
(TBD)

WMO-No. 306
(relevant
BUFR tables)

WMO-No. 8,
Part III
WMO-No. 544,
Part V
WMO-No. 488,
Parts VI & VIII

Entities

Table 3: Linkage between specific entities of the WIR information system with specific standards
(linkage to be made with the relevant sections of the indicated publications).

The resulting product will help to integrate all the existing and future standards, guidelines and
best practices, promote their harmonization, guarantee the interoperability of the observing
systems, optimize development, respectively operational costs as much as possible and, last
but not least, increase the accuracy and quality of the final meteorological products and
information.
Details about the requirements for this component are provided in the document describing the
Framework for WIGOS standardization of the surface-based components (Heimo A., 2009).
2.3. The Observing Systems Capabilities Analysis and Review tool (OSCAR)
The Observing Systems Capabilities Analysis and Review tool (OSCAR) of the WIR shall
provide:
(i) Access to a description of all WIGOS observing components, and thereby provide end
users with the relevant metadata (i.e. information about the stations and their instruments,
see Annex I for information on user requirements for metadata), and
(ii) A tool for conducting the Rolling Review of Requirements (RRR) process.
It shall consist of the following parts12:

12

They are specified in more details below
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(i)

(OSCAR/Requirements): Observational user requirements for the 12 WMO Application
Areas (see footnote 2) (for each variable, the requirements are expressed
quantitatively in terms of threshold, breakthrough, and goal for each of the space/time
resolution, uncertainty, timeliness, observing cycle, and stability criteria);

(ii)

OSCAR/Space: Space-based observing capabilities, and critical review and analysis
tools;

(iii) OSCAR/Surface: Surface-based observing capabilities, and critical review and
analysis tools;
(iv) OSCAR/Distributed: Descriptions of the WIGOS observing components per
information directly provided by Members and partners through their own systems.
OSCAR is essentially a distributed system with a core component hosted at the WMO
Secretariat. The core component provides quantitative observational user requirements, as
well as basic information about the observing stations capabilities operated in the WIGOS
framework.
The distributed operational component (OSCAR/Distributed) is made of distributed databases
provided by Members, plus some specific global or regional programmes elements (e.g.
GAWSIS13, JCOMMOPS14, EUMETNET15). All these are accessible and interoperable
information systems providing detailed information about their respective observing networks.
OSCAR can also readily and directly be used by developing countries to record metadata
about the observing stations and instruments they operate. Hence, they would avoid having to
develop their own metadata management tools and make savings.
A link with the WMO Country Profile database will be provided so that the list of stations
operated by a Member (country) can easily be displayed from the Country Profile website using
information from OSCAR.
Finally, OSCAR is also a tool for conducting the Rolling Review of Requirements as it contains
quantitative information on observational user requirements in all WMO Application Areas2, and
observing systems capabilities, and allows to perform the critical review by comparing the
capabilities with requirements; it is used to support gap analysis, network evaluation, redesign
and optimization.
OSCAR will provide a certain level of standardization for the metadata (formal standardization
for the core component of OSCAR hosted at the WMO Secretariat and standardization of the
interfaces for the distributed operational component – OSCAR/Distributed).
2.3.1. The Satellite component of OSCAR (OSCAR/Space)
An inventory of factual information on satellites, including space-based capabilities (e.g.
instruments, satellites, programmes and agencies, with related details) is provided through the
Satellite component of OSCAR (OSCAR/Space16)
Most factual information is organized in tables, e.g. satellites, instruments, agencies. These
tables can be sorted and filtered with advanced criteria. It is therefore possible to make queries
such as “Show all satellites planned in the year 2020-2040, flying in geostationary orbit and

13
14
15
16

Global Atmosphere Watch (GAW) Station Information System (GAWSIS) – http://gaw.empa.ch/gawsis
JCOMM in situ Observations Programme Support Centre (JCOMMOPS) – http://www.jcommops.org
The Network of European Meteorological Services (EUMETNET) – http://www.eumetnet.eu
www.wmo-sat.info/db2
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operated by NASA or ROSCOSMOS” (Figure 2). All tables can also be exported in
spreadsheet format for offline use.
Every data item also has a detailed page which displays additional information. Links enable
the user to quickly navigate from a satellite to its associated instruments, and to the type they
belong to, for example.
A search field enables direct access of these detailed pages, very useful when interested in a
specific satellite/instrument/agency/type etc. The tool returns suggestions while typing
(Figure 3)

Figure 2: Detailed filter of the satellite table

Figure 3: Free Text Search

2.3.2. The surface-based observing system component of OSCAR (OSCAR/Surface)
The surface-based observing system component of OSCAR (OSCAR/Surface) shall provide
basic metadata and capabilities of surface-based observing stations contributing to WIGOS,
and will feed from existing sources17 of metadata such as:
•
•

•
•

17

18

WMO Publication No. 9, Volume A18, “Observing Stations” contains a complete list of all
the surface and upper-air stations in operation, which are used for synoptic purposes;
The “WMO Catalogue of Radiosondes and Upper-air wind Systems” complements the
information included in Volume A for upper-air stations, and provides information on the
type of radiosonde, windfinding equipment, ground systems, radiation corrections
applied to temperature observations and other local practices for the radio-sondes and
upper-air systems in use by Members;
The list of stations of the Regional Basic Synoptic Network (RBSN) has now been
included in WMO-No. 9, Volume A with specific flag but there are a few stations without
proper identification numbers which are managed separately by the WMO Secretariat;
The list of stations of the Regional Basic Climatological Network (RBCN) has now been
included in WMO-No. 9, Volume A with specific flag but there are a few stations without
proper identification numbers which are managed separately by the WMO Secretariat;

a transition might be proposed to make the current relevant WMO databases (e.g. WMO No. 9, Volume A, WMO No. 47) evolve into
OSCAR/Surface
http://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/www/ois/volume-a/vola-home.htm
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•
•
•
•

The list of stations of the Antarctic Observing Network (AntON) has now been included
in WMO-No. 9, Volume A with specific flag but there are a few stations without proper
identification numbers which are managed separately by the WMO Secretariat;
WMO-No. 47, International List of Selected, Supplementary, and Auxiliary Observing
Ships;
The Global Atmosphere Watch (GAW) Station Information System (GAWSIS13);
The JCOMM in situ Observations Programme Support Centre (JCOMMOPS14).

Observing stations will be referenced in the system using a unique universal station
identification scheme (details of the scheme and its management yet to be defined), and will
include the following basic metadata19:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Unique station identification number;
Station name (optional);
Observing station type;
Country operating the station;
Programme in which the observing station is participating (e.g. GOS, GAW, GOOS,
etc.);
Whether the station is mobile of fixed;
Station position (latest position in case of mobile station);
Station elevation;
Implementation date;
Operational status;
List of operating instruments with basic characteristics such as variable measured,
height, uncertainty, vertical resolution, observing cycle, timeliness, stability, and
operational status. This information will also be used to derive the generic capabilities
as described in paragraph 2.3.4.3.

Functional requirements for basic metadata and capabilities of surface-based observing
stations contributing to WIGOS, and details about the required metadata to be recorded are
provided in the document describing the requirements for the surface-based observing systems
capabilities part of the WMO Rolling Review of Requirements (RRR) database (WMO 2012/4).
Members will be responsible for providing the required metadata and capabilities of the
observing stations they operate. This is described in section Error! Reference source not
found..
OSCAR/Surface shall provide the possibility to query the system in order to obtain the following
information:
List of observing stations generated using different selection criteria. Optionally, the list could
also be limited to a programme (i.e. stations belonging to a particular WMO programme or
network), an application area (i.e. stations contributing to a particular application area), or to
stations making specific measurements (1D, 2D, by variable) and/or conforming to specific
criteria (observing cycle, timeliness, uncertainty of measurements, vertical resolution).

19

This list is a sub-set of the metadata required for AWS as described in Appendix III.3 of WMO-No. 488, Guide to the Global
Observing System. The full set of metadata is the responsibility of the Members to record in their own databases as a contribution to
OSCAR/Distributed (see section 2.3.3 below).
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REGION

COUNTRY

STATION
ID

STATION
NAME

LATITUDE

LONGITUDE

LINK

RA-I

ALGERIA

60351

JIJELACHOUAT

36 48 12N

05 53 40E

url

RA-I

ALGERIA

60353

JIJEL-PORT

36 49 08N

05 53 00E

url

RA-I

ALGERIA

60355

SKIKDA

36 53 24N

06 54 35E

url

RA-I

ALGERIA

60360

ANNABA

36 50 00N

07 49 00E

url

Table 4: Example of list of stations obtained from querying OSCAR. The link column provides
access (url) to specific information about the station as provided by the host country through
their information system (see paragraph 2.3.3).

Maps of observing stations meeting specific selection criteria. Similar criteria could be used
as for selecting lists of stations above. The maps could also be interactive in order to select a
region of interest (i.e. a Lat/Lon box, or a regional association).

Figure 4: Example of map returned (here weather stations operated by JMA in Hokkaido, Japan)
from querying OSCAR. Clicking on a particular station provides access to specific information
about the station as provided by the host country through their information system (see
paragraph 2.3.3).

Statistics on the number of stations meeting specific criteria. Similar criteria could be used
as for selecting lists of stations above (e.g. how many stations are reporting sea level pressure
from West Africa with observing cycle better than 1 observation per day, and uncertainty better
than 1 hPa ?).
Summary reports for the world, regional associations, countries. The statistics could also be
provided in a summary form for the world, a regional association, a country:
•
•

Total number of stations;
Total number of stations belonging to particular networks;
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•
•
•

Total number of stations contributing to particular application areas;
And in each of the categories above, providing the number of stations making specific
measurements;
For each level, the report should include the global statistics, and all the statistics for
the level below (i.e. word statistics plus statistics of all regional associations; or regional
association statistics plus statistics of all the countries in that regional association; or a
country statistics).

2.3.3. The Distributed operational component of OSCAR (OSCAR/Distributed)
The distributed operational component of OSCAR (OSCAR/Distributed) relies on information
systems provided by Members and specific global (e.g. World Weather Radar database20 as
shown on figure 6 below) and regional (e.g. EUCOS21) programmes contributing to WIGOS.
Through this component, the operators (Members, specific programmes, regional associations,
etc.) of the observing networks make detailed metadata available about the sites/observing
stations they operate, and their instruments. Network owners and data custodians, in the case
of ‘external’ data sources, are responsible for providing correct and update metadata as
specified in the WMO Technical Regulations related to all parts of their observing systems and
networks. These metadata are provided through specific websites (or web services). Access
(e.g. interfaces through web service) to this information is standardized internationally (see
paragraph 3.3.3), but the information returned is not standardized (e.g. it can be a national or
regional standard). Supplementary information on space-based observing systems can also be
provided through distributed databases by the Space Agencies and Members as appropriate
(see paragraph 2.3.1).
Basic information as described in paragraph 2.3.2 shall be provided. In addition, metadata
made available through OSCAR/Distributed should provide detailed information about the
observing stations in line with Technical Regulations as described in the WMO Manual on, and
the Guide to the Global Observing System, WMO-Nos. 544 and 488 (see Appendix III.3 of
WMO-No. 488 in particular) respectively, i.e.:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Observing station configuration (e.g. map, pictures);
Principle of operation; and maintenance information;
Instrument siting, and exposure;
Sensor types, and models;
Instrument calibration information;
Instrument performance;
Information on data-processing (sampling, averaging, etc.), handling, transmission;
Historical information (e.g. change of instruments and siting conditions);
Information on quality assurance;
Etc.

Basic information on the programmes under which the observing stations operate shall also be
provided:
•
•
•
•
•

20
21

Owner of the station (institution);
Programme(s) under which the station is operating, including contact details;
Standards compliance information;
Data policy(ies) that is(are) applicable;
Planning.

http://wwr.dmi.gov.tr/
EUCOS: EUMETNET Composite Observing System
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Figure 5: Example (excerpt) of national product showing station metadata as accessible through
OSCAR/Distributed (here station Karunjie of Australia as obtained through the BOM website).

Figure 6: Snapshot from the WMO global World Weather Radar database maintained by the government of
Turkey (here metadata about the Istanbul weather radar) – http://wwr.dmi.gov.tr/

Current and past observational data may also be provided through this component although
the main purpose of the WIR is not to distribute data to end users (this must be done through
WIS, not WIGOS). That function could for example be realized by linking to Geographical
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Information Systems provided by Members and specific global and regional programmes
contributing to WIGOS.
At the same time, the metadata about observational data sets provided to WIS through the
WMO Core Profile (ISO 19115) should be consistent with the WIGOS metadata provided
through the WIR.
2.3.4. OSCAR, a tool for the Rolling Review of Requirements (RRR) component
As part of the Rolling Review of Requirements (RRR22) process, the WMO is routinely
providing guidance to its Members regarding the evolution of the global observing systems
addressing a wide range of WMO applications2. Concerned observing systems include surface
and space based observing systems, as well as those owned by WMO and others managed by
partner Organizations.
To realize appropriate guidance, the WMO is currently maintaining a database23 of user
requirements and observing systems capabilities, which is regularly reviewed by community
experts. Critical review and gap analysis are then performed by the community experts in each
application area, and in close cooperation with the appropriate partner Organizations, to
ascertain the extent to which the capabilities meet the requirements. Impact studies, and
results from Observing System Experiments (OSE) and Observing System Simulation
Experiments (OSSEs) are also used in some cases to refine knowledge about the gaps. The
key deliverables of the critical review are Statements of Guidance (SoG) regarding how well
satellite- and surface- based observing system capabilities meet the WMO user requirements
in each application area. The Statements of Guidance particularly include key
recommendations on how to address those gaps, which are then considered for the
Implementation Plan for the Evolution of Global Observing Systems (EGOS-IP24).
OSCAR shall provide a tool for conducting the RRR process, as well as helping observing
programme managers to evaluate the status and capabilities of the observing networks in
comparison with the observational user requirements, and identify gaps25 (i.e. to do the critical
review). It is therefore contributing useful information for observing network redesign and
optimization studies with the goal to make the observing system cost-effective. It is useful for
Members and those in charge of observing network design and implementation to understand
the requirements for the relevant observing systems, including standards, and observational
user requirements, in order for them to make appropriate decisions. OSCAR is comprised of
the following parts:
1. OSCAR/Requirements: Quantitative observational user requirements for the 12
WMO Application Areas2. This part is currently running from the WMO Website26.
2. OSCAR/Space: Space-based observing system capabilities. This part is currently
running from the WMO Website16 as the OSCAR/Space tool (see paragraph 2.3.1).
3. OSCAR/Surface: Surface-based observing system capabilities. This part has not
been developed yet but technical specifications have been written (see WMO
2012/4)
4. OSCAR/Distributed: ….
The current RRR Database implemented at the WMO Secretariat will have to be integrated
within OSCAR.

22
23
24
25

26

http://www.wmo.int/egos
http://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/www/OSY/RRR-DB.html
http://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/www/OSY/gos-vision.html#egos-ip
Gaps are expressed in terms of required space/time resolution, observing cycle, timeliness, and uncertainty for the 12 WMO
Application Areas
http://www.wmo-sat.info/db/
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Details about the RRR process can be found in WMO 2012/3.
2.3.4.1. Observational User Requirements component of OSCAR
(OSCAR/Requirements)
The Observational User Requirements component of OSCAR (OSCAR/Requirements) allows
the recording, in a quantitative way, of the observational user requirements of each WMO
Application Area. These are addressing WMO Programmes and co-sponsored programmes.
For each application area, and for each observed variable, the technology free requirements
for observations are stated quantitatively in terms of required horizontal and vertical resolution,
frequency (observation cycle), timeliness (delay in availability), and uncertainty, and stability.
For each of these criteria, three values determined by experts are provided:
•
•
•

The “threshold” which is the minimum requirement to be met to ensure that data are
useful;
The “goal” which is an ideal requirement above which further improvements are not
necessary; and
The “breakthrough” which is an intermediate level between “threshold” and “goal“
which, if achieved, would result in a significant improvement for the targeted
application.

Table 5: Example of observation user requirements extracted from the current observational user
requirements database (here excerpt of Global NWP requirements)

2.3.4.2. Satellite gap analysis and capability review
Besides providing an inventory on factual information on satellite capabilities (see
paragraph 2.3.1 above), the Satellite component of OSCAR (OSCAR/Space) is also a tool
providing expert assessments on the relevance of instruments for fulfilling pre-defined
capabilities and the measurement of particular geophysical variables.
OSCAR/Space provides two kinds of expert assessments:
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a)

Gap Analyses by Variables

The Gap Analysis by Variable is based on an expert assessment of the relevance and
limitation of instruments for the measurement of particular geophysical variables.
b)

Capability review

The “Capability review” is an internal tool for WMO Members. It refers to the list of capabilities
identified either in the WMO Vision of Global Observing Systems for 2025, or to the
Implementation Plan for Evolution of Global Observing Systems. A simplified index is used to
identify which instruments are most suitable to provide the capability identified in WMO plans.
Each expert assessment tool automatically generates timelines of the instruments and
satellites involved (Figure 7).

Figure 7: Capability review timeline

Future functionalities
In addition to the qualitative analysis of instrument capabilities to measure specific variables,
it is planned to include a direct quantitative analysis of instrument performances, which would
allow a comparison with requirements (quantified by uncertainty, resolution, observing cycle
and timeliness).
2.3.4.3. Critical review for surface-based observing systems
Generic capabilities (i.e. horizontal resolution, vertical resolution, observing cycle, timeliness,
uncertainty, and stability) in predefined regions (e.g. countries, ocean basins, geographic
boxes) for a component observing system (i.e. a station type) and a specific variable shall be
derived and computed on the basis of the basic metadata and capabilities of surface-based
observing stations as described in paragraph 2.3.2. Details on the algorithms proposed are
provided in WMO 2012/4.
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Besides critical review tools for satellite observations (the OSCAR/Space, see
paragraph 2.3.4.2), there will be similar tools for estimating how surface-based observing
systems capabilities meet the observational user requirements.
The critical review shall be performed according to the following options:
•
•
•

Maps for a given application area, domain, layer, variable, and capability;
Table(s) for a given region and application area;
Table(s) for a given region and variable.

Appropriate computation on the basis of: (i) actual station capabilities as described in
section 2.3.2; and (ii) the observational user requirements, shall be made in order to deduce
the capabilities.
Colour codes shall be used to indicate whether the obtained capabilities comply with the
threshold, optimal, or goal values of the observational user requirements for the considered
application area, domain, layer, variable, and capability (see legend of figure 8 below).
Maps for a given application area, domain, layer, variable, and capability
For a given application area, and selected region(s) (global, regional associations, countries, or
specific areas), domain(s), layer(s), variables, and capability criteria, the query shall return for
each variable, domain, and layer (i.e. as many maps as there are selected variables, domains,
and layers), a map displaying the capabilities (i.e. either horizontal resolution, vertical
resolution, observing cycle, timelines, or uncertainty depending on the selection) in specific
pre-selected regions. See example of a global map in figure 8 below (the map shows
capabilities in 5°x 5° boxes, but in reality the predefined regions will rather be for example
countries, or climatologically consistent areas).

Colour codes:
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Red
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Blue
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Gray
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Value
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Figure 8: Example of Critical Review global map for Global NWP, surface layer, Air pressure
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Table(s) for a given region and application area
For a given region (Lat/Lon box, Region, or a Regional Association), and selected application
area(s), domain(s) (all domains if not specified), layer(s) (all layers if not specified), and
variables (all variables if not specified), the query shall return for each application area (i.e. as
many tables as there are selected application areas), a table listing the results. For each row
(domain, variable, layer) the table shall provide the following information for the capabilities:
•
•
•
•
•

Horizontal resolution (km);
Vertical resolution (km);
Observing Cycle (min);
Timelines (min);
Uncertainty (variable units).

Same colour codes as in figure 8 above shall be used to indicate whether the obtained
capabilities comply with the threshold, optimal, or goal values of the observational user
requirements for the considered application area, domain, layer, variable, and capability.
An example of required output is given below:
Capabilities compared to requirements for Global NWP in <region>
Domain

Variable

Layer

HR

VR

OC

Timeli
ness

Unce
rtaint
y

Atmosphere

Air pressure (at surface)

Surface

400k
m

n/a

70min

25min

0.4hP
a

Atmosphere

Air temperature (at surface)

Surface

240k
m

n/a

3h

25min

2.5K

Atmosphere

Air pressure (at surface)

Over
sea

1200
km

n/a

70min

25min

0.4hP
a

Table 6: Example of critical review for Global NWP in a given region; the colour codes are the same as
those used in figure 8 above.

Table(s) for a given region and variable
For a given region (Lat/Lon box, Region, or a regional association), and selected variable(s) (all
variables if not specified), application areas (all application areas if not specified), domain(s)
(all domains if not specified), and layer(s) (all layers if not specified), the query shall return for
each variable (i.e. as many tables as there are selected variables) a table listing the results.
For each row (domain, application area, layer), the table shall provide the following information
for the capabilities:
27

Map extrapolated from ECMWF monitoring statistics, February 2012
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•
•
•
•
•

Horizontal resolution (km);
Vertical resolution (km);
Observing Cycle (min);
Timelines (min);
Uncertainty (variable units).

Same colour codes as above shall be used to indicate whether the obtained capabilities
comply with the threshold, optimal, or goal values of the observational user requirements for
the considered application area, domain, layer, variable, and capability.
An example of required output is given below:
Capabilities compared to requirements for Air Temperature (at surface) in <region>
Domain

Application Area

Layer

HR

VR

OC

Timeli
ness

Unce
rtaint
y

Atmosphere

Global NWP

Surface

240k
m

n/a

3h

25min

2.5K

Atmosphere

High Resolution NWP

Surface

240k
m

n/a

3h

25min

2.5K

Table 7: Example of critical review for Air Temperature (at surface) in a given region; the colour codes
are the same as those used in figure 8 above.

3. MANAGEMENT OF THE WIR
3.1. Management of the Portal (basic information)
The management of the information accessible through the WIR Portal is provided by the
WMO Secretariat in liaison with relevant expert groups and bodies.
3.2. Management of SORT
The management of the information accessible through SORT is provided by the WMO
Secretariat in liaison with relevant expert groups and bodies, in accordance with the WIGOS
agreed upon standards and procedures.
3.3. Management of OSCAR
Overall coordination for the management of OSCAR is provided by the WMO Secretariat in
liaison with relevant expert groups and bodies.
OSCAR is managed by the WMO Secretariat with assistance from designated experts and
focal points who are given specific access rights for editing the content.
OSCAR provides for a comprehensive user management; this makes it possible to define userrights on a detailed basis. All administration, adding, updating or deleting information is done
via the web-based interface.
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3.3.1. Management of OSCAR/Space
Overall coordination for the management is provided by the WMO Secretariat.
3.3.2. Management of OSCAR/Surface
Overall coordination for the management OSCAR/Surface is provided by the WMO Secretariat.
The system shall be organized in such a way to permit authorized focal points designated by
Members to enter information directly in the WIR database through password protected
access. Information should be entered for individual stations. Following focal points could be
specified:
•
•
•
•

National focal points nominated by their Permanent Representatives; access shall be
restricted only to the stations operated by the respective WMO Member;
Nominated focal points for a particular programme; access shall be restricted only to
the stations operated in the framework of the respective programme;
Nominated focal points for specific station types; access shall be restricted only the
specific station types for which the nominated person is responsible for;
The WMO Secretariat staff responsible for a management of WIR with full access to
the system.

There shall also be the possibility to allow a bulk upload of station characteristics and
capabilities into the WIR database. The format to be used of the current ASCII files will be
discussed at some later stage, once the developments have actually started.
Through online editing, it shall be possible to update any piece of information of
OSCAR/Surface whenever needed (e.g. when the status of a particular station is changed).
Regular maintenance of OSCAR/Surface shall be done periodically (e.g. once per six month)
by the users of the WIR database authorized to manage such content. That’s particularly the
case for the bulk updates.
Mechanisms shall be put in place to avoid duplicate information to be entered in the WIR
database (e.g. a station to be listed twice in the database).
The generic surface-based capabilities are in principle computed automatically on the basis of
the basic metadata, which management is described in paragraph Error! Reference source
not found.. Some manual adjustments may be made by the WMO Secretariat in consultation
with appropriate experts to address gaps, duplication, and inconsistencies that may appear
from the automatic process.
3.3.3. Management of the distributed operational component of OSCAR
(OSCAR/Distributed)
The distributed operational component of OSCAR (OSCAR/Distributed) is managed directly by
Members or centres or individuals in charge of specific programme components (e.g.
GAWSIS13). Minimal requirements on WIGOS observational metadata provided by Members
will be specified by the ICG-WIGOS Task Team on Metadata (TT-WMD), and documented in
the WIGOS Manual and Guide.
The interfaces between the core component of OSCAR hosted at the WMO Secretariat and
OSCAR/Distributed will have to be regulated through standard URL or web services on the
basis of universal and unique station identifiers, which scheme will be agreed upon through the
CBS. This will require updating the WMO Technical Regulations.
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Some coordination will be required between the centres making instrument and station
metadata available and the Secretariat to inform the Secretariat about changes in content and
procedures.
3.3.4. Management of observational user requirements (OSCAR/Requirements)
The management of the observational user requirements is provided by designated experts for
each of the WMO Application Area2. Such an expert (a focal point) is authorized to modify a
content related to the application area under his responsibility, based on the consensus
achieved in the relevant community for all variables and criteria for the considered application.
Specific access rights are given to the focal point for direct editing of the content.
_______________
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ANNEX I
USER REQUIREMENTS FOR METADATA
User requirements for observational metadata
The proper management of instrument/station (observational) metadata is an important
component of the WIGOS as an operational system. Observational metadata are required for
data users and observing programme managers/supervisors.
Metadata requirements for data users
Instrument/Station metadata are required by operational users 28 , climate applications 29 ,
research, and quality assurance activities serving those applications.
They allow data users to identify observational data and products of interest to them. End users
also require instrument/station metadata in order to understand the observations better and
make a better use of them. Metadata provide detailed information about the instrumentation
and methods of observation used (e.g. accuracy, resolution, sampling, averaging) and the
conditions under which they are made (e.g. siting and exposure) and therefore permit to
estimate uncertainties, and weight the observations accordingly when using them (e.g. in data
assimilation). The metadata also include some technical specifications, photos, location
(position for fixed station, or main operating area for mobile stations) etc. Instrument and
station metadata permit bias correction, and the black listing of stations which are reporting
systematic errors. They are useful for the validation of products, including models and satellite
products, for the reanalysis of historical data, and for quality monitoring of the observations,
including feedback to station operators. High quality climatic researches also rely largely on
metadata to judge the applicability of certain data.
Metadata requirements for observational programme management
Instrument/Station metadata are also required for observational programme management,
including:
•
•
•

Programme coordination, planning and implementation at both the international national
levels;
Observing Station monitoring, diagnostic & follow up (feedback and remedial/corrective
actions); and
Understanding the full potential of the current observing systems with regard to the
WMO Application Areas, including those systems operated by partner organizations, in
the view to enhance: (a) collaborations and coordination; (b) the scope of observations
made by specific observing stations; (c) data sharing; and (d) data exchange. For
example, they allow to identify areas where synergies between countries can be
developed thanks to the identification of observing station operated by other countries;
hence allowing to develop cross-border synergies and save costs (similar principle can
be used between institutions within a country to develop cross-application synergies).

Moreover, standardization is necessary for all data and associated metadata so that the
measurements from individual systems can be integrated into accurate and coherent data sets
that allow for the development of unbiased, homogeneous long-term time-series.
_______________

28

29

e.g. data assimilation and field analysis for Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP), ocean modelling; weather forecasters, seasonal to
inter-annual climate forecasting, disaster response, satellite applications (e.g. virtual constellations & mixed products, space-based
inter-calibration)
e.g. climate monitoring and change, seasonal to inter-annual climate variability, and climate services
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DECISIONS/ACTIONS REQUIRED:
(a)

To take note.

CONTENT OF DOCUMENT:
The Table of Contents is available only electronically as a Document Map1.

1

In MS Word 2003 or 2007, go to “View” > “Document Map”, or click on the “DocMap” button on the WMO Toolbar.
In MS Word 2010, go to “View” > “Navigation Pane”.
On a Mac, go to “View” > “Navigation Pane”, select “Document Map” in the drop-down list on the left.
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON THE WMO SPACE PROGRAMME
General
1.

WMO Space Programme activities are structured around five main pillars:

(a)

Space-based observing system expansion and integration within WIGOS;

(b)

Data accessibility and interoperability;

(c)

Best practices and standards for products;

(d)

Capacity building for the use of satellite data, products and services;

(e)

Cross-cutting activities, including interaction with relevant international bodies.

The WMO Space Programme now includes “space weather coordination” among its main
components as approved by the sixteenth WMO Congress (Cg-XVI).
2.
Many of the activities of the Space Programme are reported under CBS-15 agenda
items 4.2(1) and 4.2(2) as the outcome of OPAG IOS Expert Teams on Satellite Systems
(ET-SAT) and on Satellite Utilization and Products (ET-SUP). These include: draft
recommendation on the update of the Manual on the GOS, draft recommendation on the outcome
of the Gap Analysis, suggestions for updating the Vision of the GOS in 2025, guidelines on
ensuring user readiness for new generation satellites, draft recommendation on the procedure to
formulate satellite data access requirements at the regional level, and the proposed endorsement
of a new Virtual Laboratory Centre of Excellence in Morocco. The present background document
therefore reports on activities of the programme in addition to those mentioned above:
(a)

On the space-based observing system: overall status, database of space-based
capabilities, and Global Space-based Inter-calibration System (GSICS);

(b)

On data accessibility and interoperability: Direct Readout frequency issues, data
dissemination systems;

(c)

On best practices for products: Nowcasting products, Product Access Guide;

(d)

On capacity building: online survey on the use of satellite data, and draft CIMO Guide
on Satellite Observation;

(e)

On cross-cutting activities: Coordination Group for Meteorological Satellites and Space
Weather coordination update.

Status of the space-based GOS
3.
The status of current and planned operational and research satellites is available on
WMO Website: http://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/sat/satellitestatus.php.
4.
The geostationary constellation is providing complete coverage, with fully operational
satellites including: GOES-W, GOES-E, GOES (South-America), Meteosat (nominal and rapidscan), Meteosat-IODC, Kalpana and INSAT-3A, FY-2D and -2E, COMS, MTSAT-2. Meteosat-10
was successfully launched on 5 July 2012 by EUMETSAT. Since CBS Ext.(10), Electro L-N1 and
FY-2F have also been launched respectively by the Russian Federation and by China.
Considerable improvement in performances is expected with the forthcoming transition to a new
generation of geostationary satellites in the 2014-2016 time frame. This will however pose
particular challenges to the users as these new missions will provide a considerable amount of
data of a new type, with new dissemination systems. This is why a guideline for user readiness is
proposed in Document 4.2(1) for adoption.
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5.
The constellation of operational meteorological satellites in LEO sun-synchronous orbits
comprises fully operational satellites in AM and PM orbit, and additional satellites providing
complementary data and back-up capacity. A new generation satellite (Suomi-NPP) was launched
in October 2011 by the United States of America (USA) and provides hyperspectral IR soundings
from the afternoon orbit, thus complementing the hyperspectral IR soundings provided by METOP
on the mid-morning orbit. In addition, global microwave imager/sounder data are available from the
USA military satellites on early-morning orbits, albeit with no long-term prospect. The launch of
METOP-B is planned by EUMETSAT for 19 September 2012.
6.
An increasing number of R&D satellites are used in support of operational activities for
WMO programmes, in addition to their primary research or demonstration purposes. The recent
launch of the first Global Climate Observing Mission/Water (GCOM-W1) by Japan will provide
microwave imagery as part of the A-train. Other R&D satellites launched since CBS Ext.(10)
include Resourcesat-2 by India, SAC-D/Aquarius by Argentina and the USA, HY-2A by China, and
Megha-Tropiques by India and France. Several R&D programmes are evolving towards new
operational components in accordance with the Vision for the GOS in 2025, in particular:
(a)

Ocean surface altimetry is planned to reach an operational status with Jason-3 to be
launched in 2014, Jason CS being considered for continuity of service, and
GMES/Sentinel-3;

(b)

Radio-Occultation Sounding (ROS) with the inclusion of ROS aboard operational series
and the decision by the USA to prepare a follow-on to the COSMIC constellation;

(c)

Ocean surface scatterometry with Metop/ASCAT and plans for FY-3E/SWMR, to be
complemented by several R&D missions like Oceansat-2 and possibly GCOM-W2.
Oceansat-2 scatterometer data are available in near-real time for operational use.

7.
The sixty-fourth session of the Executive Council (EC-64) reaffirmed the importance of
space-based observations as a key component of the WMO Integrated Global Observing System
(WIGOS) and a critical source of global data. It welcomed the new baseline adopted by the
Coordination Group for Meteorological Satellites (CGMS) in response to the Vision for the GOS in
2025. It stressed the importance of implementing, without delay, the new generation of satellite
systems that are under development for both the geostationary orbit and the low-Earth orbit
constellations. Bearing in mind that satellite soundings from low-Earth orbits are a crucial input to
NWP, the Council reiterated the importance of developing concrete plans towards implementing a
sounding mission on an early morning orbit (Equatorial Crossing Time around 5:30) as required in
the Vision for the GOS in 2025, and welcomed the efforts of the CGMS to optimize the orbital
distribution of future missions to alleviate the identified gap. The Council also expressed its
expectation that follow-on missions would be confirmed in due time to ensure continuity of ocean
surface topography observations. The Council thanked EUMETSAT for maintaining a satellite in
operation over the Indian Ocean and expressed the wish that such coverage be continued to help
monitoring of Monsoonal Flow, Tropical Cyclones and other high impact weather over this ocean
which affects adjacent countries. The Council furthermore expressed support to the planned launch
of satellites in Highly Elliptical Orbit (HEO) to provide useful observation over polar regions in quasi
geostationary mode.
Database of space-based capabilities
8.
Following the development of the Observation Requirements Database and its
operational implementation in July 2011, the WMO Space Programme Office has developed a
space-based capabilities database, which is the second of a set of three interlinked databases
supporting the Rolling Review of Requirements process, and a building block of the future WIGOS
Information Resource. The space-based capabilities database contains three main types of
information:
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(a)

An inventory of satellite capabilities, such as instruments, satellites, programmes and
agencies, with related details. Technical and programmatic information on more than
600 instruments and 400 satellites are recorded, with online search and discovery
functions;

(b)

Expert assessment of the relevance and limitation of satellite instruments for the
measurement of particular geophysical variables. For this purpose, instruments are
categorized into 28 types and 161 performance classes;

(c)

Expert assessment of how the actual or planned instrument missions fulfil the needs
identified in the Vision of the Global Observing Systems for 2025, based on a
comparison with 32 key “capabilities” of this Vision.

This system has been named Observing Systems Capabilities Analysis and Review Tool
(OSCAR). Following two months of beta-testing by expert team members and internal reviewers it
has been publicly released on line at: http://www.wmo.int/oscar.
Global Space-based Inter-calibration System (GSICS)
9.
GSICS is an international initiative launched in 2005 by WMO and the CGMS to refine
the calibration of Earth Observation instruments from weather and environmental satellites and
contribute to the interoperability of their data within WIGOS. The operational objectives of GSICS
are: (i) to routinely monitor and assess the on-orbit calibration of satellite sensors by comparing
their Level 1 data with community references; (ii) to ultimately tie these sensors to SI-traceable
standards with specified uncertainties; (iii) to generate calibration corrections applicable to Level 1
data; and (iv) to deliver these inter-calibration products to users. GSICS strives to use common
methodologies, to follow international standards and community best practices, to apply welldocumented, peer-reviewed procedures. Through these activities it promotes greater
understanding of instrument absolute calibration and, further downstream, contributes to better
accuracy, global consistency and inter-operability of Level 2 products for environmental, climate
and weather forecasting applications.
10.
GSICS products include operational calibration corrections, monitoring results, and
related scientific and technical documentation. All GSICS data and products are made freely
available through a range of data servers accessible from the GSICS portal: http://gsics.wmo.int.
The following organizations are currently participating in GSICS: CMA, CNES, ESA (observer),
EUMETSAT, IMD, ISRO, JAXA, JMA, KMA, NASA, NIST, NOAA (lead), ROSHYDROMET and
USGS.
Direct Readout frequency issues
11.
Most polar-orbiting meteorological satellites operated over the past four decades and
until now, such as the NOAA/POES, METOP, FY-3, Meteor-M series and the recently launched
S-NPP satellite, include a “Direct readout” capability, also called “Direct broadcast”. This enables
users located anywhere on the globe to receive data in real time from the spacecraft when it flies
within the visibility range of the users’ receiving station. For polar-orbiting satellites, this direct
readout functionality is the only way to collect the data in real-time, avoiding the time-consuming
route of on-board data storage, download to the main data acquisition station, processing and
redistribution. Direct readout services normally follow the LRPT/AHRPT dissemination standard2
adopted by the Coordination Group for Meteorological Satellites (CGMS). With the exception of
S-NPP, all polar-orbiting meteorological satellites perform direct broadcast in the1695-1710 MHz

2

LRPT/AHRPT Global Specification, CGMS-04 (http://www.cgms-info.org/docs/publications-and-referencedocuments/2011/01/22/pdf_cgms_04.pdf)
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band, which is a frequency band allocated to meteorological satellites by the International
Telecommunications Union (ITU) within the L-Band. Some satellites include an additional
dissemination capability either at 135 MHz (UHF) for the older systems, or in the 7 to 11 GHz
frequency band (X-Band) for the most recent systems.
12.
More recently, several satellite operators consider using only the X-Band (specifically
7750–7900 MHz) for direct readout from future generations of polar-orbiting systems, because the
data rates generated by planned high-resolution instruments will greatly exceed those from earlier
instruments and cannot be accommodated in lower frequency transmission bands such as the
L-Band. Furthermore, progress in radio-communication technology renders X-Band receiving
equipment more affordable than in the past. Finally, it should be noted that the United States radiofrequency authority is currently considering the allocation of the 1695-1710 MHz band to
commercial broadband communication services, which would endanger the future operational use
of this band over the United States. Within the X-Band, three bands are currently allocated to
meteorological or environmental satellites:
(a)

7450-7550 MHz for geostationary satellites (e.g. Elektro-L for raw data);

(b)

7750-7900 MHz for non-geostationary meteorological satellites (e.g. S-NPP);

(c)

8025-8400 MHz for Earth exploration satellites (e.g. Aqua 8160 MHz).

13.
The X-Band is known to be more exposed to attenuation by liquid water in the
atmosphere than the L-Band. It is also shared with fixed terrestrial communication services. In
order to protect a receiving site from the future implementation of interfering sources, it is of utmost
importance to register each receiving site with the relevant national radio-frequency authority and
advisable to request a radio-frequency protection area around the site. Registration should be
initiated at the very early planning stage of the receiving station; it is required to notify the exact
location of the station, the frequencies at which it will operate, and the particular services it will
support.
14.
The current WMO requirement foresees two parallel direct broadcast services: (i) a high
data rate stream, that can be in X-band, containing full resolution data needed for NWP,
Nowcasting, and other real-time applications; and (ii) a low data rate stream, expected to be in
L-Band, containing a subset of data (e.g. selected channels, lossy compressed data). This low
data rate stream in L-Band would secure the possibility to receive data in all atmospheric
conditions, with less exposure to potential interference sources, and using a lower-class antenna
similar to the ones used for current Direct Readout services. However, since maintaining two direct
readout services in two different bands is a design constraint for future satellite systems, the
Coordination Group for Meteorological Satellites (CGMS) has invited WMO to re-assess this
requirement. The WMO Secretariat has thus invited all Members to respond a short online survey:
http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/wmolbandxbandsurvey2012. The early outcome of this survey, as
available, will be provided to the session.
Regional ATOVS Retransmission System (RARS)
15.
The Regional ATOVS Retransmission Service RARS) is a data distribution scheme
used for near-real time dissemination of sounding data from polar-orbiting satellites, mainly for the
benefit of global NWP centres. (See: http://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/sat/rars_en.php). Data are
received by a network of Direct Readout stations distributed around the globe, processed in a
coordinated fashion, and made available to the global community via the Global
Telecommunications System or other means such as EUMETCast or GeoNetCast. RARS does
not replace Direct Readout capabilities: it leverages the use of Direct Readout stations in sharing
the data, making this data available to users located beyond the visibility area of the satellite. The
RARS scheme is a trade-off between, on one hand, the real-time acquisition by local Direct
Readout stations and, on the other hand, the delayed access to global data stored aboard the
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satellite. The current challenge is to extend the RARS to the retransmission of sounding data from
advanced, hyperspectral sounders such as CrIS aboard S-NPP or IASI aboard METOP.
Geonetcast and other DVB-S retransmission services
16.
The IGDDS strategy reaffirmed by CBS-XIV encourages the use of integrated data
dissemination capabilities for satellite and non-satellite data and products, using Digital Video
Broadcast by Satellite (DVB-S) standard or its evolution (DVD-S2), such as EUMETCast
(EUMETSAT), CMACast (China), MITRA (Russian Federation) and GEONETCast-America
(United States). Most of the existing services are operated either in Ku-Band (around 12-15 GHz)
or in C-Band (around 4 GHz), the C-Band being preferable at low latitudes because it is less
disturbed than the Ku-Band by atmospheric liquid water. These services involve retransmission
from a ground station via a telecommunication satellite; they are therefore particularly relevant for
geostationary data, which are generally pre-processed on the ground before dissemination, and
for derived products.
17.
Nowadays, most of WMO Regions benefit from such services, with the exception of two
areas where these services do not yet have a fully operational status: South and Central America
(where GeoNetCast-America and the EUMETCast-America service partly meet the needs), and
the central Pacific (where a demonstration system RAPIDCast is being implemented by Australia
and the United States).
Procedure for Documenting Regional Requirements for Satellite Data Access
18.
A procedure has been developed to organize the formulation and documentation of
region-based requirements for the contents of data dissemination services, which is the subject of
a draft recommendation included in Document 4.2(1).
Product best practices
19.
In response to Cg-XVI guidance, discussions have begun to extend the model of
collaborative satellite product generation applied within the Sustained Coordinated Processing for
Environmental Satellite Data for Climate Monitoring (SCOPE-CM) initiative to the area of
nowcasting, specifically in support of severe weather risk reduction, precipitation estimation,
marine applications and sand and dust detection. In this regard, significant progress has been
made in addressing the satellite-related needs of the Severe Weather Forecasting Demonstration
Project (SWFDP) and its regional projects.
20.
A prototype Product Access Guide has been developed and implemented on the Space
Programme Website, with a view to provide easy access and greater visibility to satellite products
made available at the global level. The Product Access Guide directs users to the respective
products sources, through an agreed variable-based categorization:
http://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/sat/product-access-guide_en.php.
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NWP use of satellite data
21.
The use of satellite data by global Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) centres is
steadily increasing, as illustrated by Figure 1, provided by the European Centre for Medium-Range
Weather Forecasts (ECMWF). The strong impact of satellite data was confirmed by the Fifth
Workshop on the Impact of Various Observing Systems on NWP (Sedona, USA, 22-25 May 2012)
which highlighted in particular the high-ranking of microwave temperature sounding, infrared
hyperspectral sounding, atmospheric motion vectors, and radio-occultation sounding for global
NWP. Furthermore, assimilation of radiances has a strong impact on Regional NWP.
Scatterometer wind data are key observations for tropical cyclone monitoring and marine
forecasting.

Figure 1: Compared use of satellite data (green) and « conventional data » (brown) by ECMWF.
Survey on the use of satellite data in 2012
22.
The WMO Survey on the Use of Satellite Data 2012 was prepared by ET-SUP by
revisiting and simplifying the “questionnaire” used in previous years, in consultation with the WMOCGMS International Working Group co-chairs and the VLab Management Group. The Survey was
launched online on 30 May, addressing a broad audience by inviting responses from Permanent
Representatives (PRs) with WMO, NMHSs, other government and research institutions, as well as
from individuals. By 2 July 2012, the total number of valid responses received was 197 (originating
from 85 WMO Members countries) of which 43 (22%) were provided on behalf of PRs, 39 (20%)
from NMHSs, 23 (12%) from other government and research institutions, and 92 (46%) from
individual satellite data users. By WMO Region, total responses are distributed as 17% from RA I,
16% (RA II), 6% (RA III), 24% (RA IV), 3% (RA V), and 34% (RA VI).
23.
Nearly all respondents reported at least occasional use of satellite data, 90% use them
routinely, and a strong majority indicated that overall use was increasing. All official PR responses
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indicate the use of satellite data for operational purposes, 74% for research and development, 51%
for education and training, and 33% for value-added services. When considering all respondents,
these percentages become: 70%, 80%, 47%, and 32% respectively. In terms of satellite data
reception mechanisms in the official PR responses, satellite broadcast in Digital Video Broadcast
standard (DVB-S/DVB-S2, e.g., EUMETCast) comes first with 65%, the Internet (including FTP)
comes next with 51%, followed by Direct Readout for 47% and the GTS for 11%. When
considering all respondents, Internet is a data source for a large majority of 76%, DVB-S/S2 for
39%, whereas Direct Readout is used by 33% and the GTS by 10%.
24.
Respondents to the Survey were asked for challenges they face in using satellite data
(cf. Fig. 2). Resource issues (e.g., adequate personnel, training, tools, and equipment) are a
dominant source of concern (62% of total responses, and 79% of PR responses), as well as the
capacity to process data (47% total, 54% of PR responses), and the ability to analyze and interpret
satellite data (41% of total, 63% of PR responses). Access to data in near real-time and in general
remains a concern albeit less frequently indicated, with 40% of total (26% of PRs) and 24% (16%)
respectively indicating this as a challenge.

Figure 2: Areas where the survey identified challenges related to the use of satellite data (based on
total number of responses).
25.
The Survey included a total of 28 questions, including one on the relative importance of
satellite data in different application areas (cf. Fig.3). The results given here are a preliminary
snapshot and will be refined, quality-checked and evaluated for every WMO Region. Also,
individual responses by countries, institutions and individuals will be carefully analyzed for an
accurate representation of the Survey results. The Survey is open until 11 September (see
http://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/sat/survey2012.php), and release of the final report is planned for
January 2013.
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Figure 3: Importance of satellite data in different application areas (based on PRs’ responses).
Draft CIMO Guide volume on Satellite Observations
26.
In view of the considerable expansion of space-based capabilities over the past 15
years, a new volume has been drafted with the view to replace the current Chapter on Satellite
observations in the Guide on Instruments and Methods of Observations (CIMO Guide). The draft
volume addresses the principles of Earth observation from space, remote sensing instruments,
satellite programmes, space-based observation of geophysical variables, calibration and validation,
and cross-cutting issues. This draft is under review with the kind assistance of the Bureau of
Meteorology (Australia) before submission to the CIMO editorial board.
Coordination Group for Meteorological Satellites (CGMS-40)
27.
The CGMS, which brings together operational satellite operators contributing to WMO
Programmes, will hold its 40th annual meeting on 5 to 8 November 2012 in Lugano, Switzerland,
hosted by WMO with Meteo-Swiss. For its 40th anniversary, the group will refocus its activities on
technical coordination, global optimization, and strategic issues in accordance with a multi-year
high-level priority plan. The CGMS plays a major role in coordinating long-term term commitments
of satellite operators to respond to the observation requirements of WMO Programmes and cosponsored programmes, including weather and climate monitoring.
Space Weather
28.
The Inter-Programme Coordination Team for Space Weather (ICTSW), now comprised
of experts from 17 WMO Members and seven international organizations, have made substantial
progress on their initial work plan. Space Weather observing requirements have been formulated
and quantified; space weather observing capabilities have been reviewed against these
requirements and an initial Statement of Guidance has been formulated
(http://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/www/OSY/SOG/SoG-SW.doc); a Space Weather Product Portal
has been established and populated with reference to more than 40 products that are routinely
available on line (http://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/sat/spaceweather-productportal_en.php); and
plans for operational services to global aviation are being reviewed in consultation with the
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO). Steps have also been taken for the development
of training modules.
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EXAMPLE OF POSSIBLE PLAN – WOULD BE AGREED
BETWEEN SESSIONS BY ET-OI AND ICT-ISS
PLAN FOR MONITORING THE OPERATION OF THE WMO
INFORMATION SYSTEM
[Note: comments indicate if a block of text is based on one in an existing document
that has been agreed by CBS. Changes are noted using the conventions:
Added text
Deleted text]
1. OBJECTIVES
1.1. The objective of WMO Information System (WIS) monitoring is to improve the performance of
WIS and of the WMO Programmes that use WIS. In particular, it contributes to improving the
efficiency and effectiveness of the Programmes at a national, regional and global level. Monitoring
of the WIS by itself does not provide all the information needed by Programmes to address
performance issues; other, Programme-specific, monitoring is needed. Deriving useful
management information from the different monitoring activities needs close coordination between
the centres concerned as well as with the WMO Secretariat, so that deficiencies can be identified
and corrective action taken as quickly as possible.
1.2. Monitoring of the WIS performance has to address the first two of the questions; monitoring
within the Programmes should be directed at the third question. In addition it is important to
monitor the performance of WIS systems to ensure that contributing systems positively impact on
the performance or cost effectiveness of WIS overall:
a) how do we exchange information?
b) how much information do we exchange?
c) how well do we meet the expected standards for information exchange?
d) how does the performance of a WIS component affect the performance and cost effectiveness
of WIS?
1.3. An important part of any monitoring activity must include provision for the identification of
deficiencies and also for corrective action to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the WMO
Programmes being monitored. Success is measured in terms of how many deficiencies are
corrected. Success is measured in terms of the monitored aspects of the Programmes moving over
time towards the desired performance.
1.4. Seventh Congress decided on items to be monitored for the World Weather Watch. These
requirements are listed in Annex III to this Attachment, and those to which the WIS monitoring
contributes directly are noted. Annex IV to this Attachment provides guidance to Programmes on
the information they might wish to monitor that is analogous to that monitored for the World
Weather Watch.
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2. TYPES OF WIS MONITORING
2.1. Network WIS Monitoring seeks to address the first and fourth questions of paragraph 1.2: how
do we exchange information and are its components effective? It concentrates on determining the
ability of the ICT systems underlying WIS to meet their performance targets and to identify
changes in the way users impact on the system. System managers of WIS centres will use this
type of monitoring to identify problems in real time in addition to using analyses of the monitoring to
report performance against Service Level Agreements as well as input to system planning. In
general, Network WIS Monitoring is independent of the type of information being exchanged on
WIS, and is therefore common to all WMO Programmes.
2.2. Quantitative WIS monitoring seeks to address the second question: how much information do
we exchange and is it exchanged as required? This type of monitoring compares the information
available at WIS centres with the information that WIS metadata records indicate should be
available. Managers of WMO Programmes will use this type of monitoring to verify that the
information they need is being transferred by the WIS, and system managers of WIS centres will
use the information to identify where there are issues with data flows that correspond to how WIS
is being used. Although the techniques and processes for Quantitative WIS Monitoring are
universal, the information whose exchange is being monitored differs between WMO Programmes.
2.3. In addition to the different types of question to be answered, WIS monitoring operates on two
time scales: real-time monitoring, in which the measurements and assessments are made during
day-to-day operations and for which a rapid response is needed to prevent operational issues
developing, and non-real-time-monitoring that may gather information in real-time but is analysed
over longer time periods and is used to aid understanding of underlying problems and issues with
WIS and how it is used.
2.4. WIS monitoring practices are described in two Annexes to this Attachment. Annex I describes
the procedures used for real-time monitoring, and Annex II describes those for non-real-time
monitoring. Both contain sub-sections on Network WIS Monitoring and Quantitative WIS
Monitoring.

3. DETERMINING THE CONTENTS OF WIS MONITORING.
3.1. Given that the objective of WIS monitoring is to improve the performance of the WIS and
WMO Programmes in line with present and future users needs, details of what is monitored and
technical implementation of the monitoring will need to change with time.
3.2. The technical commission with lead responsibility for the WIS is responsible for determining
the contents of Network WIS Monitoring.
3.3. In discussion with the technical commission with lead responsibility for the WIS, each WMO
Programme is responsible for determining the information it needs to be included in the
Quantitative WIS Monitoring. The technical commission with lead responsibility for the WIS is
responsible for implementing the procedures to perform the monitoring and updating of this Plan.

4. DEFINITIONS AND STANDARDS
[Comment: Changes relative to Para 3 of Attachment I-1 to the Manual on the GTS]
4.1. In the monitoring context, the terms used and the minimum standards to be attained should be
as defined in the Manual on the Global Observing System, the Manual on the Global
Telecommunications System, the Manual on Codes, the Manual on the Global Data-processing
System Manual on WIS, Guide to the WIS, the Manual on Codes, relevant Guides and Manuals for
participating WMO Programmes, and relevant parts of the Technical Regulations.
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5. RESPONSIBILITIES
[Comment: Changes relative to Para 3 of Attachment I-1 to the Manual on the GTS]
5.1 The basic responsibilities for monitoring the operation of the GTS WIS rest with Members.
[Comment: Changes relative to Para 5.2 of Attachment I-1 to the Manual on the GTS]
5.2 The responsibilities for carrying out the real-time and non-real-time monitoring activities are
given in Tables A and B Annexes I and II. An essential part of the monitoring plan is that
information should be exchanged between adjacent connected centres on the GTS WIS in order
that telecommunication problems in particular may be readily identified. A special aspect of the
exchange of information is that procedures should be developed to ensure that no doubts exist that
a bulletin or file contains all the observations or products available for inclusion in it. In the case of
standard bulletins and files containing routine observations or products, the contents of the
bulletins or files should always conform to the list included in the appropriate WMO publication, as
amended. When the observations from some stations included in the publication are not available
for any reason, the reports should be properly encoded as NIL reports. As a further check on
completeness, NMCs NCs and DCPCs should send messages to the associated RTH DCPC or
GISC responsible for international exchange of the message, preferably in advance, when it is
known that observations from listed stations are not (or will not be) available. It is important that all
WWW WIS centres (NMCs, RSMCs, RTHs and WMCs NCs, DCPCs and GISCs) make a
contribution to the overall monitoring effort. Obviously, centres having a multiple role will make
more than one contribution. In the contributions, the following points should be taken into account:
(a) For the monitoring at bulletin and file level, additional or subsequent (RRx) and corrected (CCx)
bulletins or files should be included;
(b) For the monitoring at report level, corrected reports should not be counted as additional reports,
but retard reports should be counted;
(c) Duplicated reports and duplicated bulletins should be counted only once;
(d) The contributions should clearly indicate the data base used for monitoring
(telecommunications or data-processing);
(e) The contributions should also report any outages of centres and/or circuits occurring during the
monitoring period;
(f) In the contributions every possible effort should be made to adhere to the times included in the
headings of the tables.
[Comment: Changes relative to Paras 5.3 and 5.4 of Attachment I-1 to the Manual on the GTS]
5.3 The frequency with which monitoring reports should be prepared and/or exchanged is
illustrated in the following table list:

Every day

— Every centre carries out continuous real-time
monitoring;

At intervals of not more than one month

— NMCs NCs should prepare a summary of
relevant information on monitoring for use on a
national and international level as appropriate;
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At least once every three months

— RTHs/RSMCs DCPCs send a summary of
monitoring information to their associated
NMCs NCs and GISCs;

At least once every three months

— RTHs/RSMCs DCPCs and GISCs send a
summary of monitoring information to adjacent
RTHs centres which supply them with data;

Once every six months

— WMCs and GISCs send a summary of
monitoring information to adjacent
RTHs/RSMCs DCPCs.

Reports called for at intervals of three months or more should always be forwarded to the
Secretary-General in an agreed format for further action. As regards content, reports should
include as many items for Table B from Annex II as are practical and useful.
5.4 Members should implement the plan for monitoring the operation of the WWW WIS at the
earliest possible date, in particular the real-time monitoring.
[Comment: Changes relative to Paras 5.5 and 5.6 of Attachment I-1 to the Manual on
the GTS]
5.5 In order to keep under review the efficient operation of the WWW WIS, internationally
coordinated monitoring on a non-real-time basis should be carried out periodically, once four times
a year in January, April, July and October, on the full range of global observational data and
products and with the participation of a limited number of major WWW WIS centres. All WIS
centres with a real-time role are encouraged to participate in the monitoring for October. During
other periods, particular problem areas should be monitored, in respect of either selected
information only or limited parts of the world. The Secretary-General will arrange, in consultation
with the appropriate centres, details of the special monitoring exercises and the periods during
which they should be carried out, and will provide adequate notice well in advance.
5.6 The Secretariat will carry out the necessary analyses of the non-real-time monitoring reports
from WWW WIS centres and will make the results of the analyses available to the centres
concerned. The Secretary-General will coordinate and advise on assistance necessary to rectify
the deficiencies revealed from the results of the monitoring. The Secretary-General will also
arrange (as required) for the specific monitoring exercises mentioned in paragraph 5.5 above to be
carried out.

6. PROCEDURES
[Comment: Changes relative to Paras 6.1 to 6.3 of Attachment I-1 to the Manual on the
GTS]
6.1 As far as real-time monitoring is concerned, each centre should develop the necessary detailed
procedures for this purpose. These procedures will vary from centre to centre, but should be
designed to facilitate the real-time checking of the receipt of bulletins and observations as
appropriate. At fully automated centres, these procedures may include the use of
telecommunication system records, visual display units, special programmes in telecommunication
and data-processing computers, and so on. At manual centres, check lists or sheets may be
developed for the same purposes using ticks, crosses or the entry of times to indicate when
selected bulletins and/or reports have been received. To avoid excessive use of paper forms, it
may be convenient to place transparent sheets of plastic over the check sheets and make entries
using soft wax pencils. The entries can be removed very easily when a suitable period has elapsed
and the sheets made ready for the checks to be repeated for a later period. Some further guidance
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on the operation of real-time monitoring, together with examples of the kind of forms which might
be developed, are given in Table C.
6.2 As far as non-real-time monitoring is concerned, when special exercises are requested by the
Secretariat, an indication of the form in which contributions should be made will be provided at the
time the request is made. It is important that, as far as possible, centres should follow closely the
procedures indicated in order that results from various centres be directly comparable with each
other. It is particularly important that this should be the case when the annual global monitoring
exercise is carried out. The procedures, together with the standard forms to be used for the
provision of results, are given in Table DAnnex 2.
6.3 It is emphasized that nothing in the formal monitoring procedures prescribed in the attachment
is intended to replace the normal day-to-day exchange of information and advice between adjacent
centres. As far as possible, all problems should be resolved in this way and, after a time, only
serious difficulties will be reflected in the formal monitoring reports.
___________
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ATTACHMENT X TO THE GUIDE ON THE WIS
ANNEX I TO ATTACHMENT X TO THE GUIDE ON THE WIS
PLAN FOR REAL-TIME WIS MONITORING
1. TYPES OF REAL-TIME WIS MONITORING
1.1. Real-time WIS monitoring is intended to identify issues with the operation of the WIS so that
problems can be corrected and escalation of their impact avoided.
1.2. Real-time Network Level Monitoring is intended to ensure the health of the underpinning ICT
systems on which WIS depends.
1.3. Real-time Quantitative WIS Monitoring is intended to identify issues with the flow of
Programme information across WIS.
1.4. Real-time Qualitative WIS Monitoring is intended to identify issues with the application of WIS
standards to the information being exchanged through WIS. This Annex describes only those
components of Qualitative WIS Monitoring that are common across all Programmes. WMO
Programmes may specify in their technical documentation additional quality monitoring for the
information exchanged using the WIS that is outside the scope of the Qualitative WIS Monitoring.
1.5. Results from real-time monitoring will also contribute as an objective source of information to
the identification of changing user needs for WIS, including changes in usage patterns that affect
the future planning of WIS.

2. REAL-TIME NETWORK LEVEL MONITORING
2.1. Real-time Network Level Monitoring is intended to ensure the health of the underpinning ICT
systems on which WIS depends.
2.2.

Table I - A recommends items to be included in real-time Network Level Monitoring.
Table I - A: Recommended Real-Time Network Level Monitoring

Monitored component

Typical measurements

Centres to contact

Communications capacity

Available bandwidth for
telecommunications lines;
compare with capacity being
used as a time graph

Liaison with connected centres.

Availability (and reliability)
of telecommunications

Up-time for telecommunications
lines; error rates on
telecommunications lines

Contact supplier and centres
connected using the
telecommunications line

Communications reliability

Collisions, dropped packets,
delayed responses, etc.

3. REAL-TIME QUANTITATIVE WIS MONITORING
3.1. Real-time Quantitative WIS Monitoring is intended to identify issues with the flow of
Programme information across WIS. It is concerned with the flow of bulletins and files that contain
information but not with the information itself. It is also concerned with identifying the numbers and
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types of users of WIS, and their usage patterns (e.g. casual, regular or heavy user, individual or
organization, registered or ad hoc, etc.). Information is also needed on the service being delivered
to users, which could include measures such as complaints to the help desk, conversion rates of
metadata viewing to data downloads or subscriptions, and feedback comments from users among
others.
3.2. Table I - B recommends items to be included in real-time Quantitative WIS Monitoring for NCs
and DCPCs.
Table I - B: Recommended Real-Time Quantitative WIS Monitoring for NCs and DCPCs

Monitored component

Typical measurements

Centres to contact

Routine information flow

Regularly exchanged bulletins or
files not received by expected
time

Inform centre that is responsible
for passing information to centre
that identifies the problem

Missing sequence numbers

Number of missing
transmissions of bulletins or files
identified by missing sequence
identifiers; record missing
sequence identifiers

Inform centre that is responsible
for passing information to centre
that identifies the problem

Exceptional information flow

Number of occasions NC or
DCPC responsible for issuing
high priority alerts (such as
warnings) does not receive
acknowledgement by expected
time

Contact non-responding
addressees by alternative
communications route

Product or observation
generation

Number of products or
observation not received within
expected bulletin or file by
expected time

Contact centre responsible for
the observation or product

3.3.

Table I - C recommends items to be included in Quantitative WIS Monitoring for GISCs.
Table I - C: Recommended Quantitative Real-Time WIS Monitoring for GISCs (in addition to those
items in Table I - B)

Monitored component
Files or bulletins for which
there are no valid metadata
records

Typical measurements
Number of files or bulletins
received for which there is no
valid matching metadata record
available within the agreed time

Centres to contact
Inform centre responsible for
generating the file or bulletin.

4. REAL-TIME QUALITY MONITORING COMMON TO ALL PROGRAMMES
4.1. Real-time Qualitative WIS Monitoring is intended to identify issues with conformance to WIS
standards by the information being exchanged through the WIS. This Annex describes only those
components of Qualitative WIS Monitoring that are common across all Programmes. WMO
Programmes may specify additional quality monitoring requirements in their technical
documentation.
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4.2. Table I - D recommends items to be included in real-time Qualititative WIS Monitoring for NCs
and DCPCs.
Table I - D: Recommended Real-Time Qualitative WIS Monitoring for NCs and DCPCs

Monitored component

Typical measurements

Centres to contact

Errors in the format of the
contents of files or bulletins

Number of files or bulletins for
each information owner that are
incorrectly formatted. See Note.

Contact centre responsible for
the observation or product.

Product or observation
generation

Number of products or
observations not received within
expected bulletin or file by
expected time. See Note.

Contact centre responsible for
the observation or product.

Note to Table I - D: Monitoring by an NC is of observations or products for which the NC is
responsible. Monitoring by a DCPC is of observations or products that it has responsibility for
collecting or creating.
4.3. Table I - E recommends items to be included in Qualitative WIS Monitoring for GISCs.
Table I - F: Recommended Qualitative Real-Time WIS Monitoring for GISCs (in addition to those items
in Table I - D)

Monitored component
Format of metadata records

Typical measurements
Number of validation errors for
metadata

Centres to contact
Inform metadata originator.

5. REPORTING OF WIS REAL-TIME MONITORING
5.1. Issues identified through the WIS real-time monitoring should be reported to the centres
identified in the tables above.
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ATTACHMENT X TO THE GUIDE ON THE WIS
ANNEX II TO ATTACHMENT X TO THE GUIDE ON THE WIS
PLAN FOR NON-REAL-TIME WIS MONITORING
1. NON-REAL-TIME WIS MONITORING
1.1. Non-real-time WIS monitoring is intended to identify underlying long-term issues with the
implementation of WIS. In addition to seeking where issues identified by the real-time monitoring
are persistent or systematic, it also seeks to identify issues that may be common across the whole
of WIS.
1.2. Non-real-time Network Level Monitoring is intended to ensure the future health of the
underpinning ICT systems on which WIS depends.
1.3. Non-real-time Quantitative WIS Monitoring is intended to identify systematic issues with the
flow of Programme information across WIS.
1.4. Non-real-time Qualitative WIS Monitoring is intended to identify systematic issues with the
conformance to WIS standards of the exchange of information through WIS. It also aims to gather
user feedback on satisfaction with the use of WIS. This Annex describes only those components of
Qualitative WIS Monitoring that are common across all Programmes. WMO Programmes may
specify additional requirements in their technical documentation.

2. NON-REAL-TIME NETWORK LEVEL MONITORING
2.1. Non-real time Network Level Monitoring is intended to ensure the health of the underpinning
ICT systems on which WIS depends. The frequency of non-real-time monitoring will depend on the
variability and growth rate of data traffic, but monthly, quarterly and annual reviews are
recommended.
2.2. Table II - A recommends items to be included in non-real-time Network Level Monitoring.
Table II - A: Recommended Non-real-time Network Level Monitoring

Monitored component

Typical measurements

Communications capacity

Trends in average and burst capacities for telecommunications
lines; data traffic projections

Availability and reliability of
telecommunications

Up-time for telecommunications lines; error rates on
telecommunications lines

Telecommunications
formats

Non-conformance with telecommunications formats (Abbreviated
Headers and Filenames)

3. NON-REAL-TIME QUANTITATIVE WIS MONITORING
3.1. Non-real-time Quantitative WIS Monitoring is intended to identify issues with the flow of
Programme information across WIS and in the requirements and usage patterns of users. It is
concerned with the flow of bulletins and files that contain information but not with the information
itself.
3.2. Table II - B recommends items to be included in non-real-time Quantitative WIS Monitoring for
NCs and DCPCs.
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Table II - B: Recommended Non-real-time Quantitative WIS Monitoring for NCs and DCPCs

Monitored component

Typical measurements

Routine information flow

Regularly exchanged bulletins or files - whether received and
timeliness

Exceptional information flow

NC or DCPC responsible for issuing warnings issues test messages
and checks for responses
3.3.

Table II - C recommends items to be included in Quantitative WIS Monitoring for GISCs.
Table II - C: Recommended Quantitative Non-real-time WIS Monitoring for GISCs (in addition to those
items in Table II - B)

Monitored component

Typical measurements
Number of files or bulletins received for which there is no valid
matching metadata record available within the agreed time.

4. NON-REAL-TIME QUALITATIVE WIS MONITORING COMMON TO ALL
PROGRAMMES
4.1. Non-real-time Qualitative WIS Monitoring is intended to identify issues with the conformance to
WIS standards of the exchange of information through WIS. This Annex describes only those
components of Qualitative WIS Monitoring that are common across all Programmes. WMO
Programmes may specify additional requirements in their technical documentation.
4.2. Table II - D recommends items to be included in non-real-time Qualitative WIS Monitoring for
NCs and DCPCs.
Table II - D: Recommended Non-real-time Qualitative WIS Monitoring for NCs and DCPCs

Monitored component

Typical measurements

Errors in the format of the
contents of files or bulletins

Number of files or bulletins for each information owner that are
incorrectly formatted. See Note.

Product or observation
generation

Product or observation – whether received and timeliness. See
Note.

Completeness of
observations

Number of observations from each observing station designated by
Programmes for each class of observation

User satisfaction surveys

Need to derive a standard set of issues to track. Eg ease of use,
responsiveness, Satisfaction or comments on each component of
the centres WIS, e.g. Discovery/search, metadata, online viewing,
download, delivery, was the product what you thought it would be,
help desk, etc.

Clustering of comments
from online ratings scheme
for metadata and user
experience

Not sure if this technology is available but is widely used by search
engine and service providers e.g. Amazon, Facebook, linked in
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Notes to Table II - D: Monitoring by an NC is of observations or products for which the NC is
responsible. Monitoring by a DCPC is of observations or products that it has responsibility for
collecting or creating.
4.3. Table II - E recommends items to be included in Qualitative WIS Monitoring for GISCs.
Table II - E: Recommended Qualitative Non-real-time WIS Monitoring for GISCs (in addition to those
items in Table II - D)

Monitored component
Format of metadata records

Typical measurements
Validation errors for metadata

5. QUARTERLY WIS MONITORING EXERCISE
5.1. The WMO Secretariat should coordinate a Quarterly WIS Monitoring exercise. This is intended
to provide an overview of the effectiveness of WIS in support of WMO Programmes that wish to
participate.
5.2. Procedures and standards to be used are described in Annex 4.
5.3. Although the monitoring is quarterly, the effort required from WIS centres might be prohibitive
if all centres were to fully participate in every exercise. To ensure that the statistics are as
representative as possible, all centres are encouraged to participate in the October exercise even if
resources do not allow participation in all exercises; this follows the earlier Annual Global WWW
Monitoring practice. GISCs are required to take part in all exercises, and DCPCs with regional
telecommunications responsibility are strongly encouraged to participate in all exercises.
5.4. Programmes may identify areas of focus for the quarterly exercises. For example, Antarctic
bases are only fully operational in southern summer, and particular emphasis is placed on
monitoring Antarctic observations in the January exercise and its analysis. Programmes identifying
such needs should liaise with WMO Secretariat.

6. REPORTING OF WIS NON-REAL-TIME MONITORING
6.1. GISCs should exchange summary non-real-time monitoring results with other GISCs and with
DCPCs and NCs that connect directly to them.
6.2. DCPCs with a communications role should exchange summary non-real-time monitoring
results with those centres they support in their communications role.
6.3. DCPCs should exchange summary non-real-time monitoring results with their responsible
GISC.
6.4. Reporting of the data gathered and analyses generated during the Quarterly WIS Monitoring
Exercise will be prepared and distributed in the form developed by the Secretary-General in
consultation with the president of the CBS and the chairs of the appropriate expert teams.
________
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ANNEX 3 TO ATTACHMENT X OF THE GUIDE TO THE WIS
INFORMATION TO BE MONITORED
1. PRINCIPLE FOR IDENTIFYING INFORMATION TO BE MONITORED
1.1. General Principle
1.1.1 Quantitative WIS monitoring is intended to allow WMO Programmes to evaluate the
effectiveness of WIS in exchanging information on their behalf. Quantitative WIS monitoring is
restricted to monitoring information that is exchanged in near real-time and that is critical to WMO
Programmes.

1.2. Identifying information critical to Programmes
1.2.1. Resolution 40 of Twelfth Congress and Resolution 25 of Thirteenth Congress introduced
WMO’s policy for the exchange of meteorological, hydrological and related data and products.
These covered both Intellectual Property Licensing considerations and expectations for exchange
of information. In particular, the resolutions introduced the concept of Essential data, and Annex I
to Resolution 40 listed a minimum set of data and products which are essential to support WMO
Programmes.
1.2.2. Resolution 40 allows Members to declare more types of data and products to be Essential
than are listed in Annex I; however, unless the data or products are described in Annex I there is
no requirement for this information to be considered Essential.
1.2.3. Quantitative WIS monitoring is, therefore, concerned with monitoring the Essential data that
are listed in Annex I of Resolution 40. For convenience, this Annex refers to these as “nondiscretionary” Essential information; information that Members choose to classify as Essential that
is not listed in Annex I of Resolution 40 is referred to as “discretionary Essential” information.

1.3. Identifying critical information that it is appropriate to monitor
1.3.1. Quantitative WIS monitoring has to produce meaningful analyses of the performance of WIS
during monitoring exercises of limited duration. Although highly important, any monitoring statistics
on the handling of irregularly produced information (such as warnings) are likely to be misleading.
Assessing the effectiveness of WIS for communicating such sporadic information is more likely to
be achieved through targeted exercises (which may use the same data gathering techniques as
the main monitoring campaigns).
1.3.2. In order to produce meaningful statistics, the Quantitative WIS monitoring will only analyse
information that is registered as being produced on a regular basis (such as the SYNOP and
CLIMAT data listed in Annex I to Resolution 40).

1.4. Summary of information that to be monitored by the Quantitative WIS
Monitoring
1.4.1. Quantitative WIS monitoring analyses the global and regional exchange of information that:
a) Annex I of Resolution 40 declares as Essential;
b) is identified by the sponsoring Programme as being produced on a regular schedule, and is
listed as such in the relevant WIS catalogues.
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2. INFORMATION TO BE MONITORED
2.1. The information required to be monitored as part of the WIS is listed in the
Tables. There is one Table for each WMO Programme participating in the monitoring.
•

Table 1: Global Observing System

•

Table 2: Global Climate Observing System

•

Table 3: EC-PORS

•

Table 4: DPDFS

•

Table 5: Public Weather Services

[Comment: Changes relative to Paras 4.2 and 4.3 of Attachment I-1 to the Manual on the GTS]
2.2. Monitoring of satellite data presents a special case. There are only a few satellite operators
and their standards for monitoring, including quality control of satellite data, are already high.
Monitoring of satellite information data bulletins, and GRID bulletins shall be a special event for a
limited time as designated by the WMO Secretariat.
2.3. In implementing this monitoring plan, it is important to establish the capability for quick
responses at the observing points and at all centres to requests for checks and repetition in real
time. It will also be found useful to give particular attention to ensuring the following elements of the
monitoring plan:
a) the correct telecommunication formats of messages in the GTS WIS;
b) the correct coding of messages and reports;
c) the timely availability of informationdat;
d) the quality of the meteorological content of messages (though this is not in the scope of WIS
monitoring).
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Table 1: GOS Requirements for Information Monitoring

Priority order

Information classification

Comments

1

In situ measurements of upper-air
temperature and wind profiles

Information contained in Parts A and B
of the Traditional Alphanumeric Code
forms TEMP, TEMP SHIP.
Monitoring of information in Traditional
Alphanumeric Codes and in Table
Driven Code Forms.

2

In situ measurements of upper-air wind
profiles

Information contained in Parts A and B
of the Traditional Alphanumeric Code
forms PILOT, and PILOT, Parts A
and B.
Monitoring of information in Traditional
Alphanumeric Codes and in Table
Driven Code Forms.

3

Surface synoptic observations for global
exchange

Information contained in the
Traditional Alphanumeric Code form
SYNOP.
Monitoring of information in Traditional
Alphanumeric Codes and in Table
Driven Code Forms.

4

Surface ship and aircraft observations
for global exchange.

Information contained in the
Traditional Alphanumeric Code form
SHIP and in the BUFR/CREX tables
for AMDAR.
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Table 2: GCOS Requirements for Information Monitoring

Priority order

Information classification

Comments

1

In situ measurements of upper-air
temperature and wind profiles

Information contained in Parts A and B
of the Traditional Alphanumeric Code
forms TEMP, TEMP SHIP.
Monitoring of information in Traditional
Alphanumeric Codes and in Table
Driven Code Forms.

2

In situ measurements of upper-air wind
profiles

Information contained in Parts A and B
of the Traditional Alphanumeric Code
forms PILOT, and PILOT, Parts A
and B.
Monitoring of information in Traditional
Alphanumeric Codes and in Table
Driven Code Forms.

3

Surface synoptic observations for global
exchange

Information contained in the
Traditional Alphanumeric Code form
SYNOP.
Monitoring of information in Traditional
Alphanumeric Codes and in Table
Driven Code Forms.

4

Surface ship observations for global
exchange.

Information contained in the
Traditional Alphanumeric Code form
SHIP.
Monitoring of information in Traditional
Alphanumeric Codes and in Table
Driven Code Forms.

5

Surface climate statistics

Information contained in the
Traditional Alphanumeric Code form
CLIMAT.
Monitoring of information in Traditional
Alphanumeric Codes and in Table
Driven Code Forms.

6

In situ observations of the ocean.

Information contained in the
Traditional Alphanumeric Code form
BUOY and BATHY.
Monitoring of information in Traditional
Alphanumeric Codes and in Table
Driven Code Forms.
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Table 3: EC-PORS Requirements for Information Monitoring
Specific monitoring is required for the Antarctic in January of each year. Statistics are required for
both January and July, with those for July being derived from routine monitoring performed on
behalf of other Programmes.
Priority order

Information classification

Comments

1

In situ measurements of upper-air
temperature and wind profiles

Information contained in Parts A, B, C
and D of the Traditional Alphanumeric
Code form TEMP.
Monitoring of information in Traditional
Alphanumeric Codes and in Table
Driven Code Forms that is located
within the Arctic or Antarctic Circles.

2

In situ measurements of upper-air wind
profiles

Information contained in Parts A and B
of the Traditional Alphanumeric Code
forms PILOT, PILOT SHIP and PILOT
MOBIL, Parts A and B.
Monitoring of information in Traditional
Alphanumeric Codes and in Table
Driven Code Forms that is located
within the Arctic or Antarctic Circles.

3

Surface synoptic observations for global
exchange

Information contained in the
Traditional Alphanumeric Code form
SYNOP.
Monitoring of information in Traditional
Alphanumeric Codes and in Table
Driven Code Forms that is located
within the Arctic or Antarctic Circles.

4

Surface ship observations for global
exchange

Information contained in the
Traditional Alphanumeric Code form
SHIP.
Monitoring of information in Traditional
Alphanumeric Codes and in Table
Driven Code Forms that is located
within the Arctic or Antarctic Circles.

5

Surface climate statistics

Information contained in the
Traditional Alphanumeric Code form
CLIMAT.
Monitoring of information in Traditional
Alphanumeric Codes and in Table
Driven Code Forms that is located
within the Arctic or Antarctic Circles.
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Table 4: DFPS Requirements for Information Monitoring

Priority order

Information classification

1

To be determined

Comments
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Table 5: Public Weather Service Requirements for Information Monitoring

Priority order

Information classification

Comments

1

Tsunami warnings

Monitoring of messages

2

Tropical Cyclone advisories

Monitoring of messages.

________
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GUIDE ON QUARTERLY WIS MONITORING
1. MONITORING PERIODS
[Comment: Changes are relative to Table D of Attachment I-5 to the Manual on Codes.]
1.1. The internationally coordinated monitoring of data for global exchange will be carried out four
times a year in January, April, July and October with a view to check periodically the efficiency of
the operation of the WWW WIS. Statistics should be compiled by manually operated and
automated WIS centres for the days periods 1–5 October and 1–15 of the monthOctober,
respectively. In order to facilitate the comparison of results between manually operated and
automated centres, automated centres should also provide results for the two periods of 1–5
October and 1–15 October.
Note: As regards CLIMAT/CLIMAT TEMP, the monitoring period should be extended to 15 days,
even if (for other observations) a return for a period of only fi ve days is made.

2. TYPES OF DATA TO BE MONITORED
2.1. The types of data listed in the following table Annex 3 should be monitored:. Specifications of
the bulletins and files to be monitored will be published by the Secretary-General before the start of
each quarterly monitoring period in consultation with the chairmen of the appropriate CBS expert
teams. In defining the bulletins and files to be monitored, the Secretary-General will take due
consideration of the need for long-term consistency in the monitoring statistics.
3. GLOBAL DATA SET TO BE MONITORED
3.1 The global data set to be monitored is determined by:
(a) The list of surface stations comprising the Regional Basic Synoptic and Climate Networks
(RBSNs and RBCNs) for SYNOP and CLIMAT reports; the list of radiowind/radiosonde stations
comprising the RBSNs for Parts A and , B, C and D of TEMP reports and CLIMAT TEMP reports;
the lists of radiowind stations comprising the RBSNs for Parts A and B of PILOT reports. For ease
of reference, the Secretariat Secretary-General will compile these lists of abbreviated headings
which will be attached to the relevant format lists of these stations for each monitoring period.
(b) The lists of abbreviated headings of bulletins containing SHIP, TEMP SHIP, PILOT SHIP,
BUOY, AIREP/AMDAR and BATHY/TESAC/TRACKOB reports which have to be globally
exchanged according to the Catalogue of Meteorological Bulletins. For ease of reference, the
SecretariatSecretary-General will compile these lists of abbreviated headings and file identifiers
which will be attached to the relevant format for each monitoring period.
(c) Additional lists of bulletin and file identifiers required to meet the agreed needs of WMO
Programmes for monitoring. The Secretary-General will compile these lists of abbreviated
headings and file identifiers for each monitoring period.
3.2 The references of the lists mentioned (including the references to the relevant amendment to
the Manual on the GTS and of the edition of the Catalogue of Meteorological Bulletins) are given in
the formats prepared by the Secretariat for each monitoring.

4. GEOGRAPHICAL AREA IN WHICH DATA SHOULD BE MONITORED
GTS WIS centres should monitor the global data set or part of it as follows:
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(a) NMCs NCs or centres with similar functions should monitor at least the availability of the data
from the zone for which they are responsible for the data collection and their insertion into the
GTSWIS;
(b) RTHs DCPCs with responsibilities for regional telecommunications that are not located on the
MTN should monitor at least the availability of the observational data from their zone of
responsibility for the collection of observational data as prescribed in Volume II of the Manual on
the GTS. Such DCPCsRTHs should also monitor the availability of observational data from the
Region in which they are located and from any other Region to which they are linked by an
interregional circuit;
(c) WMCs, GISCs and DCPCs with regional telecommunications responsibilities that are and RTHs
located on the MTN should monitor the availability of the complete set of data for global exchange.

5. IMPLEMENTATION OF MONITORING PROCEDURES AND QUESTIONNAIRES
5.1 Questionnaires related to the procedures implemented at the centres, suspension of observing
programmes at observing stations and suspension of transmission on circuits are given in formats
J, K and L, respectively.
5.2 Monitoring procedures should be implemented at centres in such a way that all replies to the
questions included in format J should be positive (reply: Yes). Questions 7, 8 and 10 are only
applicable to SYNOP, TEMP, PILOT, CLIMAT and CLIMAT TEMP reports.
5.1. Internationally coordinated monitoring of the WIS itself measures the effectiveness of the
exchange of information within the WIS. It is concerned with how bulletins and files are exchanged
rather than with their contents. The responsibilities of centres for this monitoring, including the
formats required, are defined in Appendix A section 1.
5.2. Internationally coordinated monitoring of the WMO Programmes Information Flow seeks to
measure the effectiveness of information generation and exchange by the WMO Programmes by
comparing the information actually exchanged with the expectations of the WMO Programmes.
This is an extension of the Integrated World Weather Watch Monitoring (IWM) and the results from
the WIS monitoring forms a consistent time series with the IWM for those information sources
common to both. The responsibilities of centres for this monitoring, including the formats required,
are defined in Appendix A.

6. STANDARD FORMAT FOR STATISTICS
6.1. With a view to enabling the easy comparison of results of internationally-coordinated
monitoring carried out by the different centres, the standard formats attached defined in Appendix
A should be used. All centres carrying out monitoring should state clearly the period covered. In
each format, centres should present the results region by region as well as for the Antarctic and
give totals of the number of bulletins or reports received within the specified time region by region
and for the Antarctic.
6.2 If the report or bulletin indicated in the first column is not scheduled to be received, “N” should
be inserted in the second column of the format concerned, otherwise “S” should be inserted.
6.36.2. The statistics should be sent to the adjacent centres concerned and to the WMO
Secretariat at the earliest possible date after the end of the monitoring period but not later than 15
November the 15th of the month following the monitoring period.

7. ROLE OF THE WMO SECRETARIAT
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The Secretariat will ensure that the Members are aware of their respective responsibilities and will
collect the statistical results of internationally-coordinated monitoring from the Members concerned.
The Secretariat will make a summary of the statistics and will evaluate the deficiencies and
effectiveness of the operation of the WWW WIS as a whole and in part. In this connection, the
Secretariat will check the observing programme of individual observing stations nominated by
WMO Programmes. The results of the monitoring will be made available to the Executive Council
and the CBS by correspondence or at sessions as appropriate. The Secretariat will take up the
possibility for remedial action with Members concerned in order to eliminate shortcomings in the
operation of the GOS and the GTS WIS and WMO Programmes as quickly as possible.

8. SPECIAL TYPES OF NON-REAL-TIME MONITORING OF THE WWWWIS
If necessary, monitoring of the WWW WIS may be undertaken in different regions and for various
types of observational data or products. The purpose of such monitoring is to identify, in greater
detail, deficiencies in the collection and exchange of data in different parts of the GTS WIS and the
reason for such deficiencies. Special types of monitoring should be initiated by the SecretaryGeneral or by some of the Members concerned. The dates and duration of such monitoring would
have to be agreed upon by those Members.
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APPENDIX A: INSTRUCTIONS FOR INTERNATIONALLY
COORDINATED WIS MONITORING

[Comment: The text of this Appendix does not appear in previously translated WMO
publications.]

1. Instructions for the Internationally Coordinated WIS Monitoring
1.1. Preparation and exchange of quarterly summary reports by DCPC/GISC on the MTN
Each GISC and DCPC with regional telecommunications responsibility should develop and
implement a plan for the preparation and exchange of its DCPC/GISC MTN quarterly summary
reports for each type of data and post the updated table on the WMO FTP server (subdirectory
…/WIS_monitoring/IWM/DCPC_plans/…).
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2. INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE INTERNATIONALLY COORDINATED WIS MONITORING
OF PROGRAMME INFORMATION FLOW.

2.1. Formats for reporting Internationally Coordinated WIS Monitoring Information
2.1.1.

File names

The file names should be: WYYYY MMdsds dedeCCCCDDP.TTT, with
Table 4 - 1: Meanings of components of file names for Internationally Coordinated WIS Monitoring

W

Type of quarterly summary report
• P for NC/DCPC product distribution report,
•

T for Telecommunications DCPC product distribution report

•

W for GISC product distribution report

•

Q for NC/DCPC product consistency report

•

U for Telecommunications DCPC product consistency report

•

X for GISC product consistency report

•

C for generating centre bulletin/file contents report (prepared by
NC/DCPC)

•

D for bulletin/file contents report from receiving centre (normally a
GISC, but others may create these reports)

YYYY

Starting year of the monitoring (e.g. 2007)

MM

Ending month of monitoring (01 for January, …, 12 for December)

d sd s

Starting day of monitoring

d ed e

Ending day of monitoring

CCCC

Location indicator (CCCC) of the monitoring centre.

DDP

See Table A

TTT

Type of files, TXT
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Table A – DDP
Table 4 - 2: Definition of DDP component of file name

Type of data

DD

Surface
observations
from
fixed
stations
Radiosonde
observations
from
fixed
stations
Radiowind
observations
from fixed
stations
Climatic
observations
from fixed
surface
stations
Climatic
observations
from fixed
upper-air
stations
Surface
observations
from marine
stations
Radiosonde
observations
from marine
stations
Radiowind
observations
from marine
stations
Buoy
observations
Sea surface
and below
soundings
Aircraft
reports

SY

Value of P according to the form of representation of the monitored
data
P = A for Traditional Alphanumerical P = B for P = C for
Codes (TAC)
BUFR
CREX
TAC
T 1 T 2*
T 1 T 2 A 1*
T 1 T 2 A 1*
SYNOP
SM, SI, SN
ISM,
ISI, KSM, KSI,
ISN
KSN

TT

TEMP

US

IUK, IUS

KUK, KUS

PP

PILOT

UP

IUJ, IUW

KUJ, KUW

CL

CLIMAT

CS

ISC

KSC

CT

CLIMAT TEMP

CU

IUU

KUU

SH

SHIP

SM, SI

ISS

KSS

TS

TEMP SHIP

US

IUK, IUS

KUK, KUS

PS

PILOT SHIP

UP

IUJ, IUW

KUJ, KUW

BU

BUOY

SS

IOB

KOB

BT

BATHY/TESAC/T
RACKOB

SO

IOP,
IOS

AI

AIREP

UA

AM
BA

AMDAR

UD

IOR,

IUA, IUO

KOP, KOR,
KOS

KUA, KUO
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Type of data

DD

Observations
from wind
profilers

BP

Value of P according to the form of representation of the monitored
data
P = A for Traditional Alphanumerical P = B for P = C for
Codes (TAC)
BUFR
CREX
TAC
T 1 T 2*
T 1 T 2 A 1*
T 1 T 2 A 1*
IUP
KUP

* The columns T1T2 or T1T2A1 of this Table contains the first letters of the abbreviated headings of
the bulletins containing the data set to be monitored

Example: W2012100115KWBCSYA.TXT (SYNOP monitored by GISC Washington from 1 to
15 October 2012, type TXT).

2.1.2. Format of presentation
Each report shall consist of a number of data lines organized into files defined by data type and
formatted as given below. The first line of each file shall contain a heading row consisting of the
Field Identifiers in upper-case letters. There shall be only one record in a line. All fields shall be
surrounded by double quotation marks (") and separated by commas. Values that are not relevant
to the report should be reported as null; that is they should be represented by two successive
double quotation marks.

2.2. Format for reporting distribution of products
Table 4 - 3: File format for reporting distribution of products within files or bulletins

Field

Field Identifier

Description

Reporting practice

IWM

(not case
sensitive)
1

DDP

Product type identifier

DDP from Table 4 - 1, e.g.
“SYB”

1

2

PID

Product identifier

For example, station
identifier for a fixed synoptic
observing station,
abbreviated header TTAAii
CCCC for a collection of
ship reports in a bulletin.
Include leading zeroes.

4

3

TIME

Nominal reporting time for the
product

See Table 4 - 5

5

4

DELAY

Target reporting delay

Period in hours from the
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Field

Field Identifier

Description

Reporting practice

IWM

(not case
sensitive)
nominal product time (e.g.
synoptic hour of surface
observation) within which
report is expected to be
distributed. These target
delays are defined in Table
4- 5
The value 0 has a special
meaning: it is used to
indicate that the total
number of reports and
bulletins are to be counted.
Question: what do we do
about NCs that are not
traditionally part of WIS –
do we need to set location
indicators for these too?

5

NCCC

International location indicator of
the National Centre reporting the
monitoring result

2

6

NCIN

Number of reports available at
the NC received on or before the
target reporting delay.

7

NCOUT

Total number of reports available
at the NC/DCPC.

This is the total number
received, including those
received on or before the
target reporting delay

7

8

DCCC

International location indicator of
the telecommunications
DCPC/GISC reporting the
monitoring result

Question: what do we do
about NCs that are not
traditionally part of WIS –
do we need to set location
indicators for these too?

3

9

DCIN

Number of reports available at
the DCPC/GISC received on or
before the target reporting delay

10

DCOUT

Total number of reports available
at the DCPC/GISC

6

8

This is the total number
received, including those
received on or before the
target reporting delay

9
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Table 4 - 4: File format for reporting distribution of files or bulletins containg products

Field

Field Identifier

Description

Reporting practice

IWM

(not case
sensitive)
1

DDP

Product type identifier

DDP from Table 4 - 1e.g.
“SYB”

1

2

PID

Product identifier

For example, station
identifier for a fixed synoptic
observing station,
abbreviated header TTAAii
CCCC for a collection of
ship reports in a bulletin.
Include leading zeroes.

4

3

TIME

Nominal reporting time for the
product

See Table 4 - 5

5

4

DELAY

Target reporting delay

Period in hours from the
nominal product time (eg
synoptic hour of surface
observation) within which
report is expected to be
distributed. These target
delays are defined in Table
4- 5
The value 0 has a special
meaning: it is used to
indicate that the total
number of reports and
bulletins are to be counted.
Question: what do we do
about NCs that are not
traditionally part of WIS –
do we need to set location
indicators for these too?

5

NCCC

International location indicator of
the National Centre reporting the
monitoring result

2

6

NCIN

The number of files or bulletins
available at the NC

7

NCOUT

The total number of reports
available at the NC/DCPC

This is the total number
received, including those
received on or before the
target reporting delay

7

8

DCCC

International location indicator of
the telecommunications
DCPC/GISC reporting the

Question: what do we do
about NCs that are not
traditionally part of WIS –
do we need to set location

3

6
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Field

Field Identifier

Description

Reporting practice

monitoring result

indicators for these too?

IWM

(not case
sensitive)

9

DCIN

The number of files or bulletins
available at the DCPC/GISC

10

DCOUT

Total number of reports
available at the DCPC/GISC

8
This is the total number
received, including those
received on or before the
target reporting delay

9

Note: the IWM column is only included to allow reviewers to compare the proposed format
with those for the IWM. It will be removed in the final version
Question: The AGM collects information on receipt in FOUR time delays (e.g. within 1h-2h-6h
and after 12h). Is this needed for future monitoring exercises? If so, we need to add a further
two time counts.
Question: do we need to collect information with finer time resolution? Counter to that is the
practice that only main synoptic hours are Essential.

Example fictional contents of the file "P2012100115ZZZZSYA.TXT" (October 2012 - SYNOP for
ZZZZ)
"DDP","PID","Time","Delay","NCCC","NCIN","NCOUT","DCCC","DCIN","DCOUT"
"SYA","06400","00","2","ZZZZ","12","15","","",""
"SYA","06400","12","2","ZZZZ","15","15","","",""
"SYA","06401","00","2","ZZZZ","14","15","","",""
"SYA","06401","06","2","ZZZZ","12","15","","",""
"SYA","06401","12","2","ZZZZ","15","15","","",""
"SYA","06401","18","2","ZZZZ","10","13","","",""

Example fictional contents of the file "T2012100115EFGHTSB.TXT" (October 2012 – SHIP TEMP
reports in BUFR for ABCD handled by telecommunications DCPC EFGH)
"DDP","PID","Time","Delay","NCCC","NCIN","NCOUT","DCCC","DCIN","DCOUT"
"TSB","IUKA01 ABCD","00","0","ABCD","12","15","EFGH","10","12"
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"TSB","IUKA01 ABCD"12","0","ABCD","15","25","EFGH","15","25"
"TSB","IUKA05 ABCD","00","0","ABCD","14","15","EFGH","10","12"
"TSB","IUKA05 ABCD","06","0","ABCD","12","15","EFGH","12","15"
"TSB","IUKA05 ABCD"12","0","ABCD","15","15","EFGH","15","15"
"TSB","IUKA05 ABCD"18","0","ABCD","10","13","EFGH","9","12"
Table 4 - 5: Conventions for reporting time and delay and the reporting format

Format
P

Nominal reporting time (TIME)

Target Reporting Delay (hours)
(DELAY*)

A

B

C

A

B

C

DD
SY

Table 4
- 3

Synoptic
Hour

Synoptic
Hour

Synoptic
Hour

1

1

1

TT

Table 4
- 3

Synoptic
hour

Synoptic
hour

Synoptic
hour

2

2

2

PP

Table 4
- 3

Synoptic
hour

Synoptic
hour

Synoptic
hour

2

2

2

CL

Table 4
- 3

Nul

Nul

Nul

24*length
of
monitoring
period in
days

24*length
of
monitoring
period in
days

024*length
of
monitoring
period in
days

SH

Table 4
- 4

Synoptic
hour

Synoptic
hour

Synoptic
hour

-

-

-

TS

Table 4
- 4

Synoptic
hour

Synoptic
hour

Synoptic
hour

-

-

-

PS

Table 4
- 4

Synoptic
hour

Synoptic
hour

Synoptic
hour

-

-

-

BU

Table 4
- 4

Ending
time of the
compiled
period
rounded up
to the next
hour

Ending
time of the
compiled
period
rounded up
to the next
hour

Ending
time of the
compiled
period
rounded up
to the next
hour

-

-

-
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Format
P

Nominal reporting time (TIME)

Target Reporting Delay (hours)
(DELAY*)

A

B

C

A

B

C

DD
BT

Table 4
- 4

Ending
time of the
compiled
period
rounded up
to the next
hour

Ending
time of the
compiled
period
rounded up
to the next
hour

Ending
time of the
compiled
period
rounded up
to the next
hour

-

-

-

AI

Table 4
- 4

Ending
time of the
compiled
period
rounded up
to the next
hour

Ending
time of the
compiled
period
rounded up
to the next
hour

Ending
time of the
compiled
period
rounded up
to the next
hour

-

-

-

AM

Table 4
- 4

Ending
time of the
compiled
period
rounded up
to the next
hour

Ending
time of the
compiled
period
rounded up
to the next
hour

Ending
time of the
compiled
period
rounded up
to the next
hour

-

-

-

BA

Table 4
- 4

Ending
time of the
compiled
period
rounded up
to the next
hour

Ending
time of the
compiled
period
rounded up
to the next
hour

Ending
time of the
compiled
period
rounded up
to the next
hour

-

-

-

BP

Table 4
- 4

Ending
time of the
compiled
period
rounded up
to the next
hour

Ending
time of the
compiled
period
rounded up
to the next
hour

Ending
time of the
compiled
period
rounded up
to the next
hour

-

-

-
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2.3. Format for reporting product consistency
Table 4 - 6: File format for reporting bulletin and file consistency

Field

Field Identifier

Description

Reporting practice

(not case
sensitive)
1

RCEN

CCCC of centre preparing report

2

FCEN

CCCC of centre from which
bulletin/file received

Any centre (CCCC) that
originates bulletins/files should
create a record for each
bulletin. The FromCentre and
ToCentre should be identical
for such records.

3

TCEN

CCCC of centre to which bulletin/file
was sent

Any centre (CCCC) that
originates bulletins/files should
create a record for each
bulletin. The FromCentre and
ToCentre should be identical
for such records.

4

ITEMID

Abbreviated Header Line or
Filename

5

CHSUM

MD5 checksum calculated for the
entire bulletin or file

Note: this is used to detect
changes to bulletins or files
while they are being
exchanged

6

TIN

Format: YYYYMMDDhhmmss

This is the time the bulletin or
file was received by the
reporting centre

7

TOUT

Format: YYYYMMDDhhmmss

This is the time the bulletin or
file was transmitted by the
reporting centre.

Fictional contents of product consistency report from EGRR (note: the first line is the header row,
second line refers to a bulletin created by EGRR; the third to the same bulletin being transferred to
LFPW, and the third to a version of the bulletin received from BABJ – which cannot have the same
contents because it has a different MD5 checksum).
"RCEN","FCEN",TCEN","ITEMID","CHSUM","TIN","TOUT"
"EGRR","EGRR","EGRR","SMAA01 EGRR 011200",
"e4d909c290d0fb1ca068ffaddf22cbd0","20120201120100","20120201120100"
"EGRR","EGRR","LFPW","SMAA01 EGRR 011200",
"e4d909c290d0fb1ca068ffaddf22cbd0","20120201120100","20120201120130"
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"EGRR","BABJ","EGRR","SMAA01 EGRR 011200",
"d41d8cd98f00b204e9800998ecf8427e","20120201120430","20120201120430"

2.4. Format for reporting Bulletin and File contents
Table 4 - 7: File format for reporting Bulletin and File contents

Field

Field Identifier

Description

Reporting practice

This is the centre that first
makes the information
available to the WIS

(not case
sensitive)
1

RCEN

CCCC of centre preparing report

2

ITEMID

Abbreviated Header Line or
Filename

3

PID

Product Identifier

For example, station identifier
for a fixed synoptic observing
station, abbreviated header
TTAAii CCCC for a collection
of ship reports in a bulletin.
Include leading zeroes.

4

TIME

Nominal reporting time for the
product (YYYYMMDDHHmmss)

See Table 4 - 5

Fictional example of bulletin of Belgian observations for 03Z on 25 December 2012 transmitted
through DCPC RTH Toulouse.

"RCEN","ITEMID","PID","TIME"
"LFPW","ISID30 EBWM 250301","060400","20121225030000"
"LFPW","ISID30 EBWM 250301","060428","20121225030000"
"LFPW","ISID30 EBWM 250301","060456","20121225030000"
"LFPW","ISID30 EBWM 250301","060458","20121225030000"
"LFPW","ISID30 EBWM 250301","060479","20121225030000"

"LFPW","ISID30 EBWM 250301","060496","20121225030000"
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2.5. Format for reporting monitoring practices
Centres participating in the quarterly monitoring are invited to provide information on the
implementation of the monitoring procedures in a file named CCCCQUZ.TXT with the following
structure:
Table 4 - 8: File format for reporting monitoring practices

Field

Width

Description

1

4

Location indicator (CCCC) of the monitoring centre

2

1

= 1 if the monitoring is automated, = 0 otherwise

3

1

= 1 if the counting of bulletins and reports is performed before
quality control, = 0 otherwise

4

1

= 1 if the bulletins and reports are counted only if received or
transmitted on the GTS channels, = 0 otherwise

5

1

= 1 if the duplicated bulletins are disregarded, = 0 otherwise

6

1

= 1 if the bulletins including only NIL reports are counted, = 0
otherwise

7

1

= 1 it the bulletins including the indicator COR or CCx are
counted in addition to bulletins to be corrected, =0 otherwise

8

1

= 1 if the duplicated reports from fixed stations included in
bulletins having the same abbreviated heading are
disregarded, = 0 otherwise

9

1

= 1 if the duplicated reports from fixed stations included in
bulletins having different abbreviated headings are
disregarded, = 0 otherwise

10

1

= 1 if NIL reports are disregarded, = 0 otherwise

11

1

= 1 if reports from fixed stations included in bulletins with the
indicator COR or CCx are disregarded to avoid double
counting of these reports, = 0 otherwise

12

1

= 1 if all AIREP/AMDAR reports made at different positions
during the flight are counted as different reports, = 0 otherwise

13

1

= 1 if the monitoring implemented by using the METDATA
monitoring software provided by Germany, = 0 otherwise

14

50

Remarks.
__________________
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DECISIONS FOR THE OPEN PROGRAMME AREA GROUP ON
DATA PROCESSING AND FORECASTING SYSTEM (DPFS)
PROGRESS/ACTIVITY REPORT
Introduction
1.
The Open Programme Area Group (OPAG) on Data-processing and Forecasting
System (DPFS) includes two WMO programmes of activities: Global Data-processing and
Forecasting System (GDPFS) and Emergency Response Activities (ERA). The OPAG-DPFS has
been chaired by Mr Bernard Strauss (France), and co-chaired by Mr Yuki Honda (Japan). The
Implementation Coordination Team of the OPAG-DPFS met in Paris, France, from in May 2012.
The Meeting report is available at http://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/www/CBS-Reports/DPFSindex.html.
Global Data-processing and Forecasting System (GDPFS)
2.
The GDPFS, which is part of the World Weather Watch (WWW) Programme,
represents the function of weather and seasonal climate forecasting, including the production of
weather and climate analyses, forecasts, specialized forecast products, and alerts, advisories and
warnings of severe weather for the protection of life, property, and livelihoods. It also includes the
network of operational meteorological centres that operates a wide range of numerical weather
prediction (NWP) systems that is a part of a global early warning system for meteorological and
environmental hazards. The outputs of the GDPFS enable Members to meet their diverse service
provision requirements and aims to provide relevant, reliable, and quality-assured NWP products
spanning forecast ranges from the immediate to long-term, and from local to global scales.
3.
Based on information and data provided by Members, NWP systems are now
implemented at 89 centres, including 84 NMHSs worldwide with increasing resolution. Global
models run in 16 centres; most of these are sharing global outputs with 189 NMCs (through GTS,
Satellite, or Internet); 8 centres are providing boundary conditions to 84 centres to run Limited Area
Models (LAM). Twenty-three centres reported making use of (through consortium) or running LAM
EPS (13 centres). Twenty-four centres have reported running wave models. Ten centres have
reported running storm surge models. Thirteen centres have reported running transport model (air
quality; sand and dust storm). One centre has reported running an oil spill model. Sixteen centres
run global models for Long-Range Forecasting (LRF), including 9 coupled with ocean models.
Individual technical progress reports are available at:
http://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/www/DPFS/ProgressReports/2011/2010_GDPFS-NWP.html and
the status of WMO forecasting centres relative to numerical models is provided at:
ftp://ftp.wmo.int//Documents/PublicWeb/www/gdpfs/GDPFS-NWP_Annualreports10/STATUSTA2010.doc.
4.
Notwithstanding the great improvements in NWP, there is still considerable
improvement needed in NWP accuracy and usefulness especially in the tropical areas, particularly
in the handling of convection over tropical oceans. In addition, Cg-XVI requested the SecretaryGeneral and CBS to develop a strategy to assist Members in the implementation of improved highresolution regional NWP including data assimilation. In this context, EC-64 provided a number of
recommendations on the way forward.
Emergency Response Activities (ERA)
5.
The Emergency Response Activities (ERA) programme is established to assist NMHSs,
their respective national agencies, as well as relevant international organizations, to respond
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effectively to emergencies. It has been focused on atmospheric dispersion of airborne hazardous
substances. The programme delivers specialized ATM products, which are the outputs of
numerical simulations of the atmosphere, under operational arrangements in close collaboration
with: the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) for nuclear accidents and radiological
emergencies, and with the Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty Organization (CTBTO) for the
implementation of the Treaty verification regime. ATM products are provided to Members and
relevant organizations in emergency response to the dispersion of smoke from large fires, ash and
other emissions from volcanic eruptions, and sudden releases of chemical or biological hazards
into the atmosphere. The programme addresses the capabilities as well as operational
arrangements and procedures that are required for NMHSs to implement effective “24/7”
emergency response operations. The reference for the ERA programme is the Documentation on
RSMC Support for Environmental Emergency Response (WMO/TD-No. 778), and the WMO
webpage for the ERA programme, located at:
http://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/www/DPFSERA/EmergencyResp.html.
6.
There are 10 designated Regional Specialized Meteorological Centres (RSMCs Beijing,
Exeter, Melbourne, Montréal, Obninsk, Offenbach, Tokyo, Toulouse, Vienna and Washington) that
provide real-time 24/7 specialized atmospheric dispersion model products for environmental
emergency response and/or backtracking. In addition, the RTH Offenbach provides the
telecommunications link for notification and information by the IAEA Incident and Emergency
Centre (IEC) to the WMO Members.
Severe Weather Forecasting Demonstration Project (SWFDP)
7.
The SWFDP in Southern Africa has been implemented successfully and is now in
Phase 4, which means it has turned from the roll-out phase to 16 countries, to the phase of
continuous development and sustainable activities. A meeting of the Regional Technical
Implementation Team (RTIT) of the SWFDP for Southern Africa was held in Flic en Flac, Mauritius,
from 19 to 22 July 2011. The Meeting report is available at
http://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/www/CBS-Reports/documents/Report-RTIT-SWFDP-SA-MauritiusJuly2011.pdf. The SWFDP – Southern Africa project is to be maintained relative to the
implemented routine forecasting framework of the project, i.e. the cascading forecasting process.
The RTIT would remain as the project’s technical management body for the project. A new project
implementation plan (entitled “Regional Phase 4 Implementation Plan (“RP4IP”) has been
developed and is available at:
http://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/www/CBS-Reports/documents/Regional-Phase4ImplPlan_2011draft.doc.
8.
A second project, in implementation for the South Pacific, commenced its full
demonstration phase in November 2010. The SWFDP – South Pacific is focused on heavy rains,
strong winds, and damaging waves for nine Island States, with the central RSMC role for the
project undertaken by RSMC Wellington, while RSMC Nadi (Fiji) and RSMC Darwin (Australia)
enhanced their existing regional forecasting functions. In addition to PWS and DRR, collaboration
was established with TCP, MMO and WWRP programmes to properly address the technical
aspects of tropical cyclones and marine-related hazards, such as damaging waves and storm
surges. The meeting of the Regional Subproject Management Team (RSMT) for the SWFDP –
South Pacific was held in Wellington, New Zealand, from 1 to 4 November 2010. The Meeting
report is available at
http://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/www/CBSReports/documents/Final_report_SWFDDP_Wellington_Nov2010.pdf. The Regional Subproject
Implementation Plan (RSIP) is available at:
http://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/www/CBS-Reports/documents/ImpPlan_SWFDDP_Nov2010.pdf.
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9.
A third project is in implementation in Eastern Africa, focused on forecasting and
warning services for the general public, agriculture and fishery communities. A meeting of the
Regional Subproject Management Team (RSMT) was held in Nairobi, Kenya, from 21 to
24 June 2011. Participants included representatives of global products centres, regional centres,
and the national meteorological centres of the participating countries (Burundi, Ethiopia, Kenya,
Rwanda, Tanzania and Uganda). The Meeting report is available at:
http://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/www/CBS-Reports/documents/RSMT-SWFDP-EA-MeetingReport.pdf. The RSIP for the initial demonstration of the project, which commenced in
September 2011, is available at:
http://www.wmo.int/ pages/prog/www/CBS-Reports/documents/RSIP-SWFDP-EA.pdf. A regional
training workshop was held in Arusha, Tanzania, from 21 November to 2 December 2011. This
workshop trained forecasters to correctly interpret and apply the various advanced forecasting
products made available through the project, on how to improve the delivery of forecasting and
warning services for key users (including general public, agriculture, fisheries, media and disaster
management organizations), as well as on their responsibilities in the project (e.g. reporting severe
weather events, and progress of the project). It also addressed the delivery of forecast and warning
services to key users (including general public, agriculture and fisheries) in the context of
emergency preparedness and response. The CGMS-WMO Virtual Laboratory for Satellite
Meteorology has been effectively used in the 2011 SWFDP – Eastern Africa training workshop, to
address very-short range forecasting, including nowcasting, of severe/convective thunderstorms.
10.
Developments for the implementation of an SWFDP in Southeast Asia have been
made, focusing on heavy rain and strong winds for four countries: Cambodia, Lao PDR, Thailand
and Viet Nam. A preparatory training workshop was held in Hong Kong, China, from 4 to
15 July 2011, addressing interpretation and application of NWP/EPS in forecasting and the delivery
of warning services to general public, media and disaster management organizations. A meeting of
the RSMT of the SWFDP – Southeast Asia was held in Ha Noi, Viet Nam, from 10 to
13 October 2011. Meeting report is available at:
http://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/www/CBS-Reports/documents/WMO_finalrep_v19XII11.pdf. A
RSIP has been drafted and is available at:
http://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/www/CBS-Reports/documents/RSIP_v4.4.pdf, and the project
would likely commence its implementation in late 2012.
11.
Plans have initiated in Region Association II to consider a SWFDP regional project for
the Bay of Bengal region (South Asia), with a Technical-Planning Workshop on SWFDP
Development for the Bay of Bengal, which was held in New Delhi, India, from 23 to
27 January 2012. This workshop explored the region’s needs of, and possible benefits from, an
SWFDP project, focusing on heavy rain and strong winds, for Bangladesh, India, Maldives,
Myanmar, Sri Lanka and Thailand. The Meeting report is available at:
http://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/www/CBS-Reports/documents/finalDraft_report_SWFDPNewDelhi_v27Fe12.doc. A RSIP is being drafted and the project would likely commence its
implementation in late 2012. A preparatory training workshop is planned to be convened in late
2012.
12.
The fourth meeting of the CBS Steering Group for the SWFDP (SG-SWFDP), chaired
by the OPAG chairperson, Mr Strauss, was held in Geneva, Switzerland, from 28 February to
2 March 2012. The Meeting report is available at:
http://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/www/CBS-Reports/documents/SG-SWFDP-4_Final_Report.pdf.
13.
The SG-SWFDP identified issues associated with the implementation of the regional
sub-projects, including sustainability, training aspects, and support for the full participation of
NMHSs. In particular, the SG-SWFDP recognized that SWFDP strategic issues include the limited
effectiveness of the current project activities in addressing the needs of those NMHSs with very
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constrained technical capacity, due to limited or inadequate resources (human and financial). In
this regard, the SG-SWFDP developed a set of recommendations for consideration by CBS-15.
14.
Cg-XVI approved a vision for the SWFDP as an end-to-end cross-programme
collaborative activity led by the GDPFS. In this context, the SG-SWFDP discussed the integration
of satellite information, testing GIFS-TIGGE developments, synergies with Flash Flood
Forecasting, agricultural meteorology, etc., and developed a strategy for integrating new
components into the SWFDP for consideration by CBS-15.
15.
The SG-SWFDP discussed future directions for the SWFDP, including prospects for
new regional subprojects. The SG-SWFDP noted that the concern about resources necessary for
setting up new subprojects extends to the continued success and further development of the entire
SWFDP. It considered that this is dependent on securing a sustainable management resource with
responsibility for coordination of WMO support for regional subprojects. The SG-SWFDP
considered that the sustainable provision of support to the existing and new subprojects requires a
dedicated Office, and that a study is urgently required to scope the resource requirements of such
an Office, starting from an evaluation of the resources utilized by the Project thus far. Results of
the study are available at ftp://ftp.wmo.int/Documents/PublicWeb/www/swfdp/.
Very Short-range Forecasting
16.
An Expert Meeting on Very Short-Range Forecasting (EM-VSRF), chaired by Mr Pierre
Eckert (Switzerland), was held in Geneva, Switzerland, from 21 to 23 March 2011. Meeting report
is available at:
http://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/www/CBS-Reports/documents/EM-VSRF-MeetingReport_March2011.pdf. The EM-VSRF developed recommendations and guidelines on the way
forward and future work on very short-range forecasting. In particular, the EM-VSRF agreed that
very short-range forecasting should be considered/addressed as an end-to-end process, covering
the following aspects: (i) in situ and remote-sensed observations; (ii) NWP, including verification
aspects; (iii) post-processing, including blending approaches and extrapolation; and
(iv) interactions with end-users. The EM-VSRF also agreed that education and training issues are
relevant in all stages of the very short-range forecasting system, as well as visualization tools.
More efforts need to be made on targeting sensitive areas/aspects of this end-to-end process. The
EM-VSRF developed recommendations on all these aspects.
Extended- and Long-range Forecasting
17.
The meeting of the Expert Team on Extended- and Long-Range Forecasting
(ET-ELRF), chaired by Mr Richard Graham (UK), was held in Geneva, Switzerland, from 26 to
30 March 2012. Meeting report is available at:
http://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/www/CBS-Reports/documents/Final-Report-ET-ELRFMarch2012.pdf.
18.
There are currently 12 GPCs (Beijing, CPTEC (Brazil), Exeter, Melbourne, Montreal,
Moscow, Pretoria, Seoul, Tokyo, Toulouse, Washington and ECMWF) and since CBS-Ext.(10)
there have been no new applications for GPC status. A number of GPCs have made, and are
making, significant enhancements to their prediction systems. GPCs have been providing minimum
variables and some additional variables in a timely manner to the LC-LRFMME for at least 2 years;
however, some GPCs have reported temporary non-compliance with regard to some of the
verification requirements, mainly because of resource constraints during system development.
GPCs Moscow, GPC Pretoria, GPC Tokyo and GPC Toulouse maintain full compliance with GPC
designation criteria. GPCs that were not currently fully compliant were encouraged to regain full
compliance as soon as possible. A paper describing the GPC network, its associated Lead Centres
and its proposed role within the CSIS has been published in 2011 in the journal ‘Climate Research’
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under the title ‘Long-range forecasting and the Global Framework for Climate Services’ (Graham
et al., 2011). A number of GPCs make available additional (non-mandatory) products including,
grid-point value products, hindcast and forecast data required for downscaling, tropical cyclone
products and experimental forecasts of rainy season onset and cessation.
19.
The LC-LRFMME (operated by KMA and NOAA NCEP) has maintained operational
services and its products have seen increasing use by RCCs and RCOFs. The LC-LRFMME has
made substantial progress in developing new LC-LRFMME products from the GPC forecasts. In
particular, probabilistic multi-model ensemble (MME) products for tercile categories have been
developed and added, in June 2011, to the LC-LRFMME Website, complementing the previously
available deterministic (ensemble mean) products. Development of the probabilistic MME products
has been accelerated to meet the schedule of the developing GSCU. Further developments
include: new product formats, facilitating side-by-side display of forecasts from the GPCs; options
to select different multi-model combining strategies and general improvement of the LC-LRFMME
Website framework.
20.
The LC-SVSLRF has maintained and updated its Website, a primary function of which
is to display the SVSLRF skill scores supplied by GPCs in a standardized format. New verification
data received from GPCs after upgrades to prediction systems has been uploaded as received.
Monitoring of access to the LC-SVSLRF web pages indicates that the use of the verification
information is at relatively low levels and this suggests that promoting use of the scores is more
important than refining the SVSLRF. The most frequently accessed pages are those containing the
skill maps.
21.
Cg-XVI requested the LC-LRFMME to extend its role to include the exchange of
extended-range predictions and invited GPCs to provide data from their monthly forecast systems
for display and generation of multi-model extended range products along the same lines as for
seasonal range products. The ET-ELRF developed a set of recommendations to initiate the
exchange of extended-range predictions, including on verification procedures. The ET-ELRF
suggested that a demonstration activity be scoped for extended-range forecasts by using, for
example, the SWFDP model.
22.
The ET-ELRF prepared an outline for a training curriculum in which the main objectives
include increased understanding of: (a) climate and its drivers; (b) climate models; (c) GPC
products and services; (d) verification; and (e) communications (to convey the forecast in an
efficient way to users). A number of GPCs have substantial capacity building commitments/
programmes with RCCs, developing RCCs or RCOF communities.
Probabilistic Forecasting and Ensemble Prediction Systems, and Applications
23.
The meeting of the Expert Team on Ensemble Prediction Systems (ET-EPS), chaired
by Mr Ken Mylne (UK), was held in Geneva, Switzerland, from 14 to 18 November 2011. The
Meeting report is available at:
http://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/www/CBS-Reports/documents/Final-Report-ET-EPSGeneva2011.pdf.
24.
The ET-EPS has completed a set of Guidelines on EPS and Forecasting to aid
forecasters in effective application of EPS. The Guidelines includes links to other sources of
guidance, for example from the ECMWF User Guide and the COMET on-line training materials.
25.
A range of EPS products are provided in the form of graphic images including probabilities
of strong winds and heavy rain, and tracks and strike probabilities of tropical cyclones, and
SWFDP is used as an effective means of providing training in the use of EPS.
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26.
The WWRP/GIFS-TIGGE WG is working to develop new severe weather forecasting
products out of research using the TIGGE database. Calibrated multi-model ensemble forecasts of
extreme weather events have been developed, using the TIGGE archive to estimate the climate of
the four models employed. These are currently produced 2 days delayed due to the restrictions on
TIGGE data, but work has been done to implement the forecasts in real time in support of the
SWFDP. The development of multi-model tropical cyclone track forecasts is also on the work plan.
Forecast Verification
27.
The meeting of the Coordination Group on Forecasting Verification (CG-FV), chaired by
Mr David Richardson (ECMWF), was held in Reading, UK, from 15 to 17 May 2012. The Meeting
report is available at:
http://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/www/CBS-Reports/documents/CG-FV_Final-Report_May2012.pdf.
28.
Significant advances have been made by most of the NWP centres in the
implementation of the new CBS procedures for upper-air verification. A number of NWP centres
have already initiated the implementation of the new procedures for scores computation or plan to
do so by mid-2012. The operational production of new scores in the new file format was expected
by the end of 2012.
29.
A number of studies have been made by NWP centres to evaluate the impact of the
new procedures on values of verification scores, including: (1) the comparison of verification
statistics computed by old and new procedures at ECMWF: the impact of the resolution, smoothing
and climatology on values of selected verification scores and the effect of time averaging method;
(2) the comparison of scores calculated using various methods of interpolation by CMC and the
evaluation of the impact of the use of the nearest model grid-point for scores against observations;
and (3) the impact of changing climatologies in anomaly correlation scores by JMA. All these
aspects and results from these impact studies related to the revised standard verification
procedures would be addressed in a paper on updated verification procedures to be produced by
members of the CG-FV A number of NWP centres also carried out studies to evaluate the
sensitivity to analysis differences on verification metrics. A NWP centre carried out a study on the
sensitivity to differences in observation availability/usage.
30.
The LC-DNV Website (http://apps.ecmwf.int/wmolcdnv/) has been developed by the
ECMWF. It shows a range of plots of the scores that are exchanged between NWP centres. It has
a few interactive features on the plots, including zoom; switch each centre on/off on plots; choice of
area, score, parameter, etc.; and click to show values. The Website also includes a selection of
plots of the scores computed at ECMWF for precipitation - SEEPS and a few others for
comparison. They are shown for the ECMWF model and other centres whose precipitation forecast
fields have been provided to ECMWF. An option to save "personalized" versions of the plots and a
login so that the system remembers the users’ preferences have been introduced following the
preliminary feedback from CG-FV members. Login accounts have been provided to CG-FV
members.
31.
The CG-FV discussed the current status of verification of surface fields at NWP centres.
So far, operationally, the main focus had been on verification of precipitation, 2m temperature and
10m wind speed forecasts, and especially over their countries or specified geographical regions.
Verification of other surface parameters (e.g. wind direction, clouds and dew point) is being done
mostly on an experimental basis. More research is required. The CG-FV agreed to carry out
studies on the sensitivity of verification results to differences in use of a fixed versus an evolving
list of stations, and on the quality control of the observations; and interpolation methods. Other
aspects require agreement, including on: (1) scores (ME, MAE, RMSE, contingency table based
scores); (2) reference (climatology, persistence); (3) confidence intervals; (4) spatial aggregation;
and (5) temporal aggregation.
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Atmospheric Transport Modelling (ATM) for Environmental Emergency Response Activities
(ERA), including nuclear and non-nuclear ERA
Nuclear ERA
32.
The meeting of the Coordination Group on Nuclear Emergency Response Activities
(CG-NERA), chaired by Mr René Servranckx (Canada), was held in Vienna, Austria, from 31
October to 4 November 2011. The Meeting report is available at:
http://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/www/CBS-Reports/documents/Final-Report-CG-NERAVienna2011.pdf. This meeting reviewed the roles, responses and experiences by the RSMCs with
activity specialization in Atmospheric Transport Modelling (RSMC-ATM), and the RTH Offenbach,
including the liaison with the relevant international organizations (IAEA, WHO, ICAO and CTBTO),
in relation to the Fukushima Daiichi NPP accident and emergency, with the view of identifying
issues and possible enhancements to the present system of operational meteorological support.
33.
All RMSCs use web-based technologies to exchange information and products. The
RMSCs with the designation for the environmental emergency response now have a commonlook-and-feel mirrored (seven servers in total) but independent password protected web page to
post standard products and exchange information. All RSMCs also post their information by ftp or
by SCP to the common-look-and-feel web pages of the other RSMCs.
34.
The implementation plan for the migration of RSMC products from fax distribution to
e-mail/Internet distribution is progressing. While noting that it is highly desirable to only use official
NMHSs’ operational e-mail addresses, many NMHSs only have less secure commercial or
freeware, and personal webmail accounts, and that this is a problem with no suitable solution. The
next phases of the implementation plan include the following steps: (a) the RSMCs that have not
yet done so will commence testing e-mail distribution within their respective Regions of
responsibility, and contact those Members that have not replied to the circular letter; RSMCs will
provide updated lists to WMO; and (b) WMO and RSMCs, in consultation with IAEA, will decide
additional measures to obtain additional replies from Members; WMO to provide updated lists to
RSMCs and to update all contact information on the WMO ERA web pages.
35.
A detailed review/redesign/updating of the WMO Technical Note No. 778
(documentation on RSMC support for EER targeted for meteorologists at NMHSs) and of the WMO
ERA web pages was completed in October 2011.
36.
Following the request by Cg-XV (May 2007) with regards to the outdated WMO
Technical Note 170, the CG-NERA review this publication and noted that only a few sections
concern CBS, and several WMO Programmes and technical commissions should be involved in
updating the Technical Note. Following a throughout review of the CBS relevant sections
(Chapter 2, entitled Practical guidance for meteorologists in charge of the meteorological
assessments and continuing services; section 2.2.4 – normal NPP operation, and 2.2.5 – NPP
emergency situations), a expanded outline for updating these sections was prepared, which is
available at ftp://ftp.wmo.int/Documents/PublicWeb/www/era/.
Non-Nuclear ERA
37.
The Expert Team on Applications of Atmospheric Transport Modelling (ATM) for Nonnuclear ERA (ET-nNERA) has been chaired by Mr Christopher Ryan (Australia). A number of
major ERA events with significant impacts have occurred since the last meeting of the ET-nNERA
(Toulouse, December 2009), including volcanic eruptions in Iceland, Chile and Indonesia, and the
Fukushima Daiichi NPP accident. The operational impact of these events and the follow-up
activities have fully occupied many of the ET-nNERA members, slowing progress on the work plan
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decided in 2009, and forcing the ET-nNERA meeting planned to 2011 to be postponed to late
2012. While recognizing that the ET-nNERA has not been directly involved in the activities of
CAeM and ICAO related to volcanic ash, the ET-nNERA members have been participating in these
developments.
Manual on the Global Data-processing and Forecasting System (WMO-No. 485)
38.
Significant progress is being made with the comprehensive revision of the Manual on
the GDPFS (WMO-No. 485), whose new text is presented in a working document available on the
WMO Website at ftp://ftp.wmo.int/Documents/PublicWeb/www/gdpfs/Manual-on-the-GDPFS/.

